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Abstrakt: 

Práce je zaměřena na studium specifických projevů disulfidové a neplanární amidové 
skupiny ve spektrech Ramanovy optické aktivity (ROA) s cílem ukázat, že ROA 
umožňuje získat informace o konformaci peptidů a proteinů, které je obtížné nebo 
dokonce nemožné získat pomocí jiných spektroskopických technik. Jako modelové 
systémy pro studium neplanární amidové vazby jsou použity speciálně navržené 
malé rigidní molekuly s dobře definovanou strukturou – tricyklické spirodilaktamy. 
Možnost detekce disulfidové skupiny je studována v ROA spektrech modelových 
peptidů s jednou až dvěma disulfidovými skupinami, z nichž některé jsou biologicky 
aktivní (neurohypofyzární hormony a jejich agonistické a antagonistické analogy, 
antimikrobiální peptid lasiocepsin a jeho analogy s různým disulfidovým 
přemostěním). Kromě ROA jsou tyto systémy studovány také pomocí 
komplementárních chiroptických metod – vibračního (VCD) a elektronového (ECD) 
cirkulárního dichroismu, a to v rozšířeném spektrálním oboru (pod 180 nm) 
s využitím synchrotronového zdroje (SRCD). Současné využití těchto technik 
umožňuje získat komplexní informaci o struktuře studovaných molekul. 
Experimentální chiroptická data jsou dále srovnána s teoretickými ab initio výpočty. 
V chiroptických spektrech se nám podařilo identifikovat a interpretovat signály 
odrážející neplanaritu amidové skupiny. Ve spektrech ROA se nám dále podařilo 
identifikovat signál příslušející valenčním vibracím disulfidové vazby, který 
pravděpodobně může odrážet smysl torze disulfidové skupiny.  

Klíčová slova: Ramanova optická aktivita, peptidy a proteiny, disulfidové můstky, 
neplanární amidová vazba 
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Abstract:  

The aim of the thesis is to utilize Raman optical activity (ROA) to get unique 
information on peptide/protein conformation, which is otherwise difficult or even 
impossible to obtain. We have focused on investigation of amide and disulfide 
groups. Utilizing tailor-made model structures (rigid tricyclic spirodilactams with 
two interacting nonplanar amide groups), special model peptides and even 
biologically active molecules (neurohypophyseal hormones and their agonistic and 
antagonistic analogs, antimicrobial peptide lasiocepsin and its analogs having 
different disulfide pattern) we have traced specific spectral manifestation of 
nonplanar amides and disulfides. ROA results were supplemented by data obtained 
by complementary chiroptical methods – electronic (including vacuum UV – SRCD) 
and vibrational circular dichroism. When used in a concerted fashion, these 
techniques provide complex information on peptide/protein secondary structure. 
Where possible, experimental chiroptical data were compared to ab initio 
calculations. In chiroptical spectra we have found and interpreted signals reflecting 
nonplanarity of the amide group. Moreover, in ROA spectra we have identified 
signals due to S–S stretching vibrations which seem to reflect sense of the disulfide 
group torsion. 

Keywords: Raman optical activity, peptides and proteins, disulfide bridges, 
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Preface 
Raman optical activity (ROA) is a spectroscopic phenomenon arising from 

differences in Raman scattering of chiral systems when alternatively left- and right- 

circularly polarized light is involved.1 It formally represents an almost 

straightforward extension of the previously known chiroptical methods, optical 

rotatory dispersion (ORD) and electronic circular dichroism (ECD) from merely 

electronic absorption spectroscopy towards molecular vibrations and Raman 

scattering. The difference derives from the fact that in contrast to absorption 

phenomena Raman scattering is a two photon process related to molecular 

polarizability, not the dipole moment. Therefore it stands on a different theoretical 

basis and follows different selection rules.2 Similarly to its absorption counterpart 

(vibrational circular dichroism - VCD), ROA promises to combine the enormous 

sensitivity of chiroptical methods to even small details of spatial arrangement of 

molecules with a sizable richness and structural detail of vibrational spectra, 

knowledge of which has been collected over the years.3 In addition, Raman 

spectroscopy unlike absorption and VCD utilizes water as its most natural solvent 

which makes it attractive for biomolecular applications. This and yet other specific 

advantages of ROA logically spawned interest and the technique has been 

successfully demonstrated as early as in the beginning of 1970s.4 However, ROA 

proved to be a rather difficult technique both theoretically and experimentally, and as 

a consequence it took a long time to develop it into a useful analytical tool. Recent 

progress in ROA instrumentation, introduction of commercial ROA spectrometers 

and significant improvements in computational methodology (implementation of 

ROA tensors with analytic derivatives in Gaussian 09, resulting in a rapid increase of 

computational speed)5 made the ROA technique accessible to broader range of users. 

Although ROA is still not as widely used as other chiroptical spectroscopies 

(particularly electronic circular dichroism – ECD), it is already well established as 

one of important spectroscopic methods and its applications to biomolecules, 

particularly peptides and proteins, are becoming increasingly frequent.6–8 At present, 

it is well established as the analytical tool which can provide (a) absolute 

configuration assignment when combined with theoretical calculations1,9,10 – 

particularly useful for natural products and pharmaceutical research;11 (b) which can 
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supplement chiroptical data of biopolymers collected by other procedures (ECD, 

VCD) with particular emphasis on short-range details.8 However, despite these 

successful contributions, ROA is still considered a somewhat “exotic” kind of 

chiroptical spectroscopy, mainly because this technique has been largely used to 

supplement information provided by other spectroscopies, while not enough attention 

has been paid to developing ROA as a self-contained tool providing exclusive 

information. It is true that solitary application of ROA might probably bring only a 

limited view of the studied systems. However, when combined together with results 

obtained by other chiroptical spectroscopies, it can provide a rather detailed view on 

the studied molecules and enable deep understanding of their structure. We will 

explore possibilities of ROA to provide information not accessible by other means, 

especially on biomolecules. For this purpose we will study simple models and try to 

extrapolate the knowledge thus obtained to more complex biomolecular systems. We 

will try to learn whether ROA can be used as a unique technique allowing us to 

directly investigate amide and disulfide bonds when they are hardly accessible by 

other experimental techniques, i.e. when they are embedded into complicated 

peptide/protein structures. 

The thesis is organized into four chapters. Chapter 1 brings a brief overview 

of ROA, VCD and ECD. It also describes utilization of these methods for the studies 

of biomolecules, particularly peptides and proteins. The objectives of the thesis are 

summarized in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 concentrates on a description of samples, 

experimental methods and procedures used for the interpretation of experimental 

data. The results achieved within this work are discussed in Chapter 4, which is 

divided into two parts involving: (a) a discussion of the results achieved on model 

spirocyclic dilactams containing nonplanar amide groups; (b) the investigation of 

disulfide group conformation in model peptides including neurohypophyseal 

hormone analogs and antimicrobial peptides from Lasiocepsin family. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Fundamentals of Raman Optical Activity 

ROA is defined as a difference in Raman scattering intensity from chiral molecular 

systems for right 𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅 and left 𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿 circularly polarized light (incident, scattered or both – 

depending on the arrangement of ROA experiment):1 

 ∆𝐼𝐼(𝜈𝜈) = 𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅(𝜈𝜈) − 𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿(𝜈𝜈), (1) 

where ν is the frequency. 

Because ROA is a two photon process, the actual technique is more complex 

(both experimentally and theoretically) than the complementary absorption-based 

method of VCD, despite the fact that both techniques deal with identical vibrational 

transitions.12 While there is only one setup of VCD experiment (one-photon 

differential absorption form – see Figure 2 below), for ROA there are four distinct 

forms, varying in modulation of incident and scattered light13 (energy-level diagrams 

illustrating their definition are shown in Figure 1). These involve (a) the original 

form – incident circular polarization (ICP) ROA,14 consisting in modulation of 

incident laser beam between RCP and LCP states and Raman measurement at a fixed 

linear or unpolarized radiation state; (b) scattered circular polarization (SCP) ROA,15 

using linear or unpolarized incident light and measuring the difference in RCP and 

LCP Raman scattered light; (c) in-phase dual circular polarization (DCPI) ROA, 

where polarization states of both incident and scattered light are modified 

synchronously between RCP and LCP states; and (d) out-of-phase dual circular 

polarization (DCPII) ROA, where polarization states of both incident and scattered 

light are switched between RCP and LCP states with opposite phases.16,17 Besides 

that, ROA can be defined using distinct scattering geometries (including forward 

(0°), right-angle (90°) or backward (180°) configuration) and frequencies of incident 

radiation.12  
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Figure 1: Energy-level diagrams illustrating definition of four distinct forms of ROA for the 
molecule undergoing transition from the zeroth (g0) to the first (g1) vibrational level of the 
ground electronic state (e,v – electronic-vibrational levels of the excited intermediate state; 
redrawn from ref. 12). 

 

 As the appropriate experimental quantity, a dimensionless circular intensity 

difference (CID)4 is typically used for the description of ROA experiment. It is 

defined as a ratio between ROA and Raman signals:  

 ∆= (𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅 − 𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿)/(𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅 + 𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿), (2) 

where 𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅 and 𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿 are the intensities in RCP and LCP light. The CID values are 

different for forward (0°), backward (180°) and right-angle (90°) experimental 

geometries (see equations (5–(8 in Chapter 1.2). 

This overview documents that arrangement of ROA experiment offers several 

possibilities, all of which are not exactly equivalent.12 However, at the time being 

most of the practical experiments are done in backscattering geometry and use either 

ICP (mainly laboratory-built instruments)18–21 or SCP (commercial equipment) 

modulation scheme.15 It has been shown that ICP and SCP instruments provide 

equivalent information (within the far-from-resonance approximation).22 The 
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backscattering geometry is currently considered the best experimental strategy for 

most of the ROA studies. The main advantage of such ROA arrangement consists in 

higher intensities and lower artifact level.1 

Compared to the above complex possibilities how to arrange the ROA 

experiment, the related absorption-based experiments (which were elaborated earlier 

into practical use) are simpler. Circular dichroism (either electronic or vibrational) 

simply corresponds to a difference in absorption ∆𝐴𝐴 of left 𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿 and right 𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅 circularly 

polarized light: 

 ∆𝐴𝐴(𝜈𝜈) = 𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿(𝜈𝜈) − 𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅(𝜈𝜈), (3) 

The photon absorption processes giving rise to electronic and vibrational CD are 

illustrated on an energy-level polarization diagram in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2: Energy-level polarization diagram illustrating the photon transitions associated 
with CD. The a and b denote for the respective ground and electronic state for ECD, while 
for VCD a and b correspond to two vibrational levels of the ground electronic state (redrawn 
from ref. 23). 
 

 While ECD refers to absorption processes between two electronic states, 

VCD deals with transitions between two vibrational sublevels of the same electronic 

state. To exhibit electronic circular dichroism spectrum, the molecule has to contain 

at least one chromophore which absorbs radiation in an accessible spectral region 

and is either chiral itself (inherent chirality), or is situated in an optically active 

environment.24,25 In VCD the concept of chromophores is not that easy to follow. 

Molecular vibrations are often localized along chemical bonds, implying that 

elementary contributions are small and linear. It is not intuitive to deduce rotational 

components within molecular vibrations, although attempts to visualize them have 

been made.12 
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1.2 Theoretical Basis of Optical Activity 

The ultimate goal in structural interpretation of chiroptical data is to construct a 

theoretical spectrum that compares favorably with the experimental data. The 

procedure for theoretical spectra calculation involves several steps.26 It is first 

necessary to determine the molecular structure. Nowadays, the calculations are 

usually carried out at the density functional theory (DFT) level using a sufficient 

quality polarized basis set (such as 6-311++G**). Molecular geometry has to be 

optimized (to fulfill the condition that energy gradient is zero, i.e. the molecular 

geometry has to correspond to a stationary point on the energy hypersurface). Within 

the harmonic approximation (assuming quadratic form of the potential), it is then 

possible to calculate a set of quadratic force constants d2E/dx2 (a symmetrical 

matrix). It is often also very important to model chemical environment of the 

molecule, especially if the experiments are carried out in polar solvents (e.g. water). 

It is often sufficient to employ continuum solvent models where the solvent is 

represented as a continuous medium (e.g. Conductor-like Screening Model – 

COSMO).27 Such methods are computationally much less demanding than utilization 

of discrete solvent models, which operate with individual solvent molecules and 

usually also require combining ab initio calculations with molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulations.28 For flexible molecules, the procedure should also reflect 

conformational equilibria. It is usually implemented by simple conformational 

averaging, where discrete local energetic minima are included with respect to their 

Boltzmann distribution.26 

It is then possible to calculate quantities related to chiroptical intensities – 

either rotational strengths for calculation of ECD/VCD spectra or ROA tensors for 

calculation of ROA spectra. For the calculation of chiroptical intensities, it is 

necessary to go beyond the dipole approximation. With advantage, circular 

dichroism related to both electronic and vibrational spectroscopy utilizes identical 

basic relations. Rotational strength for a transition from a molecular state a to a 

molecular state b is given by: 

 𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(〈𝑎𝑎|𝝁𝝁|𝑏𝑏〉 ∙ 〈𝑏𝑏|𝒎𝒎|𝑎𝑎〉) (4) 

(Rosenfeld equation29), where 〈𝑎𝑎|𝝁𝝁|𝑏𝑏〉 is the electric dipole transition moment (real 

quantity), 〈𝑏𝑏|𝒎𝒎|𝑎𝑎〉 is the magnetic dipole transition moment (imaginary quantity) 
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and Im denotes for ‘imaginary part’. The cosine function involved in the above dot 

product is the main source of particular sensitivity of circular dichroism towards 

stereochemistry of chiral molecules. The underlying properties of chiral molecules 

involve that both components in the product must be non-zero and not perpendicular 

to each other. Although the actual calculation of rotational strengths, which follows 

the force field calculation, is conceptually straightforward, it is still a complex 

procedure which involves calculations of atomic polar and axial tensors. Calculation 

of the latter brought the problem of origin choice,30 which has been solved lately by 

implementation of gauge-independent atomic orbitals (GIAO).31 We describe 

calculations of vibrational transitions, which occur in the well-defined electronic 

ground state. 

For the calculations of magnetic dipole transition moments, it is necessary to 

introduce corrections to Born-Oppenheimer (B-O) approximation, as the use of B-O 

approximation leads to a physically unrealistic result where the electronic 

contribution to magnetic dipole transition moment vanishes.32 Several theoretical 

approaches have been developed over the years which deal with the problem 

differently. Apart from approximate methods (like localized molecular orbital 

(LMO) method, which is based on localization of molecular orbitals into bonding 

orbitals and lone pairs and subsequent determination of VCD intensities from the 

motion of nuclei and centroids of the LMOs,33–35) there are three main a priori 

methods for VCD calculations, which enable deriving expressions for the electronic 

contributions to atomic polar and axial tensors. These methods are formally 

equivalent and can be derived from perturbation theory.36 They include magnetic 

field perturbation (MFP),32 the sum-over-states (SOS) vibronic coupling theory 

(VCT)37 and nuclear velocity perturbation (NVP).38 Current VCD calculations 

mainly involve use of the MFP method32 developed by Stephens and co-workers. 

The method is based on the VCT39 and consists in perturbation of the ground 

electronic state wavefunction by a magnetic field. The MFP formalism has been 

implemented into Gaussian software already in 199840 and is now a standard method 

for VCD calculations.5,31 An alternative – formally equivalent approach to the MFP 

method – the SOS VCT, where the electronic contribution to the atomic axial tensor 

is expressed as a sum over excited electronic states, was implemented for practical 

calculations of VCD by Rauk and co-workers37 several years after the MFP method 

was implemented. Although these two procedures provide results of a comparable 
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accuracy (when the same level of approximation is used), the MFP theory prevails. 

Recently the first implementation NVP theory, which is based on nuclear velocity 

perturbation of the ground electronic state wavefunction and was theoretically 

proposed in 1992 by Nafie,38 has been reported.41 The reformulated NVP theory 

within DFT (using linear order density perturbation theory) appears to provide 

theoretical data of the same quality as the MFP approach, and offers a possibility to 

incorporate anharmonic effects into VCD calculations.41  

Current VCD calculations mainly involve use of MFP formalism and DFT,31 

with hybrid functionals like B3LYP or B3PW91 and a GIAO basis set at the minimal 

level of 6-31G(d). For similar ab initio calculations of electronic rotatory strengths 

(i.e. ECD) it is necessary to calculate transitions into electronically excited states. It 

became possible in recent years by means of the time-dependent density functional 

theory (TDDFT).42  

Compared to ECD and VCD, theory of ROA is more complex and the 

quantities needed for the ROA calculation can be estimated with sufficient precision 

only when employing higher-level ab initio calculations.43 Apart from induced 

electric dipole (which is sufficient for the description of Raman scattering), it is 

necessary to include into calculations also the magnetic dipole and electric 

quadrupole. In the far-from resonance (FFR) approximation (where the lowest 

excited electronic state is much higher in energy than the incident and scattered 

photon energies),12 ROA intensities depend on normal mode derivatives of three 

polarizability tensors: electric dipole-electric dipole molecular polarizability tensor 

𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼, electric dipole-magnetic dipole polarizability tensor 𝐺𝐺𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼′  and electric dipole-

electric quadrupole polarizability tensor 𝐴𝐴𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼. The derivatives are used for formation 

of five tensor invariants (two Raman tensor invariants and three ROA tensor 

invariants) from which the Raman intensities and ROA intensity differences can be 

derived.6 For an isotropic sample (within the FFR approximation), the dimensionless 

CID can be then expressed in terms of 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼, 𝐺𝐺𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼′  and 𝐴𝐴𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 as follows:6 

 ∆(0°) =
4[45𝛼𝛼𝐺𝐺′ + 𝛽𝛽(𝐺𝐺′) − 𝛽𝛽(𝐴𝐴)2]

𝑐𝑐[45𝛼𝛼2 + 7𝛽𝛽(𝛼𝛼)2]  (5) 

 ∆(180°) =
24[𝛽𝛽(𝐺𝐺′)2 + 1/3𝛽𝛽(𝐴𝐴)2]
𝑐𝑐[45𝛼𝛼2 + 7𝛽𝛽(𝛼𝛼)2]  (6) 
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 ∆𝑥𝑥(90°) =
2[45𝛼𝛼𝐺𝐺′ + 7𝛽𝛽(𝐺𝐺′)2 + 𝛽𝛽(𝐴𝐴)2]

𝑐𝑐[45𝛼𝛼2 + 7𝛽𝛽(𝛼𝛼)2]  (7) 

 ∆𝑧𝑧(90°) =
12[𝛽𝛽(𝐺𝐺′)2 − 1/3𝛽𝛽(𝐴𝐴)2]

6𝑐𝑐𝛽𝛽(𝛼𝛼)2  (8) 

where 𝛼𝛼 and 𝐺𝐺′ are the isotropic invariants defined as: 

𝛼𝛼 = 1
3
𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼, 𝐺𝐺′ = 1

3
𝐺𝐺𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼′  

and 𝛽𝛽(𝛼𝛼)2, 𝛽𝛽(𝐺𝐺′)2 and 𝛽𝛽(𝐴𝐴)2 are anisotropic invariants defined as: 

𝛽𝛽(𝛼𝛼)2 = 1
2
�3𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 − 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼� , 𝛽𝛽(𝐺𝐺′)2 = 1

2
�3𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝐺𝐺𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼′ − 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝐺𝐺𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼′ �, 

𝛽𝛽(𝐴𝐴)2 = 1
2
𝜔𝜔𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝜀𝜀𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼. 

 
 The above equations allow for the numerical comparison of theoretical and 

experimental ROA data. Their practical implementation has been incorporated most 

thoroughly into the Gaussian software package.5 The application to ROA has been 

recently critically analyzed44 and it has been found that calculation of Raman and 

ROA tensors has its specific requirements, which appear somewhat more stringent 

than the preceding geometry optimization and force field calculation. Raman and 

ROA calculations typically require inclusion of diffuse functions (such as aug-cc-

pVTZ45–48 or reduced diffuse polarization shell – rDPS49). Of these the rDPS basis 

set (being derived from Pople’s 3-21G) is possibly applicable also to larger 

molecules. The analysis also indicates that the inclusion of electric dipole-electric 

quadrupole polarizabilities may not be absolutely necessary for ROA calculations, 

but this finding still needs to be verified. In light of this, it appears advantageous to 

use two theoretical levels within one calculation: one, somewhat less sophisticated, 

for geometry optimization and force field calculation, and the other, augmented with 

diffuse functions, for Raman/ROA tensors. However, it has to be noted that such an 

internally inconsistent calculation requires additional quantities and the time saving 

may be not that efficient.44  

 Ab initio calculations lead to total numerical interpretation which, in a 

successful case, approaches the accuracy of experimental data. This is of course a 

favorable situation, but it would often suffice to gain an approximate interpretation 

providing basic understanding of the decisive effects. Quite often, the computational 
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interpretation is too detailed and it is therefore difficult to obtain basic understanding. 

In ECD spectroscopy, such understanding is often provided by the so called sector 

rules,28 which are sometimes totally empirical, but can be also theory-based (see 

J.A. Schellman50). This concept has been perfected by G. Snatzke in his qualitative 

molecular orbital theory of optical rotatory strengths.51 It is difficult to construct a 

counterpart to these studies for vibrational optical activity (VOA), because the 

concept of chromophores is not so universally valid here. In VOA, the chromophores 

are often small (mainly single bonds) and their vibrations typically do not 

simultaneously contribute to electric and magnetic transition moments. It is typically 

necessary to combine several such contributions together. This is valid for both VCD 

and ROA and it implicitly means that it is difficult to consider inherent chirality in 

VOA.  

 Out of the conceptually simple approaches, only the so called coupled 

oscillator mechanism (dipole-dipole coupling)52,53 is universally extendable over 

dichroism spectra (ECD, VCD). This model can be used for optically active systems 

containing equivalent, separated achiral oscillators which are mutually chirally 

oriented – i.e. they form a virtual helix-like arrangement. The approach is 

particularly suitable for simple chiral systems such as dimer-like structures, but its 

use can be extended also to several coupled oscillators (e.g. for polymers). The 

coupled oscillator model allows calculating rotational strengths and component 

splitting from the known molecular geometries and measured absorption intensities. 

For the dimer consisting of monomeric subunits a and b, which couple energetically 

and oscillate coherently either in-phase (+) or out-of-phase (–), the rotational 

strengths are: 

 𝑅𝑅± = ∓𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
2𝑐𝑐
𝑹𝑹𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ∙ (𝝁𝝁𝑎𝑎 × 𝝁𝝁𝑎𝑎), (9) 

where ν corresponds to the frequency of the monomer transition, 𝜇𝜇𝑎𝑎 and 𝜇𝜇𝑎𝑎 are 

electric transition dipole moments of the monomers a and b and 𝑹𝑹𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is the vector 

pointing from the center of mass of the monomer a to the center of mass of the 

monomer b. The relative shift in transition energies of in-phase and out-of-phase 

modes is given by: 

 𝐸𝐸± =
𝝁𝝁𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝝁𝝁𝑎𝑎
𝑅𝑅123

−
3(𝝁𝝁𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝑹𝑹12)(𝝁𝝁𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝑹𝑹12)

𝑅𝑅125
 (10) 
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L.D. Barron constructed analogous model for ROA. Similarly to the coupled 

oscillator model, the so called two-group model54,55 is also applicable to the 

molecules containing two achiral groups in a chiral environment. According to this 

model, ROA signals can be generated by interference between waves independently 

scattered from the two groups. Although the two group model is conceptually similar 

to coupled oscillator model of circular dichroism, there is a significant difference 

between the two mechanisms – while the generation of CD signals requires dynamic 

coupling of the two groups, no interaction of these groups is needed for the ROA 

signal generation. For VCD the attempt to enhance understanding the VCD origin 

has been done by Nafie et al. using visualization of transition current density 

(TCD).56 In summary, it seems that nowadays it is even somewhat easier to 

computationally interpret VOA than ECD, although even in this field there is lately a 

significant progress – TDDFT. 

Simplifying computational models enable simulating VOA spectra even for 

larger molecules (e.g. peptides/proteins). As follows from the calculation on the 

model dipeptide unit – acetyl-L-alanine methylamide,57 VOA is largely influenced 

by short range interactions. The study demonstrates that even such a short model 

peptide when folded according to segments of basic secondary structures can 

simulate (although somewhat crudely) basic VCD features even of proteins. 

Nowadays it is possible to perform analogous ab initio calculations of VOA on even 

slightly larger molecules using more sophisticated level of theory (DFT, with modern 

functionals and flexible basis sets). For biopolymers, when the structure involves a 

regular repetition of building blocks it is possible to simulate their spectra by 

employing the Cartesian tensor transfer method by Bouř et al,58 which utilizes ab 

initio calculations on small fragment subunits and later combines them into spectra 

of large molecules under the inter-group interaction potential. Complete ab initio 

calculations of ROA on a diamide unit (AcAlaNHMe) have been also already done.57  
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1.3 Chiroptical Spectroscopy of Biomolecules 
1.3.1 Chirality of Biological Molecules 

Chirality is an important phenomenon. The word ‘chiral,’ derived from the Greek 

word ‘cheir’ meaning hand, refers to a specific type of asymmetry, which is uniquely 

defined on the basis of group theory (see e.g. Bishop: Group Theory and 

Chemistry)59 by the absence of symmetry plane, center and rotation-reflection axis. It 

is frequently illustrated on the example of human hands: although right and left 

hands are mirror images of each other, they are not identical (i.e. it is not possible to 

position the right hand in a way that it becomes the left hand and vice versa). In other 

words, an object is called chiral if it cannot be superimposed on its mirror image 

(enantiomer). For biomolecules, chirality often plays a critical role, as most such 

molecules are chiral and usually only one of the possible forms (enantiomeric or 

diastereoisomeric) is biologically active.  

 One of the most frequent topological chirality concepts consists in chiral 

stereocenters (i.e. the asymmetric carbon atom, which is by definition bonded to four 

different substituents). For example, the well-known proteolytic enzyme 

chymotrypsin contains 251 stereocenters in the molecule with 2251 possible 

stereoisomers, but only one of them is synthesized and utilized in living organisms.60 

Within relatively small molecules with or without biological significance the central 

chirality (described by the general R,S system)61 often represents a complete 

description. In biopolymers (peptides/proteins, nucleic acids (DNA, RNA)), the more 

or less regular repetition of their chiral subunits (mostly L-amino acid residues in 

peptides/proteins, D-sugars in nucleic acids, etc.) gives rise to segments of chiral 

secondary structures (helices, sheets) often displaying intense chiroptical spectra. 

The frequently implied helical motif is closely related to a definition (µ∙m) of optical 

rotatory strength (Rosenfeld equation29), which further confirms the very close 

relationship between chiroptical properties and three-dimensional structure of 

molecular systems. Chirality of biomolecules and its relation to biologically 

important processes is currently being thoroughly investigated and it represents the 

leading direction in applications of chiroptical spectroscopies.28 
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1.3.2 Chiroptical Spectroscopy of Biomolecules 

For structural studies of biomolecules, chiroptical spectroscopy represents a 

collection of complementary techniques, which allow us to either obtain quickly the 

basic statistical-like view of three-dimensional structure or to fill in voids in much 

more detailed and sophisticated picture provided by alternative higher resolution 

methods like the X-ray, NMR or electron microscopy. Although these methods 

provide very detailed information on biomolecular structure often at atomic 

resolution, they have also several limitations. The main limitation of otherwise very 

powerful X-ray analysis is a necessity to crystallize the studied molecule. This may 

be often rather problematic (especially for short peptides, membrane proteins etc.); 

moreover, even if the peptide/protein crystallization is successful, one cannot be sure 

whether the form in which the structure crystallizes is biologically relevant. NMR 

spectroscopy, although capable of studying peptides/proteins in solution, suffers a 

size limit of studied biopolymers. It is typically used for molecules not larger than 

~100 kDa62 and, moreover, often requires isotopic labelling. Electron microscopy 

provides electron density images of overall shape of the molecule (resolution about 

5 Å).63 All these methods suffer problems when they are applied to flexible 

biomolecules. Such molecules are far more difficult to study, since their electron 

density is smeared over a large space.  

 Consequently, it often appears advantageous to apply suitable alternative 

methods of chiroptical spectroscopy. Although these methods do not provide us with 

high-resolution data at atomic level, they are a valuable source of information on 

structure and dynamical behavior of biomolecules and they can be routinely applied 

to a wide range of biological systems. Another important advantage is the extra 

sensitivity towards even small changes in spatial arrangement of biomolecules.64 

Low-resolution analysis of peptide/protein secondary structure by application of 

chiroptical methods is well established and rather easy to setup and execute.3,28,65–69 

Chiroptical experiments are versatile and can adopt a variety of experimental 

conditions including pH, temperature, concentration and/or chemical environment 

and it is therefore possible to study not only static-averaged in time structure of 

biomolecules, but also to unravel dynamics of conformational changes. It is 

particularly this feature that makes chiroptical methods a useful tool for studying 

various biomolecular processes including folding,70,71 denaturation72 or even 
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interaction with ligands.36,73 In the following text we focus our attention to 

application of these methods to structural studies of peptides and proteins as this is 

the primary subject of this work. 

 

1.3.3 Chiroptical Spectroscopy of Peptides and Proteins 

Protein conformational analyses are based on evaluation of the changes in secondary 

structure content, because different secondary structure elements (such as α-helices, 

β-sheets or β-turns) typically give rise to unique, characteristic spectral features. The 

fastest and easiest secondary structure evaluation is usually provided by ECD 

spectroscopy.66 ECD bands characteristic for particular types of secondary structures 

can be found in the spectral region of amide group absorption (far-UV CD, below 

250 nm). In this region, a typical protein spectrum shows the π−π* (~190 nm and 

~140 nm) and n–π* transitions (~220 nm). The region below ~180 nm is not 

accessible by commercial ECD instruments. However, this limitation can be 

overcome by employing synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD) which 

uses an intense synchrotron light beam and allows ECD measurements down to the 

vacuum-UV (VUV) region.74  

 There are several analytical programs (e.g. Dichroweb,75 Protein Circular 

Dichroism Data Bank76 or CDPro77) which can provide an approximate estimation of 

secondary structure fractions based on experimental ECD spectra. Such methods are 

suitable mainly for identification of well-defined structures with an intense ECD 

signals, such as α-helices. On the other hand, ECD usually gives only an approximate 

view on β-sheet or β-turn structures, because their ECD signals are often 

unambiguous. Identification of structures exhibiting low-intensity ECD bands might 

be rather problematic, particularly in the presence of α-helical structures whose 

signals often dominate the ECD spectra. ECD spectroscopy can also contribute to 

tertiary structure assessment. Information on the tertiary structure can be found in the 

absorption region of aromatic residues (phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan) in 

the spectral range 250–290 nm and/or disulfide bonds (near UV CD, above 

~250 nm).28 

 Since ECD deals with electronic transitions, it hints on the overall three 

dimensional arrangement of the molecules, but usually lacks enough structural detail. 

For the more detailed peptide/protein conformational analysis, it is often beneficial to 
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supplement the electronic CD data with information obtained by the methods of 

VOA (ROA and VCD) in combination with their non-chiral variants. Particularly 

infrared (IR) absorption can provide a rapid estimation of β-structure content. 

Although VOA methods are experimentally more demanding than ECD (as they 

require higher sample concentrations, longer accumulation times and, in the case of 

ROA, also high-purity samples), they have also significant advantages. VOA 

spectroscopies are generally more sensitive to local structural details and can provide 

more specific information on particular parts of the molecules. In VOA spectra, 

signals corresponding to distinct parts of the molecule are usually well separated. 

Therefore it is possible to follow independently spectral changes caused by changing 

structural arrangement of amide groups, aromatic residues or disulfide groups.12 

VOA methods can be used for discrimination of β-sheets, β-turns or various types of 

helices69,78 (including e.g. left-handed polyproline II (PPII) helices, which are 

considered to be important structural elements of so called random coil structures).79–

81 VCD and ROA obey different selection rules and, consequently, they have 

different sensitivities towards distinct parts of biomolecular structures. It is therefore 

beneficial to use both techniques simultaneously for studying the same problem. 

However, this approach is still quite rare.12 

 In VCD spectra, secondary structure information can be mostly derived 

from the patterns of VCD bands in amide I and amide II regions. Based on analyses 

of VCD spectra of proteins of known secondary structures, spectral patterns 

characteristic for particular secondary structure elements could be determined.69,82,83 

A characteristic VCD pattern of α-helical structure involves a negative/positive 

couplet at ~1660 and 1640 cm–1 in the amide I region and a negative band at 

~1515 cm–1 in the amide II region. An oppositely signed couplet in the amide I 

region together with a VCD negative band in the amide II region is typical for VCD 

spectra of ‘random coil’ proteins (probably composed of short segments having a 

left-handed helicity – PPII-like80). VCD can be also used for determination of β-sheet 

and β-turn structure. However, amide I VCD signals due to β-structures are of a 

rather low intensity and it can be difficult to separate them from other, more 

prominent VCD signals (especially in molecules with prevailing α-helical or PPII 

structure). In such cases it is very advantageous to combine VCD with classical IR 

spectroscopy. Recently it has been shown that VCD spectroscopy is particularly 

sensitive to supramolecular chiral structures such as protein fibrils.84 As has been 
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demonstrated for various peptide/protein samples,85,86 formation of fibrils leads to an 

enormous enhancement of VCD intensity, giving rise to a characteristic five-band 

spectral curve with either the (+,+,–,+,+), or the opposite (–,–,+,–,–) spectral pattern 

corresponding respectively to the left or right-handed supramolecular chirality of the 

fibrils.  

 Unlike VCD, ROA spectroscopy enables recording protein spectra in a 

wide range of vibrational frequencies (while the VCD low-frequency limit is 

~800 cm–1, the ROA spectra can be measured from ~150 cm–1). ROA spectra are 

thus very rich in structural information. Vibrations of polypeptide backbone can be 

found in three main ROA spectral regions: backbone skeletal stretch region (~870–

1150 cm-1), extended amide III region (~1230–1350 cm–1) and amide I region 

(~1600–1700 cm-1). For the interpretation of protein ROA spectra, the most 

informative seems to be the extended amide III region, particularly due to high 

sensitivity of the coupling between N–H and Cα–H deformations to protein 

geometry.1 In the ROA spectra it is possible to detect bands which can be assigned to 

particular types of secondary structure such as α-helices (a positive band at ~1340–

1345 cm–1 in the extended amide III region, a negative/positive couplet at ~1640 and 

1660 cm–1 in amide I region and a positive ROA signal in the range ~870–950 cm–1), 

β-sheets (a negative band at ~1245 cm–1 for hydrophobic and ~1220 cm–1 for 

hydrophilic environment in amide III region, a negative/positive couplet at 

~1650 and 1680 cm–1 in amide I region) or PPII helix (a positive band at ~1320 cm–1 

in the extended amide III region and a positive band at ~1630 cm–1 in amide I 

region).3 Moreover, ROA can provide information on protein structural motif or 

fold87 due to the presence of well resolved signals of loops and turns, and is able to 

distinguish between hydrated and unhydrated forms of α-helices.3,88 Particularly the 

signals corresponding to β-turns (positive band at ~1295 cm–1 and negative band at 

~1345 and 1375 cm–1) are a valuable source of information, as they help 

distinguishing between α+β and α/β structures.87 Unlike VCD, ROA can also provide 

additional information on aromatic side chains (particularly tryptophan and 

phenylalanine)8 and disulfide bridges.3 It also proved to be sensitive to the 

polyproline ring puckering.89–91 ROA signals associated with aromatic side chain 

vibrations can be found in several spectral regions, such as ~1545–1560 cm−1 and 

~1400–1480 cm−1 (tryptophan) or ~1600–1630 cm−1 (phenylalanine and tyrosine).3,78 

Among these signals, particularly useful seems to be the tryptophan band at ~1545–
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1560 cm−1, which can give information on its absolute stereochemistry.3,92 Signals 

related to disulfide group vibrations can be found in the low-wavenumber region 

(below ~600 cm−1)3,93 and will be discussed in more detail in the following section. 

 

1.4 Optical Activity of Amide and Disulfide Groups 
1.4.1 Optical Activity of the Amide Group 

Understanding spectroscopic properties of amide group is of fundamental importance 

because it acts as the basic building block of peptides and proteins. It connects 

particular amino acid residues in peptides and proteins together, forming a chain – 

peptide/protein backbone. Besides its role in peptides and proteins, amide groups are 

present in many other molecules, often of considerable importance in biologically 

relevant materials (amide-containing drugs, alkaloids, etc.). Amide group itself 

involves just 6 atoms including the two Cα atoms, but despite that it is of amazing 

complexity. These 6 atoms involve three lone electron pairs, each of a different 

nature, and a three-centric π-system spanning over atoms with different 

electronegativities. As shown already in 1950s by Linus Pauling,94 the central C'–N 

bond in the amide group is of partially double bond character (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Amide group resonance. 

 

In simple terms, while hybridization (sp3) of its constituent N atom drives the 

molecule into nonplanar geometry, conjugation within the three-centric π–system 

favors planar arrangement with sp2 nitrogen. It is to be noted that the basic question 

whether the amide group is a slightly nonplanar or planar entity is still not solved 

with certainty. It is only clear that minor deviations from planarity (|Δω| ≤ 10–15° – 

see Figure 4) are easy to achieve.95 This metastable character of amide group 

increases its stability at physiological pH and temperature. It also affects its polarity, 

leading to high dipole moment. Amide groups often participate in hydrogen bonding, 
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which is particularly important in protein folding. The ability to form hydrogen 

bonds varies for primary, secondary and tertiary amides (for which the amide 

nitrogen atom is alternatively attached to two, one or no hydrogen atoms). While 

tertiary amides (containing the C'=O bonds) can act just as H-bond acceptors, 

primary and secondary amides (containing additionally one or two N–H bonds) can 

act as both H-bond donors and acceptors. This affects geometry and acido-basic 

properties. There is also an effect on solubility and vapor tension. 

 Amide group exhibits specific and characteristic manifestation in molecular 

spectra, both electronic and vibrational. In electronic spectra, amide group acts as a 

very distinct chromophore. Signals due to n–π* and π–π* electronic transitions of 

amides, peptides and proteins dominate ECD spectra in the UV region and give rise 

to spectral curves characteristic for the particular types of conformation (secondary 

structure). Amide signals in vibrational spectra are also characteristic and 

informative. It is possible to recognize up to 9 specific amide bands (amide A, B, I–

VII). Particularly amide I (~1620–1700 cm–1, mainly C'=O stretching vibration with 

small contributions of out-of-phase C'–N stretching, Cα–C'–N deformation and N–H 

in-plane bending), amide II (~1550 cm–1, mainly C'–N stretching and N–H in-plane 

bending) and amide III (~1200–1400 cm–1, mainly N–H bending and C'–N 

stretching) vibrations are usually well separated from other molecular motions. They 

are typically used for peptide/protein secondary structure elucidation as amide I and 

amide II vibrations are active in IR/VCD, while amide I and amide III are active in 

Raman/ROA). 

 Primary analysis of peptide/protein secondary structure (see previous chapter) 

is usually based on chiroptical signals of amide groups. There are numerous 

experimental and theoretical studies regarding this subject (see e.g. ref.3,12,65,66,68) as 

these procedures derive from rather extensive knowledge. Yet, it seems that the 

amide bands carry even more information and might reflect additional details of 

molecular structure. One of the promising applications appears to be a detection of 

possible amide nonplanarity. Although the amide linkage in peptides and proteins is 

usually considered to be planar with the dihedral angle ω (Cα–C'–N– Cα) either trans 

(180°) or cis (0°, occurring usually in Pro residues only), significant deviations from 

planarity (|Δω| up to 15–20°) have been revealed in many peptide and protein 

structures.96,97 Nonplanarity is usually represented as pyramidalization (sp2→sp3 

partial hybridization change) at amide nitrogen which is characterized by the angle 
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χN =  –2Δω98 for the regular pyramidal arrangement95 (see Figure 4 for graphic 

definition of conformational angles and chirality specifications). Such an 

arrangement affects basicity of amide nitrogen and may be important for e.g. protein 

folding or enzymatic reactions. It also adds an additional degree of conformational 

freedom to the polypeptide main chain (the conformational angle ω in addition to the 

known conformational angles φ – rotation around the N–Cα bond, and ψ – rotation 

around the Cα–C' bond).  

 
Figure 4: Graphic definition of conformational angles describing amide nonplanarity and 
specifications of its chirality. The Cahn-Ingold-Prelog RS nomenclature is used for 
specification of the pyramid on the N-atom (with the following substituent preference: C', 
C2

α, H, N-lone pair) while the Klyne-Prelog system is used for the description of torsion 
around the C'–N bond (using the angle O=C'–N–C2

α). Redrawn from ref. 99.  
 

 In the past years properties of nonplanar amides have been investigated by 

many means. While early studies were mostly based on experimental data (X-ray, 

electron diffraction and IR spectroscopy) and semiempirical calculations on simple 

models such as formamide,100 N-methylformamide or N-methylacetamide,101,102 it 

soon became obvious that nonplanar amide group is an inherently chiral 

chromophore (unlike planar amides, nonplanar amides lack the plane of symmetry) 

and therefore its spectral properties can be separately investigated by chiroptical 

spectroscopy. First such studies were based on ECD of models such as 

monolactams103–111 or dilactams112–114 with rigid, well defined geometries that 

allowed embedding amide groups into fixed environment. Dilactams also allowed 

studying amide group interactions. Depending on the polycyclic ring arrangement 

and size, these models also enabled inducing various degree of amide nonplanarity. 

The simplified interpretation of experimental ECD curves allowed establishing basic 

rules describing spectral manifestation of amide nonplanarity. A relation was found 

between handedness (absolute conformation) of amide nonplanarity and the 

corresponding sign pattern of the amide ECD bands:99 While the right-handed 

arrangement leads to a positive-negative pair of the respective n–π* and π–π* ECD 
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bands, the left-handed arrangement gives rise to a pair of the bands with opposite 

sign pattern (Figure 5).  

 
Figure 5: A relation between sense of amide nonplanarity and ECD amide signals. 

 

Preliminary attempts have been also made to study the amide nonplanarity by 

VOA. The methods of VOA appear particularly promising as vibrational spectra are 

rich in structural detail and provide more local geometry-oriented information than 

the more commonly used ECD. They might be therefore more sensitive to local 

details including amide nonplanarity – especially if it is possible to separate its 

spectral manifestation from other features. For this purpose the most promising seem 

to be the amide I and II regions in VCD spectra and amide I, III and possibly also 

IV–VI spectral regions in the spectra of ROA. Rather surprisingly, vibrational data 

on nonplanar amides also bring some parallels to ECD, such as a bathochromic shift 

of amide I band, which was first observed for nonplanar amides by Smolíková et al. 

in the IR absorption spectra.115 First successful VCD measurements of nonplanar 

amide-containing molecules were performed on model dilactams containing two 

tertiary nonplanar amides fixed in a three-ring system116 (the attempts to measure 

VCD of monolactams containing secondary amides in cis configuration were also 

done; however, the molecules did not exhibit any amide-related VCD signals).117 

Promising amide-related signals were found in both amide I and II spectral regions; 

however, at that time a thorough theoretical interpretation was not possible. 

Nowadays, advances in ab initio computational methods allow more detailed 

interpretation of ECD spectra (mainly due to the implementation of TDDFT 
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procedures) and also offer a possibility to interpret in detail VOA data (including 

computationally demanding ROA). Preliminary DFT calculations of chiroptical 

manifestation of nonplanar amides have been attempted for N-methylacetamide 

containing a single amide group.118 The study involved simulations of ECD, VCD 

and ROA spectra and indicated that combined use of all three techniques should 

provide enough markers for nonplanarity detection, even in the case of more 

complex systems. Particularly promising appears to be the utilization of ROA 

spectroscopy. The potential amide nonplanarity manifestation should be possible to 

detect particularly in amide I and amide III region, and because of a relatively weak 

coupling with other molecular vibrations, bands due to amide nonplanarity should 

not be obscured by other molecular signals.  

 

1.4.2 Optical Activity of Disulfide Group 

Apart from the peptide bond itself, the disulfide (S–S) is the only covalent linkage 

connecting amino acids in peptides and proteins. Although disulfide groups are not 

as frequent in polypeptide chains as amide groups, they significantly influence 

peptide/protein structure and properties. Disulfide bonds affect protein stability, 

folding and function, because they limit polypeptide chain flexibility and can even 

control access to important sites of the structure.119 S–S bonds are also the only 

covalent bonds which can connect or disconnect loops within one polypeptide chain 

(intramolecular S–S bridges)120 or between distinct separate polypeptide chains 

(intermolecular S–S bridges).121  

Disulfide groups are rather flexible and can adopt a wide scale of 

conformations. In peptides/proteins, geometries of disulfide bridges are determined 

by five torsion angles (see Figure 6): χ1 (N1–Cα1–Cβ1–S1), χ2 (or χC–S, Cα1–Cβ1–S1–

S2), χ3 (or χS–S, Cβ1–S1–S2–Cβ2), χ2' (or χ'C–S, S1–S2–Cβ2–Cα2) and χ3' (S2–Cβ2–Cα2–

N2).  
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Figure 6: Disulfide group torsion angle definitions. 

 
Experimental and theoretical conformational analyses of disulfide bridge 

patterns in more than 130 proteins of known structure122,123 allowed summarizing 

features which appear common to most protein molecules: (a) The dihedral angle χS-S 

(χ3 – see Figure 6) is usually close to 90°. The C–S–S–C group can possess two 

enantiomorphous chiral conformations with the χS–S either right- (+90°) or left-

handed (–90°) (Figure 7). Both these conformations occur with approximately the  
 

 
Figure 7: Disulfide group chirality. 

 
same probability and the energy barrier between them is low. (b) For χS–S < 0, the 

most probable χC–S and χ'C–S (χ2 and χ2' – see Figure 6) value is ~ –60°, followed by 

~180°. The most frequent conformation of the Cα–Cβ–S–S–Cβ–Cα fragment is the so 

called left-handed spiral (see Figure 8 for graphical representation of the most 

populated disulfide group rotamers) with the χS–S = ~ –90° and χC–S, χ'C–S = ~ –60°. 

Using the alternative gauche (g) and trans (t) notation for a description of χS–S and 

χC–S torsion angles, such conformation is denoted as g’g’g’ (where the initial and 

terminal letters describe the respective χC–S and χ'C–S conformations and the central 

letter describes the χS–S conformation; the apostrophes denote negative torsion angle 

values). (c) Conformational flexibility of disulfide bridges is further given by the 

rotation around the Cβ2–Cα2 bonds. The most probable χ1 and χ1' conformation is 

~ -60°, followed by ~ +60° and ~180°. 
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Figure 8: The most populated disulfide group conformations in proteins.123 |χS–S| ≈ 90°, 
where χS–S > 0 and χS–S < 0 appear with equal probabilities. For the right-handed form 
(shown in the picture), χS–S ϵ (0, 180) and χC–S ϵ (0, 120) are denoted g, and χC–S ϵ (–120, 0) 
are denoted g’). 

 
Despite the important role of disulfide groups in peptides and proteins, their 

thorough investigations are rather scarce. It is difficult to apply crystallographic 

methods due to disulfide flexibility and, similarly, the use of NMR spectroscopy is 

limited by the lack of a suitable coupling constant. Among other techniques, Raman 

spectroscopy appears more promising. In Raman spectra, signals corresponding to 

disulfide stretching vibrations (νS–S and νC–S) are usually rather intense and well 

discernible from other vibrational modes. Moreover, unlike IR absorption, the 

spectral region in which the νS–S (~490–550 cm–1) and νC–S (600–760 cm–1) 

vibrations occur is easily accessible. Based on the frequencies of signals 

corresponding to S–S stretching vibrations, it is possible to distinguish between three 

basic conformations of the Cα–Cβ–S–S–Cβ–Cα fragment124–126 (Figure 9): while the 

ggg conformation gives rise to a Raman signal at ~510 cm–1, signals corresponding 

to tgg conformation can be found at ~525 cm–1 and signals due to tgt conformation at 

~540 cm–1. C–S Stretching vibrations can be then used for the estimation of S–Cβ–

Cα–C fragment conformation: the νC–S vibrations occurring at 630–670 cm–1 

correspond to the PH conformation of the S–Cβ–Cα–C fragment (i.e. H atom in trans  
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position with respect to the S atom), while the signals at 700–745 cm–1 correspond to 

either PC, or PN conformation (i.e. C or N atom in trans position with respect to the 

S atom).124,126 

 
Figure 9: Correlation between disulfide conformation and S–S stretching frequency. 

 
Nonplanar disulfide group (χS–S different from 0 or 180°) is a chiral entity, 

and therefore it appears promising to investigate its chiroptical properties. Unlike 

conventional spectroscopies, chiroptical techniques may give information on the 

sense of disulfide group torsion and might be used for the estimation of its absolute 

conformation. Yet, applicability of electronic CD is rather limited. The transitions 

into the lowest excited electronic state of disulfides (nA–σ*, nB–σ*) give rise to two 

bands of mutually opposite signs, which become strictly degenerate at the 

topologically most chiral conformation (χS–S= ±90°) and therefore cancel each other. 

For the χS–S close to 90°, this effect results in bands of low intensity, which are 

dominated by the environmental effects from the disulfide group surroundings.127 

Interpretation and assignment of disulfide ECD signals is therefore difficult and 

typically requires additional information, such as approximate magnitude of the χS–S 

angle (a relation between the sign of the long-wavelength disulfide band and chirality 

of the χS–S angle follows the so-called quadrant rule: while the positive sign of the 

band corresponds to χS–S in the range between 0 to +90° or –90 to –180°, the negative 

sign arises from χS–S in the range 0 to –90° or +90 to +180° – see Figure 10).127–130 It 

is also helpful to supplement experimental data by theoretical calculations.131 

Investigation of disulfide group conformation is even more complicated in case of 

peptides and proteins, because the relatively weak disulfide bands are often obscured 

by stronger signals of more populated amide (~190–250 nm) and aromatic (~250–

290 nm) chromophores.28 
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Figure 10: Quadrant rule describing a relation between chirality of the χS–S torsion angle and the sign 
of the n-σ* disulfide ECD band. 

 
Preliminary theoretical studies of model disulfides131 indicated that 

application of VOA methods might be more straightforward. Particularly VCD and 

ROA signals in the S–S stretching region might provide useful information on 

disulfide conformation. Experimentally, the use of ROA technique appears more 

promising because unlike in VCD, the region of S–S and C–S stretching vibrations 

(450–800 cm–1) is easily accessible. Moreover, ROA spectra can be easily measured 

in aqueous solutions. Despite these potential advantages, ROA studies of disulfide 

group signals are still rather scarce. Weak experimental signals in the S–S stretching 

region were first mentioned several years ago in the work of Zhu and coworkers.3 

Signals in C–S stretching region were then reported in the ROA spectra of the hinge 

peptide containing two disulfide groups.132,133 However, signals due to S–S 

stretching vibrations were not unambiguously assigned. The assignment of the S–S 

stretching signals was reported later by us in the ROA spectra of model cyclodextrin-

based compounds containing one, two or three disulfide groups93,134 and also of the 

neurohypophyseal hormone oxytocin.134 Our experimental data were compared to 

calculations on simple model disulfides (H2S2, (CH3)2S2, and (CH3CH2)2S2)93,131 and, 

where available, also to known X-ray structures of the molecules. The results 

indicated that ROA might be capable of distinguishing between right- and left-

handed chirality of the disulfide group: the right-handed disulfide group seems to 

give rise to a positive ROA S–S stretching signal and vice versa. However, this 

relation has to be further tested using more sophisticated theoretical procedures and 

also by employing other disulfide group containing model molecules. 
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2 Objectives 

The aim of this work is to look for the specific and possibly unique applications of 

ROA in structural and conformational studies of biomolecules. The method itself has 

been already proven to be a useful tool for characterization of biomolecular structure 

and dynamics.78 Up to now, most experimental and theoretical ROA studies have 

focused on structural interpretation of protein spectra.12 Thanks to the extensive 

knowledge acquired over the past twenty years, ROA can be nowadays used rather 

routinely for the estimation of peptide/protein secondary structure content. Due to the 

enhanced sensitivity to structural details and local chirality and also due to wide 

accessible spectral range and possibility to measure routinely in aqueous solutions, 

ROA can extend the information obtained by other chiroptical spectroscopies.  

For protein structure analysis, ROA has several advantages over other 

spectroscopies.3 In peptide/protein spectra, particularly informative seems to be the 

amide III region, which cannot be utilized in VCD spectroscopy due to different 

selection rules. This spectral region provides information e.g. on loops and turns, 

hydration state of α-helices or polyproline ring puckering. Unlike VCD ROA can 

also provide useful information on aromatic side chains (see Chapter 1.3.3). As 

current ROA spectrometers enable measurements down to ~200 cm–1, it is now 

possible to acquire ROA data also in the low-wavenumber region (which is not 

experimentally accessible by the complementary VCD spectroscopy). This region 

may be also very informative, because it includes signals of e.g. low-frequency 

amide modes (amide IV–VII), helix breathing, torsions, and skeletal deformations135 

or disulfide group stretching vibrations.3 However, ROA studies utilizing this region 

and providing detailed interpretation of the low-frequency experimental data are still 

rather limited. 

We focus on spectroscopic characterization of two important structural 

elements of peptides and proteins: (a) the amide and (b) the disulfide group.  

(a) We intend to demonstrate that ROA spectroscopy is capable of detecting possible 

nonplanarity of amide groups, which may naturally occur in various biological 

systems. In this context ROA should provide data parallel to the previous ECD-based 

findings and put the amide nonplanarity detection on the firm basis given by 

chiroptical spectroscopy. For this purpose we utilize specially designed molecules 
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(spirodilactams) containing two amide groups exhibiting varying degree of amide 

nonplanarity.  

(b) ROA investigation of disulfide group conformation (following the results of 

Master’s thesis of the author)134 represents a very different application. As follows 

from the previous symmetry considerations and semiempirical calculations, ECD 

cannot be applied here because it does not provide unequivocal results. On the other 

hand, we have already demonstrated the ability of ROA to detect conformation-

related signals corresponding to S–S stretching vibrations (at ~500 cm–1) in the 

spectra of simple cyclodextrin-based models containing one, two or three disulfide 

groups93 and a neurohypophyseal hormon oxytocin.134 Here we extend the analysis to 

a set of oxytocin analogs exhibiting different pharmacological properties and to even 

more complex antimicrobial peptides from Lasiocepsin family (containing two, one 

or no disulfide). We will investigate the possibilities of conformation determination 

with respect to disulfide group torsion. 
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3 Materials and Experimental Methods 

The measurements of IR absorption and Raman/ROA spectra were performed at 

Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Institute of 

Physics, and at the Institute of Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry AS CR, v.v.i., 

Prague (IOCB). ECD spectra were measured at the IOCB. The far-UV ECD spectra 

of dilactams were measured at Diamond Light Source, Harwell, UK in collaboration 

with Dr. Giuliano Siligardi. VCD measurements of neurohypophyseal hormones and 

spirocyclic dilactams were performed by Prof. Marie Urbanová at the Institute of 

Chemical Technology in Prague. VCD spectra of antimicrobial peptides were 

measured at BioTools, Inc. facility (FL, U.S.A.) under the supervision of 

Prof. Laurence A. Nafie and Dr. Rina K. Dukor. 

 

3.1 Samples 
3.1.1 Spirodilactams I and II 

Samples designed for studies of amide nonplanarity included both enantiomers of 

tricyclic spirodilactams 5,8-diazatricyclo[6,3,0,01,5]undecane-4,9-dione (dilactam I) 

and its 6,6,7,7-tetradeuterioderivative (dilactam II) (Figure 11). The molecules 

contain two tertiary amide groups fixed in a spirocyclic system and possess 

nonplanar amide groups.  

 
Figure 11: (1R)-(–) enantiomers of dilactams I and II. 

 
Racemic dilactams were prepared by a condensation of 4-oxopimelic 

diethylester with ethylenediamine or its tetradeuterioisotopomer.136 The racemic 

mixtures were resolved into pure enantiomers by high-performance liquid 
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chromatography (HPLC) on the commercial enantioselective chromatographic 

column. Details of the procedure are described in ref. 137.  

 

3.1.2 Neurohypophyseal hormones 

Neurohypophyseal hormones (NHH) oxytocin (I), arginine and lysine vasopressin 

(II, III) and their analogs methyloxytocin (IV), atosiban (V), desmopressin (VI) and 

terlipressin (VII) were produced as bulk pharmaceutical chemicals under Current 

Good Manufacturing Practice at Polypeptide Laboratories in Prague. The synthesis 

was based on the valid documents (master batch production records) and all peptides 

were fully analytically characterized as required for these pharmaceuticals and 

already described in the pharmacopeia chapters. They were all used for further work 

without additional purification. The inhibitor VIII was kindly provided by Prof. 

Maurice Manning (Medical College of Ohio, U.S.A.) and used as received. The 

simplified ring model IX was prepared using standard procedures of solid phase 

peptide synthesis employing Fmoc/tert-butyl strategy and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) 

cleavage from the resin. Oxidation of the S–H groups was carried out at the 

concentration 0.5 mg/mL by oxygen. The crude product was isolated by 

lyophilisation and purified by commonly used HPLC method on reverse phase 

column C18 using UV detector and a mobile phase containing 0.04 % TFA for ion 

suppression and acetonitrile as organic modifier. The peptide was at least 95 % pure 

(based on HPLC). 

 

3.1.3 Antimicrobial peptides from Lasiocepsin family 

The antimicrobial peptide Lasiocepsin (LAS) containing two disulfide bridges and its 

three analogs having either only one (LAS 2, LAS 3) or none at all disulfide groups 

(LAS 4) were prepared using standard methods of solid-phase peptide synthesis as 

described in ref. 138. Sample purities and identities were checked using HPLC and 

mass spectrometry (MS). Presence of the correct disulfide bridge pattern was verified 

by digesting the peptides by trypsin followed by identification of the resulting 

fragments by mass spectrometry.138 The synthesis was carried out at Spyder Institute 

Praha, s.r.o. and the samples thus obtained were used for spectroscopic studies 

without further purification. 
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3.2 Experimental methods 
3.2.1 Raman Optical Activity 

Raman and ROA spectra were measured on a commercial ROA spectrometer 

ChiralRAMAN-2X™ (BioTools, Inc., U.S.A.; SCP-P) and on a home-built ROA 

instrument (Institute of Physics, Charles University in Prague; ICP-P). These two 

spectrometers are conceptually different. Details of the home-built instrument, which 

is based on the original concept of ROA instrumentation as introduced first by 

Barron’s group,14 are described in ref. 20,139. The spectrometer uses incident 

circular polarization (ICP) modulation scheme, consisting in polarization modulation 

of incident laser radiation (see – Figure 1 in Chapter 1.1). ROA spectra are then 

measured as a difference between Raman scattering from the sample illuminated by 

the right- (RCP) and left- (LCP) circularly polarized light. Polarization of the 

incident beam is modulated between RCP and LCP states using electro-optic 

modulator (EOM) – in this case a longitudinal Pockels cell based on a potassium 

dideuteriophosphate crystal. The main drawback of this ICP approach consists in the 

presence of the so called “flicker noise” – a random noise which might be caused by 

e.g. instabilities in laser beam, presence of randomly moving dust particles in the 

light path, density fluctuations in the sample etc.64 This type of noise can be partially 

suppressed by extending time of the measurement or by increasing sample 

concentration. The home-built instrument currently uses argon laser (Coherent, 

Innova 305, excitation 514.5 nm), a fast stigmatic spectrograph HoloSpec HS-f/1.4 

(Kaiser Optical Systems), and reaches the spectral resolution of 6.5 cm−1. The 

spectrograph is equipped with three interchangeable holographic transmission 

gratings which allow covering the whole range of fundamental vibrations: HSG-

514.5-LF (–250–2370 cm–1), HSG-532-LF (580–3070 cm–1) and HSG-514.5-HF 

(2270–4510 cm–1). A neon-lamp standard is used for the calibration of wavenumber 

scale. 

The other, commercial ChiralRAMAN-2X™ instrument follows the concept of 

W. Hug.15 It uses scattered circular polarization (SCP) configuration (modulation of 

the light scattered by the sample – see Figure 1 in Chapter 1.1). The RCP and LCP 

scattered components are measured simultaneously, which enables to eliminate 

flicker noise and effectively speeds up the experiment. The instrument uses 2W 

green diode laser OPUS 532 (532 nm laser excitation) and technically enables 
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recording data in the range of ~ –10–2430 cm–1. The recent replacement of the 

originally implemented notch filter (SuperNotch-Plus™, Kaiser Optical Systems, 

Inc.) to edge filter (532-nm RazorEdge, LP03-532RE-25, Semrock, Inc.; SCP-P B) 

enabled blocking Rayleigh line more efficiently and allows reliable Raman/ROA 

measurements down to ~100 cm–1. Toluene spectra are used for the calibration of the 

wavenumber scale. 

Both instruments work in backscattering geometry, which is currently 

considered the best experimental strategy. The main advantage of the backscattering 

ROA setup is the highest possible intensity.1 Within our experiments, we tested 

spirodilactam samples measured on both instruments (see Figure 12). The spectra 

were found nearly identical. The commercial spectrometer allows faster data 

collection, while spectra measured on the home-built instrument achieve slightly 

better resolution.  

 
Figure 12: ROA (top) and Raman (bottom) spectra of the 1R-enantiomer of dilactam I measured on 
two different instruments (a commercial ROA spectrometer ChiralRAMAN-2X™ – SCP-P and a 
home-built ROA instrument – ICP-P). 

 
 The samples were measured in distilled water at room temperature in quartz 

thin-wall microcells (~60 µl, 4 × 3 mm; Starna Scientific Ltd.) with antireflectively 

coated windows. Experimental conditions varied depending on the sample, 
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instrument and experimental setup, and were as follows. Acquisition time: 20–40 h 

(model dilactams), 3–4 days (NHH analogs), 6–8 days (LAS peptides); sample 

concentrations: 0.5–0.7 M (model dilactams), 6–10 × 10–2 M (NHH analogs), 

4 × 10-2 M (LAS peptides); power at the sample: 550−650 mW (model dilactams), 

250–300 mW (NHH analogs I, II, IV–VII, IX – measured on ChiralRAMAN-2X™), 

650 mW (NHH analog III – measured on a home-built instrument), 350−500 mW 

(LAS peptides). 

 The post-processing of experimental data was done using GRAMS/AI 

software (Thermo Electron Corporation) and typically involved solvent signal 

subtraction (Raman spectra) and a linear baseline correction (Raman/ROA spectra). 

Higher-order polynomials were used for correction of Raman spectra exhibiting 

fluorescence background. For the molecules with both enantiomers available 

(dilactams), ROA spectra were further processed by subtracting spectra of one 

enantiomer from those of the other one followed by dividing the result by two in 

order to improve quality of experimental data and to suppress possible experimental 

artifacts. In order to compare Raman/ROA spectra measured using different 

experimental setups (e.g. different gratings – see above) and instruments, the spectra 

were normalized to identical spectral intensities (in Raman spectra) within the 

overlapping spectral regions; identical scaling factors were then used for the 

normalization of the corresponding ROA spectra. 

 

3.2.2 Electronic Circular Dichroism 

UV absorption and ECD measurements in the spectral range of 180–400 nm were 

performed on a commercial spectropolarimeter Jasco J-815 (Tokyo, Japan), using a 

150 W Xe lamp as a light source and a piezoelastic modulator for modulation of the 

incident light polarization. The samples were measured at room temperature in 

quartz cells (Hellma) with a 1–0.05 cm pathlength, depending on the used spectral 

range and sample concentration. The solvents included water (NHHs, LAS peptides, 

dilactams), pH 7.5 phosphate buffer (NHHs), acetonitrile (ACN, dilactams) and 

2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE, LAS peptides). Spectral range of ~185–300 nm, 

scanning speed of 50 nm/min, 4 s response time and 1 mm pathlength were typically 

used for the measurements in amide absorption region and the 1 cm pathlength was 

used for the measurements in disulfide region (~250–400 nm). The final UV 
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absorption and ECD data of dilactams and peptides in disulfide region were 

expressed as the respective ε and Δε values (L mol–1 cm–1). For the spectra of 

peptides in amide region, the data were expressed in terms of molar elipticity [θ] per 

residue (deg cm2 mol–1). Sample concentrations were 2−3 × 10−2 M for model 

dilactams, 5–20 × 10–4 mol L–1 for NHH samples, 4 × 10–5 (amide region) and 

4 × 10–3 (disulfide region) for the LAS peptides.  

 In addition to ECD experiments in the traditionally utilized spectral range, the 

dilactam samples were measured also in the far UV (VUV) region (170−200 nm), 

using the dedicated B23 beamline on synchrotron radiation circular dichroism 

(SRCD) instrument at Diamond Light Source, Ltd. (Harwell, UK).140 The samples 

were measured as solutions (in TFE and distilled water, concentration 2−3 × 10−2 M) 

in CaF2 cells with 0.1 mm pathlength. The final UV absorption and ECD data were 

expressed in the respective terms of ε and Δε values (L mol–1 cm–1). 

 

3.2.3 Vibrational Circular Dichroism 

VCD spectra were measured using three different commercial instruments. While 

spectra of NHHs and model spirodilactams I and II were recorded at the Institute of 

Chemical Technology on non-specialized FTIR spectrometers supplemented with 

VCD attachments (Bruker, Germany), VCD spectra of Las-related peptides were 

measured on a dedicated ChiralIR-2X™ instrument at the BioTools facility. 

Measurements of NHHs and spirodilactams I and II in the mid-IR (1800–

1000 cm–1) spectral region were performed using a general FTIR spectrometer IFS-

66/S equipped with VCD/IRRAS module PMA 37 (Bruker, Germany). The setup 

included BaF2 polarizer, ZnSe photoelastic modulator (PEM, Hinds Instruments, 

Inc.), HgCdTe (MCT) detector (InfraRed Associates, Inc.) and a lock-in amplifier 

SR830 (Stanford Research Systems, Inc.). NHH samples were measured in D2O 

(50 mg/ml) in a demountable sample cell with CaF2 windows (25 µm pathlength), 

while the dilactams were measured in CDCl3 (50 mg/ml) in a cell with KBr windows 

with a 210 µm spacer. The data of NHHs were collected for 2 hours (4 blocks of 

30 min scans) at 8 cm–1 spectral resolution, while the dilactam spectra were 

measured for ~2–3 h (7–10 blocks of 20 min scans) with 4 cm–1 spectral resolution.  

VCD spectra of the spirodilactam samples were further measured in the 

region of C–D and C–H stretching vibrations (2000–3800 cm–1). These 
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measurements utilized the Tensor 27 FTIR spectrometer equipped with VCD/IRRAS 

module PMA 50 (Bruker, Germany). The setup involved BaF2 polarizer, ZnSe PEM 

(Hinds Instruments, Inc.), LN-InSb detector D4143/6 (InfraRed Associates, Inc.) and 

a lock-in amplifier SR830 (Stanford Research Systems, Inc.). The spectra in C–D 

stretching region (2000–2350 cm–1) we measured in CHCl3 (20 mg/ml) and those in 

C–H stretching region (2600–3200 cm–1) in CDCl3 (20 mg/ml) using a demountable 

sample cell (210 µm pathlength) with windows from either CaF2 (C–D region) or 

infrasil quartz (C–H region). The data were collected for either ~10 hours (C–D 

region, 25–30 blocks of 20 min scans) or ~5 h (C–H region, 9–18 blocks of 20 min 

scans). Solvent scans were subtracted as background for all the measured samples 

and a correction for zero line was made. 

VCD spectra of Lasiocepsin peptides were measured together with low 

resolution (8 cm–1) IR absorption at the BioTools facility (Jupiter, FL, U.S.A.) on a 

commercial dual source141 dual PEM142 VCD spectrometer ChiralIR-2X™ 

(BioTools, Inc., U.S.A.) equipped with two SiC sources, two photoelastic modulators 

(ZnSe 36.996 and 37.02 kHz, Hinds Instruments, Inc.) - one before and the other 

after the sample, and a liquid nitrogen-cooled MCT detector. The patented dual-PEM 

strategy represents one of the major improvements of VCD measurement 

methodology and leads to a substantial suppression of absorption artifacts.142 The 

lasiocepsin samples were measured in distilled H2O (100 mg/ml) using CaF2 cell 

(Biocell™, 6 μm pathlength, volume ~8 μl). The data were collected for ~12 hours at 

room temperature (25 °C, 8 cm–1 resolution, 12 blocks of 6000 scans, total 

absorbance of ~0.9 at ~1650 cm–1). Solvent scans were subtracted as background. 

The data processing was done using GRAMS/AI software (Thermo Electron 

Corporation) and included a linear baseline correction and smoothing using second-

order Savitzky-Golay filter with a 9-point window. 

 

3.3 Interpretation 

Several approaches were utilized for the interpretation of chiroptical data. These 

involve empirical analyses, semiempirical procedures and advanced ab initio 

calculations. Details of the procedures involved therein are described in the 

following chapter. 
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3.3.1 Ab Initio Calculations 

The ab initio calculations of ECD, VCD and ROA spectra of model tricyclic 

dilactams were performed using Gaussian 09 software (revision A.02).5 Geometry 

optimization and calculation of chiroptical spectra was always done at the same level 

of approximation. Various methods, basis sets and functionals were tested to check 

stability of the results towards particular computational procedure (for the details see 

Materials and Methods sections in Appendices 1 and 2 (ref. 137,143). For the 

detailed analysis of experimental data, theoretical procedures which consistently 

provided good agreement with the experiment were employed. This involved the use 

of DFT procedure,144 B3LYP functional145–147 and 6-311G** basis set148 for the 

calculation of VCD and ROA spectra. TDDFT procedure,149,150 PBE0 functional151 

and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set45–48 were used for the calculation of ECD spectra. 

70 singlet excited states were included in the calculations. The spectral bandwidths 

of 20 nm (10 cm–1) and Gaussian band shapes were used for the simulation of 

theoretical ECD (VCD/ROA) curves. The effect of solvent was included in all the 

calculations and involved the use of implicit solvation model COSMO.27 

Facio 14.3.2 computational chemistry environment152 was used for visualization of 

molecular orbitals (ECD calculations) and normal modes of vibrations (VCD and 

ROA calculations).  

 In order to get detailed description of vibrational motions of model tricyclic 

spirodilactams, the theoretical data were interpreted in terms of potential energy 

distribution (PED). For this purpose, a set of non-redundant internal coordinates was 

defined following the procedure described in ref. 153. This step cannot be done 

automatically, because the choice of internal coordinates depends on the particular 

molecular situation. In case of model tricyclic spirodilactams, the coordinates have to 

be chosen with particular caution, as there are several redundancy-related problems – 

the situation is complicated by C2 symmetry of the molecules and by the presence of 

three annelated rings. The procedure specific for our dilactams I and II is described 

in detail in ref. 137. Atom numbering and ring definitions are specified in Figure 3, 

Appendix 2. The final set of internal coordinates is mostly based on recommended 

definitions153 and includes: (a) all the bond stretching coordinates (C–C, C–N, C–H 

and C=O) except for the C6−C6' stretching mode, which is included only implicitly as 

a contribution to in-plane and out-of-plane deformations of the N2–C6 and N2'–C6' 
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groups, to avoid redundancy; (b) scissoring, rocking, wagging and torsions 

deformations of all the CH2 groups; (c) in-plane and out-of-plane deformations of the 

C3=O7, C3'=O7', N2–C6 and N2'–C6' groups; (d) deformations and torsions of the five-

membered rings A and B (the rings are treated separately, utilizing specific 

definitions for five-membered rings described again in the ref. 153). Torsions and 

deformations of the ring C are not described explicitly as they are already included in 

the deformation modes around atoms N2, N2', C6, C6' and the attached H atoms. 

Again their explicit inclusion would introduce redundancies. (e) The tetra-substituted 

spiro-atom C1 is treated specifically and description of its deformation motion is 

modelled after the formally analogous CH2 group description. The corresponding 

internal coordinates include rocking, wagging and torsion deformations on the C1 

atom (scissoring deformations are included implicitly). These modes then describe 

motions of the ring A with respect to the ring B. For clarity this coordinate system is 

depicted in Figure 13. 

 
Figure 13: Internal coordinates used for vibrational analysis of dilactams I and II. 
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3.3.2 Empirical and Semiempirical Procedures 

For the interpretation of the VCD spectra of model dilactam I and II, we have 

attempted to use also a simple coupled oscillator approach in order to evaluate and, if 

possible, to explain the proportion of inter-amide coupling in the VCD of amide I 

and amide II bands. A coupled oscillator model represents the only simple and 

effective procedure that can be used for VOA interpretation if the dipole-dipole 

coupling between originally mostly achiral but mutually chirally oriented groups is 

the decisive mechanism of VOA origin. Here we have applied the procedure to 

mutual coupling of nonplanar amide chromophores in order to compare directly the 

effects of amide nonplanarity vs. the amide-amide coupling. We have used this 

approach for basic evaluation of the effect of dipole-dipole coupling between C'=O 

stretching vibrations and also between C'–N stretching vibrations on the respective 

amide I and amide II bands in VCD spectra of dilactam I. Rotational strengths and 

component splittings were calculated from the equation 9 and 10 (Chapter 1.2), while 

the corresponding geometry factors were taken from the optimized geometry of 

dilactam I. The results were compared to full DFT calculation (see below). 
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4 Results and Discussions 

Here we present a brief summary and generalized overview of the results which were 

achieved within this work. They were either already published in primary scientific 

journals (4 papers) or are being prepared for submission (1 manuscript). Full texts of 

printed papers are attached to the thesis as Appendices 1–4. The results are arranged 

in two, separately shown parts. The Chapter 4.1 summarizes results obtained with 

model polycyclic dilactams, which are suitable models allowing us to extract 

spectroscopic and chiroptical properties that are typical for nonplanar amide groups 

(Appendices 1 and 2). In relation to this investigation, it appeared possible to expand 

the ROA experimental technique by intensity calibration and wavenumber extension 

(Appendix 3). The separate study of chiroptical properties of a disulfide group in 

peptides is given in Chapter 4.2. It utilizes model peptides including a set of 

neurohypophyseal hormone analogs (Appendix 4) and antimicrobial peptides from 

Lasiocepsin family (manuscript in preparation).  

Both these projects continue further on. Recently we have succeeded in 

preparing additional model compounds possessing varying degree of amide 

nonplanarity and having varying stiffness, such as a bicyclic molecule 1,6-

diazaspiro[4,4]nonan-2,7-dione (dilactam III) which is less rigid and contains almost 

planar (but secondary) amide groups, or a tetracyclic molecule 2,6-

diazatetracyclo[2,2,2,3]tetradecan-3,7-dione (dilactam IV) exhibiting extreme 

rigidity and extreme amide nonplanarity (Figure 14). Their investigation including  
 

 
Figure 14: Model dilactams III and IV. 

 
deep UV ECD (SRCD), VCD, ROA and calculations will be a subject of future 

studies and should help us to quantify a relation between amide nonplanarity 

(a merely local effect) and amide-amide coupling (a longer distance, between amide 
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groups effect). Similarly, we will continue investigation of S–S group conformation 

in antimicrobial peptides especially by ROA in the environment containing SDS-

generated micelles. Most of these data were already collected. 

 

4.1 Optical activity of nonplanar amide group 

Studies of nonplanar amides in solution are not very frequent, despite the fact that 

amide nonplanarity is an important phenomenon influencing chemical properties of 

peptides, proteins and other amide-containing molecules (e.g. alkaloids, antibiotics, 

etc.). It is advantageous to utilize in these studies chiroptical spectroscopy of 

suitable, well-defined model molecules containing amide groups with some defined 

degree of nonplanarity. Such systems could allow us to identify specific features in 

chiroptical spectra which might reflect amide nonplanarity and provide means of its 

detection. Of various possibilities it appears particularly promising to investigate 

polycyclic lactams and dilactams. These systems offer several important advantages: 

(a) The amide groups are fixed in a rigid, well-defined polycyclic environment, and 

their crystal structures are mostly already known.154–156 Therefore the calculations of 

molecular geometries are easier to perform as they generally do not require 

conformational search. (b) In dilactams, presence of two amides in one molecule 

enables us to simulate more closely the situation in more complex systems such as 

peptides and proteins. (c) The molecules (particularly tertiary amides) are well 

soluble in water and organic solvents. (d) The availability of these model compounds 

in the form of both pure enantiomers in multi-milligram quantities allows us to 

record more complete sets of chiroptical data (ECD, VCD and ROA) with 

confidence and to eliminate a potential danger of experimental artifacts. On the other 

hand, these systems also possess several disadvantages, such as the improper (head-

to-head) connection of the interacting amide groups, which does not correspond to 

their ordering in peptides and proteins. But at least this mutual arrangement of amide 

groups is fixed in space. In addition, these models contain tertiary amide groups, 

which are not very common in peptides/proteins. A direct comparison is possible 

with proline-containing peptides, while other amino acids are connected by 

secondary amide groups.  
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The family of model polycyclic spirodilactams which follows from the above 

more general concept comprises about a dozen molecular systems varying in ring 

pattern, molecular symmetry, rigidity and substitution (Figure 15). If we wish to 

extract completely and quantitatively their spectroscopic properties it would be 

justified to investigate all of them, but for extracting fundamental characteristics, 

especially those pertaining to the embedded amide groups it is sufficient to select 

several representative examples. The tri- and tetracyclic compounds belonging to this 

series definitely contain nonplanar amide groups and their molecules are nearly 

completely rigid. Together with chirality and C2 symmetry of most of these 

molecules this makes them advantageous models for investigating properties of 

nonplanar amide groups mutually interacting within the well-defined geometrical 

arrangement.  

 
Figure 15: Model polycyclic spirodilactams. 

 
 To comply with these requirements, we have used for this work the tailor-

made model systems belonging to the twisted dilactam class – the optically active 

tricyclic dilactam I (5,8-diazatricyclo[6,3,0,01,5]undecan-4,9-dione) and its very 

closely analogous 6,6,7,7-tetradeuterioderivative – the dilactam II (Figure 11). The 

deuterated derivative II was included in order to help detailed assignment of 

vibrational spectra and, particularly, because it offered the rare opportunity to record 

signals due to VOA (particularly ROA) within C–D stretching vibrations. The 

dilactams I and II exhibit pyramidal arrangements of bonds to the amide nitrogen 

atoms (|χN| ≈ 42°) and nearly planar arrangements at carbonyl carbon atoms (|χC| ≈ 

0.3°) (Figure 16). Amide nonplanarity parameters are based on known X-ray data154 

(molecular geometries of dilactams I and II are considered identical - isotopomers). 

For angular parameters describing amide nonplanarity see Table 1 in Appendix 2. 
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We took advantage of recent advances in chromatographic enantioselective 

separations which provided these compounds in milligram quantities chemically as 

well as enantiomerically pure.137 We studied the dilactams by both electronic and 

vibrational optical activity. ECD study is described in the ref. 143 (see Appendix 1) 

and is oriented predominantly towards understanding amide nonplanarity (n–π* 

transitions) and amide-amide interactions (π–π* transitions). VOA (ref. 137, see 

Appendix 2) possesses a more detailed view due to its sensitivity to short-range 

interactions. In the ref. 157 (see Appendix 3) we provide details on the new 

procedure of rigorous assembling of the wide (panoramic), extended spectral range 

ROA spectra from the shorter components measured in limited sub-regions 

(including C–D and C–H stretching vibrations). 

 

 
Figure 16: Three dimensional geometry of the (1R)-(–)-enantiomer of dilactam I. 

 

4.1.1 ECD spectra of the dilactam I 

Preliminary ECD studies of partially optically active dilactam I have been recorded 

previously.112,113 For the R-enantiomer, the data (measured in water) showed a 

negative shoulder at ~225 nm which was superimposed over an intense negative 

dichroic band at ~205 nm. Towards even shorter wavelengths this band was 

evidently followed by an additional high intensity dichroic component of opposite 

(positive) sign manifesting itself as a tail of another unreached short-wavelength 

ECD band. The negative shoulder at ~225 nm was assigned to a sum band describing 

the amide n–π* transition, while the following pair of oppositely signed intense 

bands (a band at ~205 nm and a tail extending below 185 nm) to a couplet of π–π* 

transitions. A correlation connecting sign of the 225 nm (n–π*) band with the sense 

of amide nonplanarity follows the previously established rule (the right-handed 
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chirality leads to a positive (n–π*) CD signal, see Figure 5 in Chapter 1.4.1). 

However, these preliminary correlations were based just on a comparison of 

experimental ECD data with those of the substituted dilactam derivatives and 

semiempirical calculations of model mono-amides100–102,111,118,158–161 (operating only 

with n–π* and π–π* amide group configurations). On the contrary, proper 

interpretation of ECD due to amide nonplanarity requires a detailed direct quantum 

chemical calculation, because it is a case of inherently chiral chromophore. 

Moreover, the accuracy of preliminary experimental data was limited by low 

enantiomeric purity (~25 %) of available samples. 

We have extended results achieved by these early ECD investigations of 

dilactam I along three lines: (a) We have further confirmed absolute configuration of 

optically active dilactam I by comparing experimental ECD with ab initio 

calculations of rotational strengths; (b) We have increased substantially numerical 

accuracy of experimental ECD by utilizing both enantiomers (each of them moreover 

100 % enantiomerically pure) in our experiments; (c) Using synchrotron radiation 

circular dichroism (SRCD) we obtained unique far UV (down to ~170 nm) ECD 

data, which allowed us to record ECD bands below 185 nm, which were previously 

detected only as a tailing dichroic absorption. Our new data (see Figure 17) 

confirmed presence of the ECD bands identified in preliminary studies, but also 

revealed several additional features. Taking the R-enantiomer for reference, the 

complete set of observed experimental ECD features includes the previously detected 

negative shoulder at ~215–240 nm (depending on the solvent - acetonitrile, water and 

trifluoroethanol) and an intense negative band at ~203−208 nm. Besides these earlier 

observed features there is an additional negative shoulder at ~192 nm, and an intense 

positive band at ~178 nm (which cannot be revealed completely without employing 

SRCD). 
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Figure 17: Experimental ECD spectra of (1R)-(–) enantiomer of dilactam I measured in acetonitrile 
(ACN), H2O and 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) using a stand-alone ECD spectrometer (solid line) and a 
SRCD instrument (dashed line). 
 

For the assignment and interpretation of these more complete data we used 

advanced ab initio (TDDFT) calculations. The final band assignment was done using 

PBE0 functional, aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, CPCM solvation model and 70 singlet 

transition states; see Figure 2 and Table 2 in Appendix 1. Although the calculated 

ECD features lead to theoretical spectra which are apparently ~20 nm blue-shifted 

when compared to experimental curves, the overall shapes of theoretical ECD curves 

approximate the experiment rather well, including the less resolved features such as 

the shoulder at ~192 nm. Unlike early simple semiempirical interpretation which 

predicted only a presence of two n–π* and two π–π* transitions, ab initio calculations 

indicate that the situation is more complex. There are at least 11 distinct calculated 

electronic transitions (with the calculated rotational strengths |R| larger than 

1 × 10-39 esu2cm2, see Table 2 in Appendix 1) which contribute significantly to the 

overall spectral shape of the calculated ECD curves above 170 nm. Although 

transitions above 180 nm are mainly contributed by valence-shell n–π* and π–π* 

configurations, additional contributions of configurations involving unoccupied σ* 
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and Rydberg-type orbitals become also important for transitions calculated at higher 

energies (below 180 nm).  

According to calculations, the shoulder observed as the lowest energy ECD 

feature at ~220 nm is directly related to amide nonplanarity. Calculations show that 

this ECD band arises from a superposition of two components (being themselves two 

distinct electronic transitions) having mutually opposite signs and lying nearly at the 

same position (calculated at 218.4 and 218.1 nm, respectively). The sign of the 

resulting sum ECD band is then determined by the prevailing in magnitude, lower in 

energy component exhibiting antisymmetric (B) behavior with respect to the C2 axis 

of the molecule. Rotational strength of this component is almost three times higher 

than for the higher-energy component and its electric transition dipole moment is 

perpendicular to C2 axis due to the B symmetry. Calculations further reveal that these 

two components are contributed mainly by the n–π* (>50 %) configurations, as has 

been already predicted using simple interpretation – see above. Also in accord with 

this simple analysis, there is an additional significant contribution (~30 %) of π–π* 

configurations, which results from configurational perturbation conditioned by the 

inherent chirality of nonplanar amide groups. This finding is in agreement with 

previous ab initio analyses of model molecules containing single nonplanar amide 

groups.118 As for the monolactams, the sign of the lowest energy band can be 

correlated with amide group chirality (i.e. the positive sign of the ECD band 

corresponds to right-handed helicity of the amide group and vice versa, as depicted 

in Figure 5, Chapter 1.4.1). In addition, as a consequence of amide nonplanarity, this 

band is shifted towards longer wavelengths (by up to ~15 nm). 

It is more difficult to reveal and isolate amide nonplanarity manifestation in 

higher-energy spectral region. Although for the R enantiomer the experimental ECD 

spectra exhibit only a negative-positive couplet (previously ascribed to dipole-

coupled π–π* transitions) and a negative shoulder, the theoretical analysis reveals 

significant contributions of at least ten bands of different origins. While the negative 

band at ~205 nm and the negative shoulder at 192 nm seem to be contributed mainly 

by two nearly pure π–π* (90 %) configurations, the positive high-energy band is 

contributed by several bands of different composition, mostly with significant 

contributions of π–π*, n–π* and n–σ* transitions. Based on our theoretical analysis, 

it seems that the general course of ECD curve is in this spectral region mostly given 
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by inter-amide coupling, while the amide nonplanarity contribution affects these 

spectra only moderately. 

 ECD spectra of the dilactam I reaching farther into UV region (~170–

200 nm) provide qualitatively more complete information. Our detailed theoretical 

TDDFT study of these data confirms that ECD spectroscopy can be utilized for 

amide nonplanarity detection. The results indicate that nonplanarity can be 

sensitively and separately observed particularly in the long wavelength (n–π*) region 

and that the relation between the sense of amide nonplanarity and sign of the amide 

n–π* band remains valid even for dilactams. Although the inter-amide coupling is a 

dominating effect in the π–π* region, calculations show not a simple π–π* couplet, 

but also the components with π–π*, n–π* and n–σ* contributions.  

 
4.1.2 Vibrational Optical Activity of Dilactams I and II 

We performed VOA investigation of the dilactam I and its tetradeuterioderivative II 

(Appendix 2). Such a detailed study was made possible by a combination of several 

favorable factors. Besides using the recent state-of-the-art experimental (ROA, VCD) 

and theoretical (including recent developments of DFT) techniques we took 

advantage of the rigidity of dilactams I and II (which helped to simplify all 

calculations) and of their availability in both enantiomeric forms. Particularly the 

recent successful preparation of enantiomerically pure dilactam I and II in sufficient 

quantities enabled us to obtain high-quality experimental data, in which even weak 

spectral features could be detected and interpreted with confidence. Both VCD and 

ROA data have been collected in broader than usual spectral ranges (~1000–

3200 cm–1 for VCD, ~200–3100 cm–1 for ROA), i.e. covering also the regions of C–

H and C–D stretching vibrations and, additionally, in ROA even the low-

wavenumber region. It is to be noted that signals due to C–D stretching vibrations 

were observed in our ROA spectra for the first time at all. 

Quantum chemical (DFT) calculation reproduced overall pattern of 

experimental spectra rather well, and, consequently, we were able to assign 

unambiguously most experimental VCD and ROA bands. The band assignment was 

less certain only for features in higher-frequency region (above 2000 cm–1), which 

involves the anharmonic C–H and C–D stretching vibrations. Our harmonic-level-

only calculations were not sufficient for their detailed description. Nevertheless, our 
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experimental data provide high-quality material for our intended future analysis of 

C–H and C–D stretching signals including anharmonic corrections, which is beyond 

the scope of our current study. Despite the lack of anharmonic corrections the overall 

spectral shape of theoretical curves resembles experimental data even in this region 

rather well. It is therefore possible to get at least basic understanding of spectral 

features in this region. Moreover, additional use of the deuterated compound II helps 

us with the assignment and allows us to analyze different types of CH2 groups. 

Although a few discrepancies between theoretical and experimental data remain, 

particularly in the high-frequency region, we have achieved an overall very good 

agreement between calculated and experimental spectra for both VCD and ROA. 

Therefore we attempted a transformation into chemically meaningful non-redundant 

internal coordinates followed by a detailed band-to-band assignment. In this way 

particular assignments were further supported by potential energy distribution (PED) 

values. For this purpose we designed a set of internal valence coordinates (see 

Chapter 3.3.1 and also Appendix 2). This coordinate system can be used with little 

modification for bicyclic, tricyclic and even tetracyclic spirodilactams and still the 

corresponding force constants refer to comparable bases. Consequently, it should 

then be possible to construct a more general model of VOA due to amide 

nonplanarity, which might be simultaneously based on several such compounds 

while maintaining internal consistency of data treatment. In this way it is possible to 

evaluate numerically the relative contributions of particular internal coordinates to 

total potential energy associated with each of the 69 fundamental vibrational modes 

(see Tables S2 and S3 in Appendix 2). The resulting PEDs of selected amide-related 

vibrational modes of dilactam I and the corresponding assignments are shown in 

Table 1 and Figure 18.  

Amide-related vibrations contribute significantly to VOA signals in several 

spectral regions. Our study indicates that some of these signals might be promising 

for possible amide nonplanarity detection. R-enantiomers of dilactams I and II show 

an asymmetrical rather broad single-signed band in the amide I spectral region (at 

~1700 cm–1) which exhibits a positive sign in VCD and a negative one in ROA 

spectra. This feature is very well reproduced by theoretical calculations in VCD. For 

ROA the calculations of dilactam I indicate a couplet; however, it is strongly biased 

towards negative values and the final curve resembles a negative single-signed 

feature as shown in experiment. 
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Table 1: Potential energy distribution (PED) of selected amide-related vibrational modes (A) 
of the dilactam I.  

A S 
Freq. (cm–1) 

Assignment (PED %) ROA (H2O) VCD (CHCl3) 
calc. exp. calc. exp. 

1 A +1719  +1735 +1718 νC=O (75%), νC'-N, νC'-C (12%) 
2 B –1707 –1681 +1725 +1699 νC=O (76%), νC'-N, νC'-C (11%) 
3 A +1419 +1425 –1414 –1399 νC'-N, νC-N, νC'-C (50%) 
4 B –1374  +1371 +1357 νC'-N, νC-N (46%) 
5 B –1240 –1233 +1240 +1224 νC-N, δipN-C (29%) 
6 B +1159  +1159 +1146 νC-N, δipN-C (53%) 
7 A –1139 –1130 –1139 –1126 νC-N, δipN-C, δoopN-C (30%) 
8 B –1021 –1019 +1021  νC-N, δipN-C (41%) 
9 A –1006 –1005 +1005  νC-N, δipN-C (28%) 
10 A –919 –929 +919  νC-N, δoopN-C (59%) 
11 A +703 +707 +702  νC-N, δoopC'=O (24%) 
12 A +683  +684  δoopN-C, δoopC'=O, νC-N, νC'-N (53%) 
13 B –649 –644 –650  δoopN-C, δoopC'=O, νC'-C (73%) 
14 A +595  –594  δipN-C, δoopC'=O, δoopN-C, νC'-C (52%) 
15 B +593  –594  δoopN-C, δipN-C (58%) 
16 A –562 –568 –562  δoopN-C, δoopC'=O (54%) 
17 B +541 +547 +540  δoopN-C, νC-N, δipN-C (37%) 
18 B +498 +501 +497  δoopN-C, δoopC'=O, δipC'=O (30%) 
19 A –419 –423 –420  δoopN-C, δipC'=O (61%) 

S – symmetry; Freq. – frequency 

 
According to PED, the amide I band arises mostly (~75 %) from the two (in-

phase and out-of-phase stretching) C'=O modes (see modes 1 and 2 in Table 1 and 

Figure 18). In VCD spectra, manifestation of the amide I band as the single-signed 

feature instead of a couplet, which is typical for VCD of larger molecules containing 

multiple interacting amide groups (like peptides and proteins), might be surprising. It 

indicates that other effects besides the typical amide-amide coupling might be 

important as well. We tried to estimate the relative effect of dipole-dipole coupling 

between C'=O stretching vibrations on amide I VCD of the dilactam I using the 

simple coupled oscillator calculation (see Appendix 2). Our calculations indicate that 

dipole-dipole coupling within the amide I vibration should give rise to a couplet 

comparable in intensity to other bands in VCD spectra of dilactam I. However, 

manifestation of the single-signed band indicates that the effect of amide-amide 

coupling is overridden by another effect of a different origin. The most probable 
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candidate appears to be again the amide nonplanarity. Similarly to VCD, a single-

signed amide I band is observed even in ROA spectra. We can only speculate that 

even in this case the amide I band may reflect predominantly nonplanar amide 

chirality. To analyze further such an assumption, it would be beneficial to perform 

additional studies on other model molecules (like e.g. dilactams III or IV, see 

Figure 14) possessing varying degree of amide nonplanarity. 

 

 
Figure 18: Assignment of the selected amide-related vibrations in ROA (top) and VCD 
(bottom) spectra of the R enantiomer of dilactam I. 
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Amide II vibrations of dilactams I and II are red-shifted to about 1380 cm–1, 

because of the tertiary amide groups. In VCD we observe a very strong couplet 

(centered at ~1380 cm–1), which dominates the whole spectrum. According to 

calculations, the two components (symmetric and antisymmetric with respect to 

C2 axis) arise from the C'−N stretching vibrations (~35 %) mixed with skeletal N–C 

and C'–C stretches, ring deformations, and the in-plane skeletal and C'=O 

deformations (modes 3 and 4 in Table 1 and Figure 18). These signals describe the 

modified amide II vibrations, where the non-existing contributions of N–H in-plane 

deformations (which are typical for amide II vibrations in primary and secondary 

amides) are replaced by motions of other skeletal atoms. The relative contributions of 

C'−N stretching modes are comparable to those in secondary amides. The observed 

VCD couplet is further confirmed by our coupled oscillator calculations including 

the sign pattern. This result indicates that in amide II region the amide-amide 

coupling overrides the effect of amide nonplanarity. However, here the amide II 

signals seem to be seriously affected by the specific geometry of our molecules, and 

the strong couplet is probably a consequence of unusual mutual orientation of 

interacting amide groups (the coupling is probably favored because of the close 

proximity of amide nitrogen atoms). For the generalization to peptide structures, 

different model systems (containing amide groups oriented in the usual head-to-tail 

manner) should be employed. 

In Raman/ROA spectra of peptides and proteins, amide II vibrations are 

usually not observed, but valuable information can be derived from signals in the 

amide III region (~1200–1400 cm–1). In secondary amides, amide III vibrations are 

also mostly given by a combination of N–H in-plane bending and C'–N stretching 

vibrations (just a different combination, active in Raman/ROA, not active in IR 

absorption/VCD). However, there are no N–H bonds present in our molecules and, 

consequently, there are no significant contributions of amide related signals around 

~1300 cm–1. Stretching and deformation vibrations involving amide nitrogen 

significantly contribute (~30–50 %) to ~6 vibrational modes between ~1250–

900 cm-1 (modes 5–10 in Table 1 and Figure 18). These bands are again reproduced 

well by ab initio calculations. However, it is rather difficult to deduce some general 

conclusions, as the amide-related vibrations mix extensively with other molecular  
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motions (predominantly CH2 deformations, but also other skeletal vibrations). Yet, 

we can expect that for secondary amides the amide III bands may be observed and 

should even possess an analytical potential. 

Unlike VCD, ROA enables recording experimental signals below 1000 cm–1. 

Vibrations in this region usually involve skeletal motions, but contributions of low-

frequency amide group motions can be also observed (e.g. amide IV – mainly C'–N 

and C'–C stretching vibrations together with in-plane N-involving and C'-involving 

deformations, amide V – mainly out-of-plane N-involving deformations and amide 

IV – mainly out-of-plane C'-involving deformations). In the spectra of our dilactams 

we can find several characteristic bands which are significantly contributed by 

amide-related motions, mainly involving in-plane and out-of-plane deformations at 

amide nitrogen atoms, but also deformations at the C' atom (for the dilactam I, these 

involve modes 11–13, 16–19 in Table 1 and Figure 18). These bands are again 

described well by theoretical spectra, with the exception of the positive band 

calculated at 594 cm–1 (contributed by two overlapping bands corresponding to the 

modes 14, 15 – not visible in the experimental spectrum), and the positive band 

calculated at 683 cm–1 (mode 12 – obscured in the experimental spectrum due to 

presence of strongly polarized band in the parent Raman spectrum). For the potential 

amide nonplanarity detection, particularly promising seem to be spectral bands which 

are contributed mainly by the out-of-plane deformations at amide nitrogen, such as a 

negative ROA feature at ~568 cm–1 (mode 16, contributed by δoop(N–C) by ~50 %). 

It is possible that these features might be used in future for the evaluation of amide 

nonplanarity including sign and magnitude of amide group distortion. 

 
4.1.3 ROA Measurement of Dilactam I and II in the Extended 

Spectral Range 

ROA spectra of model dilactams I and II were recorded in the extended spectral 

range, including the high frequency region covering signals of C–D and C–H 

stretching vibrations (see above). So far, the attempts to record experimental data in 

the high-frequency region have been scarce despite the fact that such data might be a 

valuable source of information. First measurements in the extended spectral range 

were realized by Hug in 1975 on a dispersive ROA instrument.162 Since then, the 

only reported ROA measurements in high-frequency region were performed in our 
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laboratory134,163 on the home-built ICP-ROA spectrometer.139 This instrument is 

equipped with three interchangeable gratings covering three partially overlapping 

spectral regions, and enables recording ROA data in the whole range of fundamental 

vibrations (~150–4000 cm–1). 

Correct assembling of complete ROA spectra from the sub-parts collected 

with different gratings requires a correction procedure eliminating the effects of 

varying experimental conditions. Such a procedure should allow us not only to 

assemble ROA data measured on the same instrument at different sub-ranges, but 

also to correlate ROA data measured on several distinct instruments. We have tested 

reproducibility of ROA signals measured on a single instrument but utilizing varying 

experimental setups. Moreover, we have compared ROA data measured on non-

identical ROA instruments. As reference molecules we used α-pinene and the 

dilactam II. While α-pinene is commonly used for quality testing of experimental and 

theoretical ROA data, dilactam II seems to be a very suitable model, as it possesses 

well-defined ROA signals over the whole range of fundamental vibrations, including 

the C–D and C–H stretching regions.  

The effect of varying experimental setup (different gratings) on ROA spectra 

of dilactam II is illustrated in Figure 19A, while Figure 20A shows a comparison of 

its ROA spectra measured on two different instruments (the home-built ICP-ROA 

instrument (ICP-P) and the commercial SCP-ROA instrument (SCP-P)). The results 

indicate that, although the ROA spectral patterns remain nearly identical 

independently on the setup/instrument used, the intensities of particular ROA bands 

vary rather significantly, particularly in the border regions of the spectra. This is a 

consequence of different response functions of particular setups/instruments. 
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Figure 19: Experimental uncorrected (A) and corrected (B) spectra of (1R)-(–)-enantiomer 
of dilactam II measured in the extended spectral range using three different gratings. 
 

 
Figure 20: Experimental uncorrected (A) and corrected (B) ROA spectra of (1R)-(–)-
enantiomer of dilactam II measured on two different instruments. 

A 

B 

A 

B 
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To determine the corresponding intensity response functions and to eliminate 

their effects on ROA spectra of our molecules, we have utilized the procedure which 

is nowadays used rather commonly for the correction of relative intensities of Raman 

spectra.164–166 The procedure is based on the use of certified luminescence standards 

of the known relative spectral irradiance. Based on a comparison of the certified vs. 

experimentally obtained luminescence curves it is possible to establish instrument 

response function SSRM(Δν) of particular experimental setup/instrument. 

Subsequently, the experimental data can be corrected using this function. The 

resulting correction curve C(Δν) is obtained by dividing the polynomial describing 

the shape of the standard luminescence spectrum PSRM(Δν) by the corresponding 

instrument response function (measured glass luminescence spectrum) SSRM(Δν). The 

correction curves for the particular experimental setups and instruments (used for the 

measurement of ROA spectra of dilactam II) are shown in Figure 21. The shapes of 

these curves indicate that a correction is needed particularly towards the edges of 

each spectral range, (the C(Δν) values exceed 2). For each setup/instrument there is 

only a ~800 cm–1 interval in which the effect of a correction is almost negligible (i.e. 

the corresponding multiplication factor is close to 1). 

 
Figure 21: Correction curves C(Δν) for different instruments and experimental setups. The 
low-wavenumber cut off at 150 cm–1 is given by the lower limit of certified luminescence 
spectrum. 
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As demonstrated in Figure 19B and Figure 20B, a correction of experimental 

ROA spectra by C(Δν) significantly improves the agreement between ROA data 

measured with different setups. The corrected spectra become comparable not only 

qualitatively, but also quantitatively. We can observe significant improvement in the 

agreement between integral intensities of particular ROA bands and also an 

improvement in hit quality index167 (HQI – see equation 2 in Appendix 3 for its 

definition) (which is, however, less sensitive to overall spectral changes as it is just a 

single number). Application of the corrective procedure improves data reliability 

over a wide spectral range and enables common utilization of spectra recorded at 

different conditions or using different instruments. 

 

4.2 Chiroptical properties of the disulfide group in 

model peptides 

The study on chiroptical manifestation of disulfide group in model peptides follows 

our previous work.93,134 Our results obtained on cyclodextrin-based models 

containing one, two or three disulfides93,134 and on the neurohypophyseal hormone 

(NHH) oxytocin134 have indicated that particularly ROA can give us valuable 

information on stereochemistry of disulfide bridges. Comparison of our experimental 

data with ab initio calculations on simple models hinted on a possible correlation of 

the sign of ROA bands due to S–S stretching vibrations with chirality of the disulfide 

group: while positive twist of the disulfide group appears to give rise to a positive 

ROA band in the S–S stretching region, a negative band in the same region might 

arise from the negative disulfide twist. To further analyze this relation, we extended 

our study to other model compounds including (a) a set of NHH analogs having just 

slightly modified sequence but differing widely in their pharmacological properties 

and (b) AMP Lasiocepsin and its analogs differing in disulfide bridge pattern and 

possessing various degrees of biological activity. These molecules represent suitable 

models due to their relatively small size and a presence of one or two disulfide 

groups in the molecule. Moreover, both groups of molecules are biologically active 

and they allow us to look for possible correlation between disulfide group 

conformation and biological properties of the peptides. Three-dimensional structures 
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of our molecules are analyzed using both electronic (ECD) and vibrational (VCD and 

ROA) optical activity. ECD provides us with basic secondary structure. For the more 

detailed analysis we employ VOA, as it is more sensitive to smaller-scale structural 

detail. Luckily, besides ROA probing the S–S group stereochemistry VOA can help 

us to identify structural motifs which are not easy to determine by ECD such as left-

handed PPII helix, β-sheet or β-turn. 

Chiroptical studies of disulfide group in NHHs (oxytocin, arginine vasopressin, 

lysine vasopressin and six of their analogs) (described in ref. 168 – see Appendix 4) 

are summarized in Chapter 4.2.1, while the analogous investigation of disulfide 

bridges in AMPs (Lasiocepsin and its three analogs differing in disulfide bridge 

pattern) is given in Chapter 4.2.2. The manuscript covering these models is in 

preparation.  

 
4.2.1 Investigation of disulfide group conformation in 

neurohypophyseal hormones oxytocin, arginine vasopressin, 
lysine vasopressin and their several analogs 

Disulfide group is a characteristic and important element of NHHs and a 

determination of its conformation represents further step in understanding a relation 

between NHH's biological activity and three-dimensional structure. NHHs belong to 

an evolutionary old class of peptides whose derivatives can be found in nearly all 

vertebrate species.169 All NHHs are short peptides composed of ~9 amino acids. 

They comprise a heterodetic ring (with an aromatic amino acid residue at the 

position 2) composed of 6 residues, which is closed by the disulfide bridge 

connecting Cys1 and Cys6. The sequence is terminated by a flexible C-terminal part 

involving 3 residues. At the C-terminus the NHH sequence is terminated by primary 

amide (see Figure 22). Based on the amino acid residue at the position 8, NHHs are 

classified into oxytocin (neutral amino acid at the position 8) and vasopressin family 

(basic Arg or Lys residues at the position 8).170 These peptidic hormones have a wide 

range of biological functions. While oxytocin is mostly known for its uterotonic and 

milk-ejecting activity, vasopressin is involved in a regulation of water retention in 

the body (antidiuretic activity) and a maintenance of blood pressure (pressoric 

activity).170  
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Figure 22: Schematic representation of basic structural elements of neurohypophyseal hormones. 

 
Even minor changes in the sequence often lead to significant changes in 

biological activities of NHHs. Over the years hundreds of oxytocin and vasopressin 

analogs, often having only minor structural modifications but differing widely in 

their pharmacological effects, were synthesized. Many of these molecules were 

utilized as drugs and are now commonly used in pharmaceutical industry. Structural 

studies of these molecules have shown that although the analogs display such diverse 

activities, they are considerably consistent in their three-dimensional arrangement.171 

To get deeper understanding of the relation between NHH's structure and activity, it 

is therefore important to look even for minor differences in spatial arrangement of 

these molecules. Particular attention should be paid to conformation of the aromatic 

amino acid at the position 2, to primary amide at the C-terminus and to the 

arrangement of the disulfide group, as modifications to these motifs typically result 

in notable changes of biological activities but do not cause their complete loss.171 

However, it is not easy to get detailed information on NHH's structure at the atomic 

level. The molecules are rather difficult to crystallize and X-ray data are mostly 

available only for the complexes with carrier proteins.172,173 Most structural studies 

of NHHs in solution are based on NMR, CD, fluorescence and Raman studies.174 The 

data indicate presence of a β-turn (OT, AVP) in the ring part of these molecules 

(between residues 2, 3 or 3, 4) and an exposition of the Tyr residue at the position 2 

to the solvent. Disulfide group has been investigated mainly by Raman spectroscopy, 

which indicated the prevailing ggg conformation.174 However, conventional Raman 

spectroscopy provides us only with partial information, as it is not capable of 

distinguishing between the disulfide group right- and left-handedness. As discussed 
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above, such information should be best approachable by chiroptical methods, 

particularly by ROA. 

In order to get this missing detail and to clarify the possible effect of disulfide 

group conformation on NHH's biological activity, we have collected a more 

complete set of chiroptical data (ECD, VCD and ROA) of neurohypophyseal 

hormones oxytocin (I), arginine vasopressin (II) and lysine vasopressin (III) and six 

of their analogs having agonistic (methyloxytocin – IV, desmopressin – VI, 

terlipressin – VII), antagonistic (atosiban – V, NHH inhibitor – VII) or no biological 

activities (inactive model – IX) (see Table 2). These peptides represent a suitable set 

of model systems, as the differences in their biological activities are mostly achieved 

by minor changes in their primary (and probably also secondary) structure. As an 

additional advantage, most of these molecules are used as therapeutics and are 

therefore accessible in sufficient quantities and high purity. While ECD data of the 

compounds are already partially known (see ECD studies on compounds I–III, VI, 

IX),175–178 VOA data, which might provide us with the still missing structural details, 

have been collected by us for the first time. 

 
Table 2: A set of the studied NHH samples 

Neurohypophyseal hormones 
I Cys-Tyr-Ile-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Leu-Gly-NH2 Oxytocin 
II Cys-Tyr-Phe-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Arg-Gly-NH2 Arginine Vasopressin 
III Cys-Tyr-Phe-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Lys-Gly-NH2 Lysine Vasopressin 

Analogs used as drugs 
IV Cys-Tyr(OMe)-Ile-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Leu-Gly-NH2 Methyloxytocin 
V Mpr-D-Tyr(OEt)-Ile-Thr-Asn-Cys-Pro-Orn-Gly-NH2 Atosiban 
VI Mpr-Tyr-Phe-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-D-Arg-Gly-NH2 Desmopressin 
VII (Gly)3-Cys-Tyr-Phe-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Lys-Gly-NH2 Terlipressin 

Inhibitors and inactive models 
VIII cpmCys D-Tyr Ile Thr Asn Cys Pro Orn-NH2 NHH Inhibitor 
IX Cys Gly Gly Gly Asn Cys-NH2 Inactive Ring Model 

Mpr – mercaptopropionic acid; cmpCys – β-cyclopentamethylene cysteine 
Cys (or Mpr) residues are connected by disulfide bridges and are written in bold 

 
 A complete set of ECD spectra of I–IX measured in the disulfide transition 

region (250–380 nm) is shown in Figure 2 in Appendix 4. These data demonstrate 

that identification of the S–S group based on ECD signals is rather complicated, 

because the corresponding bands partially overlap with signals of aromatic 

chromophores (Tyr, Phe; 250–350 nm) which are present in all structures except for 
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the inactive model of the oxytocin ring (IX). The analyses are therefore limited to 

longer-wavelength parts of spectra above ~290 nm. As it is not possible to correlate 

sign of experimental ECD bands with the sense of disulfide group torsion without 

having a rather precise information on the sense and magnitude of the S–S group 

dihedral angle (see quadrant rule in Chapter 1.4.2), we may only hypothesize that the 

mutually similar course of our ECD curves might correspond to similar disulfide 

group conformation. In this way, we can classify our molecules into three groups 

based on similarities in the shape of the long-wavelength tail of the ECD curve. The 

group (a) includes molecules exhibiting a negative low-intensity band. There are 

6 molecules falling into this category: the NHHs oxytocin (I), arginine vasopressin 

(II) and lysine vasopressin (III), oxytocin agonistic analog methyloxytocin (IV) and 

two vasopressin agonistic analogs desmopressin (VI) and terlipressin (VII). The 

group (b) includes the vasopressin/oxytocin antagonistic analog atosiban (V), which 

exhibits an intense negative ECD band of rather high intensity. The inactive model 

(IX), exhibiting a negative ECD band of a medium intensity, can be categorized 

either into group (a) or (b). The group (c) then involves the NHH inhibitor (VII) 

exhibiting an intense positive ECD band. Although any generalization is hardly 

possible, it is worth noticing that all agonistic NHH analogs exhibit similar disulfide 

bands and fall into the group (a), while the antagonistic analogs or inhibitors exhibit 

different ECD curves and fall into groups (b) or (c). 

 VCD spectroscopy cannot be applied directly to the investigation of disulfide 

group conformation, because the corresponding spectral region is not experimentally 

accessible. However, our data demonstrate that it can provide us with additional 

details on conformation of the peptide backbone. VCD spectra of our molecules in 

the mid-IR region are shown in Figure 3 in Appendix 4. For all these molecules, the 

spectra are remarkably consistent, exhibiting a negative couplet in amide I’ region 

(consisting of a positive band at ~1670 cm–1 and a negative band at ~1630 cm–1, 

which is slightly shifted to higher wavenumbers for the compound IX) and a negative 

band in amide II’ region (at ~1440 cm–1). This specific spectral pattern indicates a 

left-handed PPII-type helix.80 On the basis of its intensity we can deduce that for 

molecules I–VIII such type of structure probably involves only two to three amino 

acid residues (the Δε/ε ratio is approximately three times lower than for polyproline 

peptides). There seems to be only a minor portion of PPII structure in the most 
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flexible compound IX (a model of the oxytocin ring) with the Δε/ε ratio about two 

times lower than for other compounds. 

 Similarly to VCD, ROA provides us with useful details on peptide backbone 

conformation (signals in the amide I and extended amide III region). Furthermore, it 

enables us to investigate manifestation of the disulfide group using signals due to C–

S and S–S stretching vibrations below ~800 cm–1. Raman/ROA spectra of the 

compounds I–VII and IX are shown in Figure 23. ROA spectrum of VIII could not 

be obtained as the sample quantity was not sufficient for ROA experiment. The ROA 

spectra of all our samples are dominated by a positive band in the extended amide III 

region at ~1320 cm–1. Together with a positive band in amide I region (at ~1650–

1680 cm–1), this feature is a well-established marker of PPII structure.3 This finding 

is consistent with VCD data. In addition signals in the extended amide III region 

further indicate presence of β-turns (a positive band or shoulder at ~1295–1300 cm–1; 

compounds I–VI) and an antiparallel β-sheet structure (a negative band at ~1245–

1250 cm–1; compounds I–VII). As already indicated by NMR data and molecular 

dynamics simulations for compound I–III),174 the presence of such structures in NHH 

molecules is quite probable. Apart from the prominent bands in amide I and extended 

amide III region reflecting sensitively peptide backbone conformation, ROA spectra 

exhibit promising signals in the S–S stretching region. For all our samples the 

conventional Raman spectra consistently indicate the prevailing ggg conformation of 

the disulfide bridge (band at ~510 cm–1). The corresponding ROA signals at 

~510 cm–1 can be found in the spectra of all the measured samples except for VI. 

Interestingly, the observed ROA signal is positive for the NHH agonists (oxytocin I, 

arginine vasopressin II and lysine vasopressin III, methyloxytocin IV and terlipressin 

VII), and negative for the inactive (ring model IX) and inhibitory analogs (atosiban 

V). Based on previous calculations on simple disulfide models,131 these data may 

indicate that the agonistic analogs seem to favor right-handed disulfide orientation, 

while the inhibitors or inactive compounds might tend to the opposite (left-handed) 

disulfide arrangement. As there is no distinguishable signal in the ROA spectrum of 

desmopressin, we may assume that disulfide group is in this case probably more 

flexible, allowing both right- and left-handed disulfide arrangements. 
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Figure 23: Raman (left) and ROA (right) spectra of compounds I–VII and IX measured in H2O. 
Bands assigned to S–S stretching vibrations of the disulfide group are in bold (positive ROA signals 
are in blue, negative ROA bands in red).  
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 Our chiroptical study of NHHs and their analogs demonstrates that VOA can 

extend the existing knowledge of NHH conformation, which has been, up to now, 

mainly based on NMR and ECD data. VCD confirms that the main chain 

conformation is consistent within all these analogs and does not depend on their 

biological function. Within our studied model compounds, VOA indicates a left-

handed chain reversal of the cyclic part. According to our data, the structural 

differences seem to concentrate into the region of the disulfide bond. The most 

valuable information on NHH disulfide group conformation appears to be provided 

by ROA spectroscopy, which indicates mutually reversed sense of the S–S torsion 

for NHH agonistic and inhibitory or inactive analogs. However, such relation should 

be further tested using additional models, particularly NHH inhibitory analogs. This 

will be a subject of our future investigation. 

 

4.2.2 Structural role of disulfide bridges in the antimicrobial 
peptide Lasiocepsin and its three analogs 

In order to further analyze the possibilities of determining disulfide group 

conformation by chiroptical methods, we have extended our study to even more 

complex molecules – peptides from the Laciosepsin family having two, one or no 

disulfide group in the molecule. The natural peptide Lasiocepsin (LAS), isolated 

from the venom of the eusocial bee Lasioglossum laticeps,138 belongs to a unique, 

structurally diverse group of molecules – antimicrobial peptides (AMPs). AMPs are 

evolutionary old peptides acting probably as a first line of organism defense against 

microbial infections. These peptides have considerable therapeutic potential because, 

compared to common antibiotics, they typically have broader range of activities 

against pathogens and usually do not cause microbial resistance.179,180 Instead of 

targeting specific receptors, AMPs mostly interact with microbial cell membranes 

(particularly negatively charged phospholipids), causing membrane perturbation 

and/or disruption of membrane-associated processes.179 Although AMPs differ 

widely in their amino acid sequence and structure, they have several common 

features. They typically consist of 10 to 50 amino acid residues, have a positive net 

charge (due to the presence of positively charged residues such as lysine or arginine) 

and contain approximately 50% of hydrophobic residues.181 Upon interaction with 

microbial membranes, AMPs usually adopt amphipathic structure (often α-helical) 
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with hydrophobic and polar residues arranged into separate regions. Amphipathicity 

then enables AMPs to penetrate into membrane lipid bilayer. 

LAS is a medium-sized AMP containing 27 amino acid residues and two 

disulfide bridges (Cys8–Cys25, Cys17–Cys27). The set of these related compounds 

further includes three analogs having different disulfide patterns: two analogs 

containing one native disulfide group while having the two remaining cysteine 

residues replaced by alanine residues – LAS 2 (Ala8,25, Cys17–Cys27) and LAS 3 

(Cys8–Cys25, Ala17,27), and a completely linear (therefore very flexible) analog with 

all cysteine residues replaced by alanines – LAS 4 (Ala8,17,25,27) (see Table 3). In 

accord with results presented earlier,138 differences in disulfide pattern significantly 

influence biological properties of these peptides. While natural LAS possesses 

substantial antibacterial and antifungal activities, its disulfide-modified analogs 

exhibit either reduced activity (LAS 3) or are almost inactive (LAS 2, LAS 4).  

 
Table 3: Primary structures and antimicrobial activities of LAS and its analogs 

LAS analogs 
Antimicrobial activity 

MIC (µM) 
B.s. S.a. E.c. P.a. C.a. 

LAS GLPRKILCAIAKKKGKCKGPLKLVCKC 0.4 93 8.6 15 3.6 
LAS 2 GLPRKILAAIAKKKGKCKGPLKLVAKC 4.2 >100 >100 >100 50 
LAS 3 GLPRKILCAIAKKKGKAKGPLKLVCKA 0.5 >100 55 65 70 
LAS 4 GLPRKILAAIAKKKGKAKGPLKLVAKA 12 >100 >100 >100 >100 
MIC – Minimum inhibitory concentration; B.s. – Bacillus subtilis, S.a. – Staphylococcus 
aureus, E.c. – Escherichia coli, P.a. – Pseudomonas aeruginosa, C.a. – Candida albicans. 
Disulfide bridges connecting the cysteine residues Cys8–Cys25 and Cys17–Cys27 are indicated 
in blue and red, respectively. Sequence modifications are indicated in yellow. 
The compounds do not show any haemolytic activity.138 

 
As follows from preliminary ECD data of LAS and its analogs 2-4,138 and 

also from the recent NMR study of LAS,182 disulfide bridges play important role in 

stabilization of LAS conformation. In water, natural LAS possesses well-defined 

secondary structure (see Figure 24), consisting of two α-helices (Arg4–Lys13, Pro20–

Val24) connected by a structured six-residue loop (Lys14–Gly19) and stabilized in a 

mutually nearly orthogonal position by the disulfide bridge Cys8–Cys25. An 

additional disulfide bond (Cys17–Cys27) which connects the C-terminal Cys27 with 

the structured loop, stabilizes C-terminal part of the molecule.182 According to NMR 

data, the α-helical segments of LAS are not amphipathic, yet the whole peptide 

adopts an amphipathic structure due to the presence of two distinct positively 
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charged domains (Arg4, Lys5 and Lys12,13,14,16,18,22,26) and connecting hydrophobic 

patches. As follows from ECD data, the absence of one or both disulfides results in a 

significant decrease of α-helical content and an increase of random coil and/or PPII 

content. Interestingly, even the analogs lacking one or both disulfide groups show the 

ability to form α-helical structure upon addition of a helix-inducing agent, like 

trifluoroethanol (TFE). A significant increase of α-helical content is observed even 

for the inactive analogs, indicating that presence of α-helical structure is not the only 

requirement for the antimicrobial action.138 Consequently, LAS's antimicrobial 

activity seems to be influenced by additional factors such as length and position of 

particular α-helical segments and/or their mutual orientation (nearly perpendicular in 

LAS itself – see Figure 24). 

 
Figure 24: NMR structure of antimicrobial peptide lasiocepsin (PDB ID: 2mbd).182 

 

 In this study we supplement the existing spectroscopic data on LAS and its 

analogs 2–4 in order to get better understanding of the mutual relation between LAS 

spatial arrangement, role of disulfide groups and antimicrobial mode of action. 

Utilizing both electronic and vibrational optical activity, we investigate the effect of 

varying disulfide ring closure on LAS conformation, including geometry of the 

disulfide groups. Our ECD experiments follow the preliminary ECD study of LAS 

peptides (which included measurements in water and TFE in amide region) and 

involve, in addition, investigation of conformational changes of these peptides as 

caused by presence of SDS micelles (representing simplified membrane-mimicking 

models – these supplementary results require additional ROA experiments and will 

be yet added) and measurements in the disulfide region. In addition, we utilize the 
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methods of VCD and ROA, which can aid with the secondary structure assignment 

(as they are more sensitive to secondary structure elements such as left-handed PPII 

helix, β-sheet or β-turn) and enable deeper studies of disulfide bridges (see above). 

The following text includes a detailed description of experimental data together with 

their preliminary interpretation. These results might further benefit from additional 

ECD and ROA spectra measured in the presence of SDS micelles. We plan to 

include these in the final version of the manuscript. 

 As shown in the previous study,138 ECD of LAS in water (Figure 25) exhibits 

a positive band at 190 nm and negative bands at 206 nm and 222 nm. Such spectral 

pattern is typical for the peptides/proteins with prevailing α-helical conformation.  

 
Figure 25: ECD spectra of LAS and its analogs measured in H2O in amide region. 

 
However, relatively low intensity of the bands (~1–1.5×104 deg cm2 dmol–1) which is 

about two times smaller than for α-helical peptides indicates presence of additional 

secondary structures. According to numerical analysis,75 the α-helical fraction 

(~35%) appears complemented by unordered (and/or PPII), β-sheet and β-turn 

fractions (each of which comprises approximately 20 %). The presence of α-helical 

and PPII structures is further supported by IR/VCD (Figure 26) and Raman/ROA 

data (Figure 27). VCD spectra of LAS indicate prevailing α-helical conformation by 
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a strong negative band at 1661 cm–1 (amide I region) and by a negative band at 

1519 cm–1 (amide II region).82 The absence of a positive component of the amide I 

VCD couplet (~1640 cm–1 – typical for α-helical conformation) is probably caused 

by the presence of another, negative band at ~1625 cm–1 (band due to PPII 

structure).69 This result indicates that α-helical and PPII conformations are present  

 

 
Figure 26: IR absorption (left) and VCD (right) spectra of LAS and its analogs measured in H2O. The 
second derivatives of IR spectra are depicted as dotted lines. 
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simultaneously, which is further supported by ROA data (Figure 27). In ROA 

spectra we can clearly distinguish bands due to α-helices (in amide I region a 

negative/positive couplet at 1638 and 1660 cm–1 and an additional positive band at 

1345 cm–1 in extended amide III region) and PPII conformations (a positive band in 

the extended amide III region at 1316 cm–1).3 On the other hand, the amount of 

β-sheet structure as predicted by ECD seems to be overestimated, as neither IR/VCD  

 
Figure 27: Raman (left) and ROA (right) spectra of LAS and its analogs measured in H2O. 

 
nor Raman/ROA show distinctive β-structure contribution (besides minima at 

1639 cm–1 and 1678 cm–1 evident in 2nd derivation of IR spectra, indicating that some 

minor portion of β-structure is present183). The results of our secondary structure 

analysis are in a good agreement with NMR (see above and ref. 182). Although the 
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amount of α-helical structure as predicted by NMR (~55 %) appears some 20 % 

higher when compared to results of ECD analysis, this discrepancy can be explained 

by the fact that terminal residues contribute to CD manifestation of α-helices to a 

lesser extent. Consequently, we estimate that α-helical content as found by ECD is 

underestimated by ~15 % (if we assume that contributions of two terminal residues 

of each of the two α-helices are excluded). 

 ECD spectra of the analogs LAS 2 and LAS 3 in amide region (Figure 25) 

exhibit similar features. Unlike for native LAS, we observe one negative minimum at 

198 nm of a rather low intensity (~–2×104 deg cm2 dmol–1) and no positive maxima, 

indicating prevailing unordered and β-sheet conformations (numerical data184 show 

~50 % β-sheets, ~20 % β-turns, ~20 % unordered (and/or PPII) structure and only 

~10 % α-helical conformation). For LAS 2, the supplementing IR data (Figure 26) 

confirm prevailing β-sheet structure (bands at 1631 and 1685 cm–1) together with a 

small portion of (unresolved in IR) unordered and/or α-helical conformation (the 

band at 1655 cm–1). High β-sheet content is also suggested by VCD (Figure 26) (a 

negative band at ~1620 cm–1 in amide I region and a positive/negative couplet at 

~1564 and 1521 cm–1 in amide II region). Two additional positive amide I VCD 

bands of LAS 2 at ~1662 and 1643 cm–1 together with a rather high intensity of the 

negative amide I band at ~1620 cm–1 hint on a presence of an additional secondary 

structure, probably a left-handed PPII helix, characterized by a positive/negative 

couplet at ~1662 and 1620 cm–1.69 Presence of β-sheet, β-turn and PPII structures is 

further supported by ROA (Figure 27), particularly by a strong negative/positive 

couplet at ~1650 and 1670 cm–1 in amide I region and by a positive band at 

~1298 cm–1 in amide III region, which indicate presence of β-structure,87 and also by 

a sharp positive band at ~1318 cm–1 in the extended amide III region, which is a 

marker band of PPII conformation.3,185 Although ECD spectra of LAS 2 and LAS 3 

are nearly identical, considerable differences can be found in IR/VCD (Figure 26) 

and Raman/ROA spectra (Figure 27). For LAS 3, IR spectrum exhibits a strong 

maximum at ~1650 cm–1 which can be ascribed to unordered/PPII or α-helical 

structures. An additional shoulder at ~1680 cm–1 indicates presence of a β-structure. 

VCD spectra exhibit a positive/negative couplet at ~1678 and 1642 cm–1 (amide I) 

and another positive/negative one at ~1562 and 1524 cm–1 (amide II). This indicates 

a possible combination of PPII and β-structures.69 As follows from ROA data of 

LAS 3, PPII structure seems to be a dominant feature, based on both amide I (a 
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single-signed band centered at ~1665 cm–1) and extended amide III (a strong positive 

maximum at ~1315 cm–1) manifestations.3 The negative band at ~1247 cm−1 further 

confirms the assumed presence of β-sheet structure.87 

 ECD spectrum of the peptide LAS 4 containing no disulfide bridges 

(Figure 25) is slightly different from the spectra of LAS 2 and LAS 3. It exhibits an 

intense negative band at 197 nm and the overall spectral shape indicates a possible 

presence of yet another weak positive feature with the maximum at about 215 nm. It 

might be caused by a somewhat higher portion of PPII structure.185,186 IR absorption 

data showing a strong maximum at ~1650 cm–1 (either unordered-PPII or α-helical 

structure), a shoulder at ~1680 cm–1 (β-structure) and a maximum at ~1550 cm–1 

together with VCD spectra (Figure 26) with a positive/negative couplet at ~1670 and 

1622 cm–1 and a positive/negative couplet at ~1563 and ~1525 cm–1 indicate a 

prevailing PPII conformation containing some portion of β-structures. Signals 

corresponding to PPII structure are dominant even in ROA spectra (Figure 27) with 

a positive band at ~1315 cm–1 in the extended amide III region and a positive single-

signed band centered at ~1665 cm–1 in amide I region. An additional contribution of 

β-structures is observed in the extended amide III region (a positive shoulder at 

~1300 cm–1 due to β-turns and a negative band at ~1250 cm−1 due to the β-sheet 

structure). 

Unlike peptides/proteins containing aromatic amino acid residues, ECD 

spectra of LAS and its analogs exhibit pure disulfide signals in the disulfide 

transition region (~250–350 nm, Figure 28). There is no overlap with long-

wavelength π–π* bands of aromatic chromophores (below ~280 nm).28 Yet, the 

analysis of disulfide-related signals is rather complicated, because a number of 

disulfide chromophores is different for native LAS (two disulfides), LAS 2 and 3 

(one disulfide) and LAS 4 (no disulfide groups). In addition, even minor changes of 

disulfide conformation can cause changes in intensity and even sign of the disulfide 

bands (see above). Still there are several features that indicate differences between 

geometries of particular disulfides. Particularly while spectra of LAS 2 and LAS 3 

show a single negative CD band with the maximum at ~272 nm, the spectrum of 

native LAS exhibits a negative shoulder with about half the dichroic absorption 

intensity. Moreover, in the spectra of LAS 2 and LAS 3 there appears to be an 

additional negative minimum at ~252 nm, i.e. just before the large negative ECD 

band due to amide n-π* transitions takes over. Based on the ECD data we can 
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therefore speculate that disulfide groups may adopt similar conformations in the 

molecules of LAS 2 and 3, while a conformation of disulfides in native LAS may be 

different.  

 
Figure 28: ECD spectra of LAS and its analogs measured in H2O in disulfide region. 

 

Additional information on disulfide group conformation can be found in 

Raman/ROA spectra (Figure 27). For the peptides containing disulfide groups (LAS, 

LAS 2, LAS 3), Raman spectra in the S–S stretching vibration region are dominated 

by an intense band at ~510 cm–1, indicating a prevailing ggg conformation of the Cα–

Cβ–S–S–Cβ–Cα fragment. An additional low-intensity band at ~554 cm–1 (LAS) or a 

shoulder at ~560 cm–1 (LAS 2, LAS 3) indicates also a minor portion of the ggt 

conformation. Based on Raman signals in the C–S stretching region, the S–Cβ–Cα–C 

fragments of disulfide groups in LAS, LAS 2 and LAS 3 adopt both PH (band at 

~665 cm–1) and PC or PN conformations (band at ~745 cm–1).126 Spectral intensities 

of the 665 and 745 cm–1 bands indicate presence of a slightly higher portion of PH 

conformation in the native LAS and the analog LAS 2, while the PC or PN 

conformations seem to be dominant in the analog LAS 3. Signals in the S–S and C–S 

regions are discernible also in ROA spectra. However, as reported earlier133 one 

should be careful with the interpretation of these signals. A positive feature at 

~500 cm–1 (which can be found in the ROA spectra of analogs LAS 2 and LAS 3) 
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and a negative band at ~560 cm–1 (in the spectrum of LAS 3) cannot be ascribed to 

S–S stretching vibrations, because similar features are present also in the spectrum of 

LAS 4 containing no disulfides. On the contrary, an intense negative band at 

~520 cm–1 in the spectrum of the native LAS and a band at the same position 

showing slightly lower intensity in the spectrum of LAS 2 cannot be found in the 

spectra of LAS 4. Therefore this feature probably rises from S–S stretching 

vibrations. According to previous calculations,131 the negative sign of this band 

probably indicates a left-handed conformation of the disulfides. Its intensity is 

approximately two times higher for the native LAS (containing two disulfides) than 

for the analog LAS 2 (having only one disulfide group – Cys17–Cys27), which may 

indicate that in the molecule of the native LAS, a left-handed conformation is 

adopted by both disulfides. ROA spectra of the analog LAS 3 do not contain any 

discernible band due to S–S stretching vibrations, which may be caused by higher 

flexibility of the Cys8–Cys25 disulfide group.  

Summarizing results of the secondary structure analysis of LAS peptides, we 

come to the following conclusions. (a) In aqueous solution, the absence of one or 

both disulfide groups in the peptide results in significant decrease of α-helical 

content and an increase of PPII and/or β-sheet content. (b) While the increasing 

tendency to form α-helical structure does not seem to correlate with increasing 

biological activity of the peptides, there appears to be a correlation between 

decreasing biological activity and increasing tendency to form β-sheet structure. 

(c) In solution, disulfide groups in native LAS and its analog LAS 2 seems to adopt a 

left-handed conformation. Cys8–Cys25 disulfide which is present in the molecule of 

LAS 3 appears to be more flexible.  

 In order to interpret more thoroughly the disulfide-related features in 

experimental ROA spectra of LAS peptides we are currently running more 

sophisticated ab initio calculations (employing better variants of DFT with respect to 

functionals and basis sets together with the more relevant optimization techniques 

compared to those used in the ref. 131). These calculations are being performed 

using molecular models resembling more closely situation in peptides/protein (such 

as N-acetyl-cystine-methylamide) and utilizing the recent NMR and MD simulations 

of the native LAS.182 Results of this theoretical analysis of the experimental ROA 

spectra of LAS peptides will be included in the final version of the manuscript. 
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Conclusions 
Utilizing model dilactams I and II, we succeeded in discerning and isolating 

chiroptical manifestation of nonplanar amide groups in rigid environment of well-

defined known geometry. The sign of electronic n–π* transition relates to absolute 

conformation of nonplanar amide chromophore. ECD band related to electronic 

amide n–π* transition appears definitely to be a local phenomenon. In nonplanar 

situations it exhibits a significant bathochromic (red) shift and as such it can be used 

for amide nonplanarity detection. VOA (both VCD and ROA) in amide I region also 

exhibits single signed nonplanarity-related bands, not seriously influenced by amide-

amide coupling. Chiroptical manifestation of amide nonplanarity was further 

analyzed by ab initio calculations of electronic (TDDFT) as well as vibrational 

(DFT) optical activity. The results confirmed and further explained experimental 

findings. The right-handed arrangement of the O=C–N–LP (lone electron pair on the 

amide nitrogen atom) corresponds to: 

 (a) a single strong positive ECD band due to n–π* amide transition 

(b) a single negative VCD band due to amide I vibration (or at least a 

negative bias to whatever VCD is observed in this region) 

(c) a single positive ROA feature due to amide I vibration (or at least a 

positive bias to whatever ROA is observed in this region). 

These characteristic spectral features can be utilized for amide nonplanarity detection 

and absolute conformation assignment. It is even possible to estimate nonplanarity 

magnitude on the basis of bathochromic shift and dichroic bands magnitude 

evaluation. 

ECD due to π–π* transitions (investigated deeper into the UV spectral range 

using SRCD) exhibits a couplet corresponding to amide-amide coupling. Its sign 

pattern was established using coupled oscillator theory. Therefore in model dilactams 

we can separately observe chiroptical manifestation of amide-amide coupling (a 

longer distance phenomenon conditioned and explainable by dipole-dipole 

interaction) and that of amide nonplanarity – inherent chirality (a local phenomenon 

within a single amide group). Similarly, dipole-dipole coupling controls VCD due to 

amide II vibrations. However, in this case the observed large couplet could be caused 
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by the special geometry (close mutual proximity of both amide nitrogen atoms) of 

our models.  

Utilization of chiroptical spectroscopy for amide nonplanarity detection in 

more complex and/or flexible systems (such as peptides and proteins) will require 

further studies. Besides continuing detailed studies of small specially designed model 

compounds (like e.g. bicyclic and also tetracyclic analogs of dilactams I and II), in 

the next step one should attempt detecting and analyzing amide nonplanarity within 

larger systems, possibly including real peptides or proteins. It is logical to turn 

towards two possible directions: (a) to investigate spectroscopically several small 

cyclic peptides, e.g. cyclohexapeptides acting as β-turn models or even smaller 

cyclotripeptides, with strained rings, like e.g. cyclo(tri-L-prolyl) and (b) to try 

computing theoretical chiroptical spectra using the so-called independent systems 

approach.64 The existing computer programs will require modifications enabling 

incorporation of amide nonplanarity. 

 We have demonstrated that dilactams (particularly the deuterated molecule – 

dilactam II) are suitable models for the investigation of ROA signals in the whole 

range of fundamental vibrations, including the high-wavenumber region (above 

~2000 cm–1) which involves C–H and C–D stretching vibrations. In ROA spectra, 

signals due to C–D stretching vibrations have been recorded for the first time. 

Measurement in the extended spectral range, which was made possible due to rather 

recent innovation of our home-built ROA instrument, requires utilization of different 

experimental setups (gratings). As follows from our study, ROA spectra collected 

with different setups exhibit nearly identical spectral patterns, but the varying 

experimental conditions affect rather significantly intensities of particular ROA 

bands (mainly in the border regions). In order to correct our experimental data for 

different instrument responses we have utilized a procedure for correcting relative 

intensities of ROA spectra based on the use of certified luminescence standards. 

Although this procedure is used rather commonly in standard Raman spectroscopy, 

its application to ROA data has not been reported yet. We have shown that 

application of such procedure improves rather significantly the agreement between 

experimental ROA data measured with different setups or even using different ROA 

instruments. 

 We have identified ROA signals corresponding to S–S stretching vibrations 

of disulfide bridges in the spectra of model peptides containing one or two disulfide 
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groups in the molecule (neurohypophyseal hormone (NHH) oxytocin, arginine 

vasopressin, lysine vasopressin and their analogs having different agonistic and 

antagonistic properties and antimicrobial peptides from Lasiocepsin family differing 

in disulfide bridge pattern). In ROA spectra of NHHs and their analogs we have 

found signals at ~510–515 cm–1. The results indicate that there might be a correlation 

between sign of these ROA bands and biological activity of the peptides. While a 

positive ROA signal (which, according to calculations on model disulfides,131 

indicates right-handed chirality of the disulfide group) has been identified in the 

spectra of agonistic analogs, a negative signal (indicating left-handed disulfide group 

chirality)131 was found in the spectra of inactive model and NHH inhibitory 

compound. Disulfide-related signals have been identified even in the spectra of more 

complex systems – antimicrobial peptides lasiocepsin (LAS, having two disulfide 

bridges) and one its analog (LAS 2, containing only one disulfide group). Negative 

sign of the bands probably indicates left-handed disulfide group orientation.131 

Our results obtained on disulfide-containing models indicate that ROA may 

be the only spectroscopic technique capable of distinguishing sign of the disulfide 

group torsion. Such information is difficult or even impossible to obtain by other 

spectroscopic methods. However, to further analyze this relation it appears necessary 

to: (a) utilize additional model molecules, (b) employ more sophisticated theoretical 

procedures for the interpretation of experimental data (better variants of DFT with 

respect to functionals and basis sets together with the more relevant optimization 

techniques, taking into consideration also MD simulations and, where possible, also 

NMR data). For LAS-related peptides these calculations are currently in progress. 

Theoretical analysis of the experimental data will be discussed in the manuscript 

which is currently in preparation. 

 We have shown that concerted use of electronic and vibrational chiroptical 

spectroscopies brings the following advantages: (a) the enormous sensitivity of 

chiroptical methods towards even small changes in spatial arrangement of the studied 

systems. Although this phenomenon is particular to all chiroptical methods, it is 

especially manifested by electronic optical activity. The involved wave functions 

expand over large portions of molecules and even small changes can thus be 

experimentally detected. (b) On the other hand, richness and a response to detail of 

vibrational spectroscopy allow us to stress a particular structural feature like amide 

nonplanarity or disulfide group conformation. Together with the complementary 
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nature of VCD and ROA spectroscopies, which parallels closely that of the parent IR 

absorption and Raman scattering phenomena, the combination of electronic and 

vibrational chiroptical spectra represents a very efficient and powerful tool. Within 

this work the complementarity was demonstrated experimentally (successful use of 

very different solvents for VCD and ROA) and within the practical interpretation 

(amide II bands in VCD vs. amide III bands in ROA, S–S and C–S stretching 

vibrations in ROA). 
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ABSTRACT: Electronic circular dichroism (ECD) of the spirocyclic dilactam
5,8-diazatricyclo[6,3,0,01,5]undecane-4,9-dione has been measured in the extended
wavelength range (170−260 nm) utilizing far-UV CD instrumentation including
synchrotron radiation light source. The data of this model of two nonplanar
tertiary amide groups interacting within the rigid chiral environment provided new
information particularly about the shorter wavelength π−π* transition region
below 190 nm. The interpretation using TDDFT calculations confirmed that
effects of amide nonplanarity follow our previous observations on monolactams as
far as amide n−π* transitions are concerned. ECD band in the n−π* transition
region of the nonplanar diamide exhibits an identical bathochromic shift and its
sign remains tied to the sense of nonplanar deformation in the same way. As far as
n−π* transitions are concerned amide nonplanarity acts as a local phenomenon
independently reflecting sum properties of single amide groups. On the other
hand, CD bands associated with π−π* transitions (found between ∼170 to 210 nm) form an exciton-like couplet with the sign
pattern determined by mutual orientation of the associated electric transition moments. This sign pattern follows predictions
pertaining to a coupled oscillator. The influence of amide nonplanarity on π−π* transitions is only minor and concentrates into
the shorter wavelength lobe of the π−π* couplet. The detailed analysis of experimental ECD with the aid of TDDFT calculations
shows that there is only little interaction between effects of inherent chirality caused by nonplanarity of amide groups and
amide−amide coupling. Consequently these two effects can be studied nearly independently using ECD. In addition, the
calculations indicate that participation of other type of transitions (n−σ*, π−σ* or Rydberg type transitions) is only minor and is
concentrated below 180 nm.

■ INTRODUCTION

It is well-known1,2 that amide group can adopt a certain degree
of nonplanarity. Nonplanar amide deformations have been
found in crystal structures of peptides/proteins,3−5 natural
products often of pharmacological significance (e.g., alkaloids,
antibiotics6) or polycyclic lactams.7−12 The studies on various
models (including the extreme case of 1-azabicyclo[2,2,2]-
octane-2-one13−15) provided a finding that minor degree of
amide nonplanarity is rather common and that it usually
involves a partial sp2 → sp3 hybridization change (the
pyramidalization) of the amide nitrogen atom, not only a
simple rotation around the C′−N bond. Amide group in the
nonplanar arrangement loses its symmetry plane (Cs) and
becomes an inherently chiral chromophore (C1) as has been
shown first by us7,8 and confirmed by others.6,16−18 Therefore,
it can be studied with advantage using chiroptical properties.
Knowledge of the circular dichroism spectra of rigid nonplanar
amides may provide valuable information on their role in other,
more flexible systems, including a connection to biologically

relevant peptides and proteins. Investigation of model
amides19−21 provided basic data and suggested that the easiest
way to detect and understand amide nonplanarity consists in
application and detailed evaluation of electronic circular
dichroism (ECD) spectra. Our studies were mainly based on
rigid polycyclic monolactams derived from twistane skeleton.
These compounds represent nearly ideal models, because they
possess well-defined geometries and still do not introduce
excessive angular strain. Their intense ECD spectra provide the
following observations. Within a single amide group, non-
planarity leads to a relative enhancement of the ECD band due
to amide n−π* transition and to its significant bathochromic
shift up to 230−232 nm. This rather characteristic parameter is
sensitive enough to serve as a nonplanarity marker. Similar
results were achieved in later studies by others; however, most
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other models employ small ring systems having excessively
strained bond angles.16,22

ECD due to amide nonplanarity seems to be a local
phenomenon originating mainly by the perturbing interaction
between n−π* and π−π* electronic configurations.12,23 These
interactions result in a pair of rather intense n−π* and π−π*
ECD bands having mutually opposite signs. The absolute signs
are determined by the relative orientation of the lone electron
pair on the amide nitrogen atom (the axis of the pyramid of
bonds to nitrogen) and the carbonyl COsee Figure 1 in

ref 23. The finding that the amide n−π* ECD band originates
locally and, consequently, that nonplanarity manifestation
within this ECD feature corresponds to a local phenomenon
is not in contrast with the general experience. On the other
hand, amide π−π* transitions are known to reflect interactions
between amide groups via, e.g., dipole−dipole coupling. Amide
nonplanarity might interfere with the frequent use of ECD for
the peptide/protein conformation determination and it is of
interest to evaluate in detail its effect on the π−π* region of
ECD spectra of models having more than one nonplanar amide
group in their molecules like the spirocyclic dilactams and
similar compounds.
The spirocyclic dilactam 5,8-diazatricyclo[6,3,0,01,5]-

undecane-4,9-dione (I, Scheme 1) belongs to the class of
polycyclic dilactams representing convenient models for

nonplanar tertiary amides in a rigid, well-defined and chiral
environment.

As racemates, these compounds are known since the
1970s;24 however, preparation of pure enantiomers in
quantities sufficient for thorough physicochemical investigation
succeeded only recently.25 Nowadays the synthesis can be
achieved in both enantiomeric forms by chromatographic
resolution of the racemates using commercial columns and
enantiomer separating instrumentation. As a further advantage
the absolute configuration of the spirodilactam system is known
on the basis of a correlation to corresponding 6-methyl26 and 6-
isobutylderivatives,27 which were prepared from precursors of
known absolute configurations (L-alanine and L-leucine). These
derivatives introduce an additional chiral center at C6, which is
in the known diastereomeric relation (determined by both
NMR and X-ray) with the spirodilactam moiety. Rigidity,
knowledge of their geometries and availability in milligram
quantities together with their established absolute configuration
makes spirodilactams useful models for thorough investigation
of spectroscopic properties of two interacting nonplanar amide
groups.
In the preceding preliminary studies27,28 we presented

electronic optical activity in the n−π* and partially π−π*
transition region (180−260 nm). However, the interpretation
of these data was only empirical and operated with the classical
electronic picture of the amide bond as composed of n−π* and
π−π* configurations, while inherent chirality of the nonplanar
amide chromophore requires the interpretation using quantum
chemical methods. Preliminary TDDFT calculations23 on single
nonplanar amides have been already attempted, but a
theoretical study of interacting nonplanar amides has yet to
be done. Comparison of such a calculation to experiment
requires more complete data because the existing ones (above
180 nm) do not show the π−π* transitions completely.
Therefore, we report ECD experiments below the usual
threshold of 185−190 nm for the measurements in solution,
which require special instrumental adaptations (synchrotron
radiation light source). Measurements in the extended range
should help us to reveal positions and intensities of shorter-
wavelength dichroic bands and provide more detailed
information on the mixing of n−π* and π−π* electronic
configurations. A new more detailed calculation using wider
selection of recent more advanced theoretical procedures
(mainly based on TDDFT theory) should enable us to build a
model of amide nonplanarity contributions to ECD spectra of
properly oriented homoconjugated amide groups that occur in
real peptides/proteins. Because of the unique nature of our
dilactams (mainly the rigid geometry and sample availability)
such a model might be built with more confidence using
simultaneously a wider selection of spectroscopic techniques
including vibrational optical activity (VOA). These vibrational

Figure 1. Experimental ECD and absorption spectra of R-(−)-I
measured in ACN, TFE and H2O (curve a, measured on stand-alone
ECD spectrometer; curve b, measured on Diamond B23 circular
dichroism beamline).

Scheme 1. Spirocyclic Dilactam I
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chiroptical properties of the spirodilactam I have been already
investigated25 and provided interesting parallels to preliminary
electronic CD,27,28 like the bathochromic shift of the amide I
vibration (first observed by Smolıḱova ́ et al.24). Therefore, it
appears important to find out whether detection of several
inherently chiral nonplanar amide groups in one molecule can
be achieved using experimentally simple electronic circular
dichroism spectroscopy. A comparison should reveal whether
ECD together with VOA can provide enough structural detail
to recognize manifestation of amide nonplanarity in a more
complex situation.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
The synthesis of both pure enantiomers of 5,8-diazatricyclo-
[6,3,0,01,5]undecane-4,9-dione (I) was described in ref 25
together with the analytical data including absolute config-
uration. ECD and UV absorption measurements in the longer
wavelength range (180−280 nm), in acetonitrile (ACN), 2,2,2-
trifluoroethanol (TFE) and distilled water were performed
using Jasco J-815 CD spectropolarimeter. For ECD measure-
ments farther in the vacuum UV (VUV) region (165−200
nm)in TFE and waterwe used B23 beamline for
synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD) (Diamond
Light Source, Harwell, U.K.).29 The measurements were
performed in solutions (concentrations 2−3 × 10−2 M) using
spectral grade solvents. We have also tried to record ECD in
freely evaporated films, but these experiments were not
successful due to the pronounced tendency of these dilactams
to crystallize. We used sample cells with windows of either
Suprasil quartz (far- and near-UV region, path length 1−0.1
mm) or calcium fluoride (VUV region, path length 0.1 mm).
The assembled experimental UV and ECD spectra were plotted
as the respective ε or Δε [L mol−1 cm−1] values.
Theoretical transition energies, dipole and rotatory strengths

were investigated using a rather extensive selection of
computational methods utilizing Gaussian09 program suite.30

The methods mostly involved TDDFT implementations using
various pure and hybrid exchange correlation functionals,
PBEPBE,31,32 PBEhPBE,33 PBE0 (PBE1PBE),34 PBEh1PBE,
HSE (wPBEhPBE) , HSE03 (HSE2PBE) , HSE06
(HSEh1PBE),35−42 B3LYP,43−45 and B3PW91,46 and long-
range corrected functionals CAM-B3LYP47 and LC-wPBE.48−50

For comparison we included also standard MP251 and
Roothaan equations-based (HF) calculations. We have not
employed the more advanced multireference perturbation
methods (such as CASPT252), which were used for, e.g.,
interpretation of amide electronic spectra−see, e.g., refs 53 and
54. Although these more advanced procedures undoubtedly
produce better agreement with experiment, their time and cost
demands are much higher. Furthermore, it has been shown that
frequencies and spectral intensities calculated by CASPT2 and

TDDFT do not differ excessively at least above 175 nm (see,
e.g., ref 55). We checked the sensitivity of calculated results
toward choice of the basis set by scanning through the Pople
triple-ζ 6-311G**, 6-311++G**, 6-311++G** 6d 10f,56 the
Dunning/Huzinaga double-ζ D95++**,57 the DGauss
DGDZVP, DGTZVP,58,59 the Dunning correlation consistent
cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, aug-cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-pVTZ60−63 both
without and with augmentation, and the Ahlrichs TZVP.64,65

We also varied the number of singlet excited states included in
TDDFT calculations (from 10 to 100) in order to determine
their minimal number necessary for the successful simulation of
absorption and ECD spectra down to 160 nm. The effect of
solvent was included in all calculations using the implicit
solvation model COSMO (conductor-like screening
model)66,67 for water, TFE, and acetonitrile. We did not
include explicit solvent molecules into our calculation, because
of the excessive computational demands and also due to the
fact that other calculations including explicit water molecules
(see, e.g., Figure 6 in ref 68) do not result in major
improvements. Calculations always included two consecutive
steps−geometry optimization and calculation of spectral
properties (frequencies, intensities, and ECD). Both were
consistently done at the same level of approximation. While the
first step was necessary in order to enable internal consistency,
the actual differences relating particular calculations of
calculated and experimental values (based on X-ray studies)
were small to negligible. For the comparison with experiment,
theoretical spectra were simulated as sums of Gaussian bands
with empirical bandwidths (fwhm) of 20 nm. As shown in the
Results and Discussion, there are significant differences
between theoretical spectra obtained using various procedures.
Some of them (PBE0, PBEhPBE, HSE03, HSE06, B3LYP and
B3PW91 combined with basis sets 6-311++G**, D95++**,
aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ) give acceptable agreement
with experiment (for further details see the Results and
Discussion and the Supporting Information). The analysis
shown further uses results obtained with PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ
and 70 singlet excited states which consistently provide good
agreement with the experimental data.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental electronic absorption and CD spectra of the
dilactam R-I are shown in Figure 1 and summarized in Table 1.
Both enantiomers of I are compared in Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information. One should take into account that
measurements in solution below solvent cutoff limit at 175 nm
do not give reliable data.69

A comparison of these ECD spectra with preliminary results
obtained earlier for only partially resolved compound I27,28

reveals that the older data, while identical in the overall shape
(between 185−250 nm), exhibited four times weaker dichroic

Table 1. Experimental Absorption and ECD Data of R-(−)-Ia

λmax,ACN (εmax × 10−3; Δεmax/min) λmax,H2O (εmax × 10−3; Δεmax/min) λmax,TFE (εmax × 10−3; Δεmax/min)

n−π* Transition Region
222 (−; −10, min) 220 (−; −10, sh) 215 (−; −15, sh)

π−π* Transition Region
208 (13.5, max; −12.5, min) 205 (14, max; −20, min) 207 (15, max; −17, min)
195 (−; −5, sh) − 195 (−; −5, sh)
188 (−; z) 190 (−; z) 190 (−; z)

180 (−; +11, max) 177 (n; +11, max)
aKey: ACN, acetonitrile; TFE, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol; min, minimum; max, maximum; sh, shoulder; n, not measured; z, zero crossing.
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signals. Consequently, the previous preliminary ECD of R-
(−)-I corresponded to a sample having only ∼25% e.e. On the
other hand, our ECD data of I agree well with those of the
closely related spirodilactam derivatives substituted with either
methyl or isobutyl group in the 6-position of the tricyclic
system (see ref 27, compounds II and III). This finding
confirms that the course of ECD spectra of these dilactams is
predominantly determined by the ring system chirality and rigid
mutual orientation of the two nonplanar amide groups. On the
other hand, additional substitution at C6 causes only minor if
any effect, although such substitution brings an additional chiral
center into the molecule. In addition, numerical agreement
between ECD intensities of I and of its substituted derivatives
further confirms that our samples of optically active R-(−)- and
S-(+)-I are indeed 100% enantiomerically pure.27

Absorption data of I (Table 1 and Figure 1) show
consistently a single prominent (ε ∼104 l mol−1 cm−1) feature
at about 205−208 nm, which is accompanied by shoulders on
both sides. The course of ECD spectra is more complex. It is
possible to observe at least three dichroic bands between 180−
250 nm. At long wavelengths (215−240 nm, depending on the
solvent) there is an evident trace of a broad (fwhm ∼20 nm)
dichroic band. Although this band (negative for the R-
(−)-enantiomer) is rather prominent, it shows a visible
extremum only in acetonitrile. In more polar solvents it is
detectable only as a shoulder. The corresponding absorption
trace does not reveal this band at allit remains detectable
only in ECD spectra. The visible ECD band exhibits a
bathochromic shift with decreasing solvent polarity between
220−250 nm. In accord with the previous observations and
theoretical analyses,26,27 all these characteristics point to the
association of this band with the n−π* transition of the
nonplanar amide group. The spectra show a resolution which is
typical for solution samples (15−20 nm) and limits somewhat
the possibility to assign observed bands to particular electronic
transitions. This problem might be partially solved using less
polar solvents cyclohexane or iso-octane. Unfortunately,
compound I is not soluble in saturated hydrocarbons.
Within the intense absorption band at 203−208 nm there is

another ECD feature (a negative shoulder for the R-
(−)-enantiomer) at ∼192 nm, which is followed at even
lower wavelength by a band of the opposite sign (i.e., positive
for the R-(−)-isomer). The latter ECD band is not completely
observable on conventional instrumentation, as its extremum
lies below the measurement threshold (∼178 nm). Previous
interpretation based on empirical analogueies26,27 resulted in
the assignment of this dominant pair (at the respective 178 and
203−208 nm) to oppositely signed dichroic components of the
split π−π* transition of the dilactam. However, there are
several contradictions: (a) the absorption maximum (found at
205−208 nm) is not positioned between the two dichroic
components as expected, in fact it nearly corresponds to the
dichroic component lying at lower wavelength (it is blue-shifted
by only 3−4 nm); (b) the lower-wavelength dichroic
component is found below 180 nm, i.e., it may be of a
different origin; (c) there are more dichroic bands within this
region as evidenced by a shoulder at ∼192 nm (most clearly
detectable in acetonitrile). Evidently, the spectra below 200 nm
are more complex than described by the original analogue
interpretation and it seems necessary to utilize an advanced
computational model. It is necessary to balance the effects of
amide inherent chirality and the amide−amide interaction.
Experimental position of the component at ∼178 nm exhibits

only minor dependence on solvent polarity. Its magnitude is
nearly constant and just slightly smaller than that of the
dichroic band at ∼205 nm. The absorption curve indicates a
shoulder in this region (at ∼185 nm). The long-wavelength
ECD band due to n−π* transition (220 nm and above) of the
compound I follows the relationship introduced earlier for
compounds with one nonplanar amide group:23 it exhibits a
positive sign when the amide grouping OC−N−LP (LP −
lone electron pair on nitrogen atom) arrangement is right-
handed (0 < χOC−N−LP < π, in real situations generally not
very different from π/2) and vice versa. However, this simple
rule does not apply to bands at shorter wavelengths which are
possibly associated with π−π* transitions and a more thorough
analysis is evidently needed.
Nonplanar amide group represents the inherently chiral

chromophore. The detailed interpretation of its experimental
circular dichroism requires quantum chemical calculations. We
tested 11 variants of ab initio procedures all based on 6-311+
+G**/CPCM(water)/50 n-states. These mainly included
variants of TDDFT which were supplemented by the earlier
HF and MP2 methods (see Materials and Methods). The
results (see Figure S2 in Supporting Information) revealed that
the non-DFT procedures MP2 and HF provided seriously blue-
shifted (∼40 nm) bands, while the DFT based procedures
exhibit more realistic results. However, there are still discernible
differences between particular DFT functionals. The spectra
simulated by HSE (wPBEhPBE), PBEPBE, and PBEhPBE
functionals give wrong ECD sign pattern even for n−π*
transitions and consequently they appear rather poorly
designed for calculations of rotational strengths. On the other
hand, the hybrid functionals PBE0 (PBE1PBE), PBEh1PBE,
HSE03 (HSE2PBE), HSE06 (HSEh1PBE), B3LYP, and
B3PW91 give results consistently matching the experiment
more closely.
To investigate the effect of charge transfer between particular

amide chromophores within the dilactam molecule we tested
also the long-range corrected (LC) hybrid functionals CAM-
B3LYP and LC-wPBE (Figure S3 in Supporting Information).
Both these LC methods exhibit nearly identical results for the
short wavelength region. However, a similar pattern can be
obtained also without the LC, indicating thus that in this case
either a sufficient description of charge transfer can be achieved
even without LC or that the influence of charge transfer is
negligible. In addition, LC functionals provide calculated ECD
spectra with unrealistically separated n−π* and π−π*
transitions (∼40 nm for LC methods compared to ∼20 nm
with uncorrected functionals). For the above reasons we use
functionals which do not include corrections for the long-range
interactions.
The analysis of further computational variables−basis set and

number of singlet transitions−was performed using standard
B3LYP hybrid functional and CPCM(water). From the 11 basis
sets only D95++**, 6-311++G**, aug-cc-pVDZ, and aug-cc-
pVTZ were chosen for the next calculation. As shown in Figure
S4 (Supporting Information), calculations with other basis sets
provide spectra which are notably more shifted toward lower
wavelengths. The agreement of calculated and experimental
data is substantially improved by inclusion of diffuse functions
(i.e., aug, ++), while the absence of polarization functions
(DGDZVP, DGDTZVP) results in inaccuracies in the lower
wavelength region. On the other hand, the addition of extra d
and f orbitals to 6-311++G** basis set does not have any effect
on the calculated spectra. Dependence on the number of
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included singlet transitions is shown in Figure S5 (Supporting
Information). Evidently, increase of their number is connected
with gradual improvement of the both absorption and ECD
spectra toward lower wavelengths. When simulations are
compared to the experimental spectra measured down to 180
nm, it is sufficient to use 50 singlet transitions. However, when
we deal with farther UV ECD spectra, 70 singlet transitions
seem to be the minimum. The methods and basis sets giving
the best correspondence with experiment were finally used in
combination. All these combinations describe the shape of
experimental absorption and ECD spectra relatively well;
however, the calculated band maxima are still blue-shifted by
about 10−20 nm.
It is probable that at least part of the residual mismatch is

caused by the effect of solvent. For solubility reasons the
experimental values were taken in rather polar solvents
(acetonitrile is our least polar environment) and they exhibit
relatively serious band broadening which effectively limits the
achievable resolution. As a consequence, some spectral
components present themselves only as shoulders. In addition,
the calculations include only a simple implicit solvent model
(COSMO-PCM) causing the ECD spectra calculated in
different solvents to be nearly identical (data not shown).
Better calculation would evidently require an explicit solvent
model enabling inclusion of the important solute−solvent
interactions (perhaps hydrogen bonding of solvent molecules
with amide carbonyls). Among the used and tested computa-
tional procedures, the PBE0 method in combination with the
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set with 70 singlet transitions provides the
best match between calculated and experimental data. This
combination is then used for the final presentation of
computational results (Figure 2 and Table 2).
The calculation reveals that between ∼220−160 nm the

spectra of compound I are rich in electronic transitions (see
Table 2). Instead of the four (two n−π* plus two π−π*) bands
which for such a dilactam result from a semiempirical
calculation, the ab initio theory predicts 24 distinct electronic
transitions above 165 nm. Even if we limit our attention to
stronger bands visibly contributing to the shape of ECD (|R| >
1 × 10−39 cgs) curves (see again Figure 2 and Table 2), the
calculation reveals 11 electronic transitions manifesting
themselves in non-negligible manner. Still, the most significant
contributions to high intensity bands (mainly in ECD but also
in absorption) are due to n−π* and π−π* configurations.
However, toward higher energies (below ∼185 nm) nearly all
transitions contain contributions involving higher unoccupied
orbitals of σ* or Rydberg types which influence the detailed
shape of calculated spectra. Contribution of these higher in
energy configurations is negligible only for the low-energy
transitions. The Rydberg transitions calculated by our
procedures below 180 nm might represent computational
artifacts probably related to our limited treatment of solvent
effects. However, experimental data do not provide in this
region a sufficient material for comparison.
Within the spectra of I there is a pair of bands calculated at

the absolutely lowest energy (transitions 1 and 2 in Table 2) at
about 218 nm. The pair exhibits low absorption but
considerable ECD intensity. Both its components belong to
different symmetry species with respect to molecular C2 axis
(Table 2) and their rotational strengths are mutually opposite
in sign. The lower in energy (B-symmetry) component with the
transition electric dipole oriented perpendicularly toward the
C2 axis possesses stronger ECD. On the basis of the calculation

(Table 2), we assign these bands to n−π* transitions of
nonplanar amide groups. Further analysis of computed data
reveals that these bands are contributed by >50% of n−π*
configurations. As a manifestation of inherent amide chirality
there is an additional contribution (∼30%) of π−π*
configurations in accord with our results achieved earlier with
model monoamides.23 The calculated separation of n−π*
components is very small (<0.4 nm) and, consequently, the
corresponding bands cannot be experimentally resolved.
Instead, even in dilactams we observe a single CD band (as
the truly separated distinct band only in solvents of lower
polarity), the sign of which follows the sense of amide group
nonplanarity. The ab initio TDDFT calculation of the dilactam
I confirms the nonplanarity-conditioned interaction of n−π*
and π−π* configurations which leads to the observed ECD
band in the n−π* transition region. The nonplanarity effect
further leads to a bathochromic shift (up to ∼10 nm) of the
n−π* transition which has been already observed in nonplanar
monolactams.7−10,70,71

Compared to the above simple description of bands due to
n−π* transitions, the pattern of calculated electronic transitions
between 170−210 nm which concerns mainly π−π* electronic
configurations is considerably more complex. Calculations
indicate 11 electronic transitions between 173−196 nm,
whose rotational strengths are large enough (|R| > 1 × 10−39

cgs) to discernibly influence the resulting sum curve. These
transitions are listed in Table 2 (no. 3, 6, 8−13, 15, 16 and 18).
While most of them exhibit antisymmetric (B) behavior with
respect to molecular C2 axis (3, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 16, 18), there are

Figure 2. Experimental and calculated (PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ/CPCM/
70 n-states) ECD and absorption spectra of R-(−)-I in H2O.
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yet two tight symmetry-related (A−B) couples (11−12, 15−
16). However, the dichroic intensities of their components
nearly cancel each other (Figure 2). The most important
contributions to both ECD and absorption intensities are
provided by transitions having B symmetry, which are oriented
perpendicularly to C2 axis. In polypeptides the dominant ECD
couplet at 170−210 nm is usually ascribed to dipole-coupled
π−π* transitions. However, in compound I, this assignment
remains valid only in part. In the calculated spectra, the couplet
is defined mainly by transitions 3, 6, 8, and 9. The transitions
10−18 form a wide tail of dichroic absorption at its shorter
wavelength side. The transitions 3 and 6 are nearly pure π−π*
(∼90%) states, while the other ones are either nearly pure
π−σ* (12) or exhibit significant proportions of n−π*
configurations (8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 18). This is particularly valid
for the transitions 8, 15, and 16 for which the respective n−π*
contributions (58, 70 and 75%) are even dominant. In more
general terms, the calculation-aided assignment confirms
mutual mixing of n−π* and π−π* configurations as the
leading mechanism through which the amide nonplanarity
manifests itself in chiroptical spectra. While in the n−π*
transition region the chiroptical manifestation follows sense of
amide nonplanarity and can be deduced rather simply, in the
π−π* transition region the amide nonplanarity competes with
interamide coupling and the result depends on mutual balance
of these two effects. The coupling follows the simple exciton
chirality rule as described in, e.g., ref 72, and its magnitude
depends on mutual orientation of the two interacting
oscillators. For the R-enantiomer of I, the pseudodihedral
angle O(7)···N(2)···N′(2′)···O′(7′) (see Figure 3 in ref 25 for
atom numbering) amounts to ∼−150°, i.e., the system is left-
handed (and not linearthe pseudobond angles O(7)···
N(2)···N′(2′), O′(7′)···N′(2′)···N(2) amount to ∼150°) and
the exciton mechanism predicts a couplet having a negative
lobe at the longer wavelength. This qualitative estimate is
confirmed by our ab initio calculations (Figure 2, Table 2).
According to experimental data and the above calculations, the
prevailing effect controlling the ECD spectra in the π−π*

transition region consists in the interamide coupling while the
contribution of amide nonplanarity has only a minor effect.
The above analysis describes basic features of experimental

absorption and ECD data, but there is still a need for more
accurate positions of calculated bands (which are systematically
blue-shifted ∼10 nm) and for more accurate band widths.
Estimation of the latter is complicated by the fact that the
observed experimental spectra represent sum curves of several
components. Therefore, the band widths estimated directly
from experimental data may be inaccurate. Circular dichroism
curves may also indicate presence of features not yet accounted
for. At about 192 nm, there is a shoulder indicating an
additional ECD band. A similar band which appears more
pronounced in small molecules having simpler electronic
structure, has been observed even earlier in the spectra of
small chiral model monolactams between the n−π* and π−π*
CD bands. At the time of its original observation its tentative
interpretation involved three possibilities: (a) vibronic structure
of the electronic bands; (b) possible dimer formation; (c) extra
valence shell transitions. Some of these possibilities are less
probable. Vibronic structure is hard to observe in molecules of
low symmetry like I. At the same time, the spectra of I are not
dependent on concentration within the applied range. Hence
we do not assume a dimer formation. Our calculations indicate
that Rydberg-type transitions actively participate, but their
contribution is mainly limited to transitions below 185 nm
(transitions 10, 11, 13, 19). Our calculation did not find any
participation of the second, lower-in-energy, lone electron pair
orbital on the amide oxygen atom. But the observed pattern
including additional shoulders can be explained just on the
basis of valence-shell-only configurations (the calculations
predict that the observed π−π* couplet actually involves four
overlapping transitionssee Table 2 and Figure 2). The
observed irregularities and shoulders could then arise from
mutual overlap of ECD bands corresponding to these individual
components. The additional spectral features are usually
observed within spectra of smaller model amides, not in the
spectra of peptides/proteins with many overlapping amide

Table 2. Calculated Absorption and ECD Bands of R-(−)-Ia

n sym λ (nm) D (debye2) R (cgs ×1040) assignment

1 B 218.4 0.06 −18.6 n−π*(54), π−π*(28), n−σ*(5)
2 A 218.1 0.02 7.7 n−π*(52), π−π*(29)
3 B 196.3 4.65 −31.7 π−π*(87)
4 A 190.6 0.12 −3.7 π−π*(93)
5 A 188.3 0.40 0.0 π−π*(85)
6 B 188.3 4.83 −59.7 π−π*(87)
7 A 184.7 0.05 −0.1 π−π*(61), n−π*(30)
8 B 184.4 1.31 57.2 n−π*(58), π−π*(18), π−Ry*(13)
9 B 183.1 7.04 29.4 π−π*(65), n−π*(28)
10 A 180.9 0.1 −17.9 π−Ry*(63), n−π*(18), π−π*(11)
11 A 179.3 0.61 −17.6 π−π*(48), π−Ry*(26), n−π*(8), π−σ*(5), n−Ry*(5)
12 B 178.9 0.65 14.1 π−σ*(92)
13 B 176.5 1.21 −12.4 π−Ry*(65), π−π*(23)
14 A 176.0 0.25 −6.6 π−π*(34), π−σ*(26), n−π*(20), n−Ry*(9)
15 A 174.4 0.53 −27.5 n−π*(70), π−σ*(14)
16 B 174.3 1.50 28.8 n−π*(75), n−σ*(11)
17 A 174.2 0.07 0.2 π−σ*(43), n−π*(31), n−Ry*(10)
18 B 173.4 1.45 6.8 π−π*(55), n−π*(21), π−Ry*(13)
19 A 171.0 0.01 0.2 n−π*(46), n−Ry*(44)
20 B 170.4 0.15 2.6 n−σ*(64), n−π*(20), π−Ry*(7)

aKey: n, state; sym, symmetry; D, dipole strength; R, rotational strength.
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related bands. In the latter case their complex overlap then
leads to apparently simple smooth and wide spectral bands.
This alternative explanation would imply that particular spectral
components are significantly narrower than the often estimated
value of 15−20 nm. In our future work we plan to examine this
phenomenon in more detail.
In contrast to monolactams investigated earlier, the dilactam

I contains two nonplanar amide groups having identical
geometries. These are embedded in the rigid chiral environ-
ment and further constrained by molecular C2 symmetry. ECD
investigation of I offers an opportunity to critically evaluate the
relative importance of local contributions caused by either
inherent chirality of nonplanar amide chromophores (or of
minor local effects within environments of single amide groups)
with that of the over-the-longer-distance acting amide−amide
interaction which is known to control circular dichroism of
peptides and proteins, at least in the π−π* transition region.
Our ECD study of I in the extended spectral region (≥170 nm)
reveals that nonplanarity can be detected even when more than
one amide group is present in the molecule. Amide
nonplanarity could be evaluated and related to absolute sense
of amide deformation (i.e., absolute configuration) using
manifestation of amide n−π* transitions. These ECD bands
do not show any coupling-related splitting, and they display the
nonplanarity-related bathochromic shift already observed for
monolactams. The relation between sign of the n−π* ECD
band and the absolute amide geometry follows the earlier
established rule,23 which is based on a somewhat simplistic but
explanatory semiempirical description of nonplanar amide
ECD. This picture operates with the mixing of n−π* and
π−π* configurations caused by the asymmetrically acting
pyramidal arrangements of bonds to the amide nitrogen.23 The
mixing of occupied NO and π orbitals causes the n−π*
transition to gather partially π−π* character and vice versa.
According to our calculations the loss of local amide symmetry
plane causes some mixing of transitions related to σ framework
into shorter wavelength components of π−π* states. However,
this mixing does not appear too significant similarly to the
participation of Rydberg type transitions. The nonplanarity
conditioned interaction between n−π* and π−π* transitions in
our case directly influences the transitions 8 and 9. Non-
planarity seems to influence the π−π* couplet in a relatively
minor way (enlarging the apparent band widths) and may
influence absolute ECD magnitudes. On the other hand, we
cannot exclude that these phenomena are influenced by special
geometry of the compound I (head-to-head connection of the
two amide groups in contrast to the more usual head-to-tail
connection which exists in peptides/proteins). Therefore,
additional studies of planar and nonplanar lactams and detailed
calculations in relation to peptide/protein structures would be
beneficial.
The compound I together with its tetradeuterioderivative has

been already investigated by the methods of vibrational optical
activity including vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) and
Raman optical activity (ROA) spectroscopy and analyzed in
detail by ab initio DFT calculations.25 The amide I vibration
which usually describes amide−amide coupling in larger
peptides/proteins, provides in I single-signed VCD and ROA
signals. It seems therefore that the amide I VOA reflects
predominantly nonplanar amide chirality, similarly to the
above-reported ECD manifestation in the n−π* region. On
the other hand, the amide−amide coupling scales down its
significance. VCD of the pseudoamide II (tertiary amide)

vibration shows a dominant couplet which describes amide−
amide coupling within the special geometry of I (both amide
nitrogen atoms are very close to one another and their coupling
is therefore very efficient). It seems that some spectral
characteristics of ECD and VOA describe very similar
properties in parallel. This is particularly valid for the
manifestation of amide nonplanarity via n−π* band in ECD
and the same effect observed in amide I VOA (VCD and also
ROA). Nevertheless, having in mind the known different
sensitivity of electronic and vibrational spectroscopy toward
longer distance effects, it seems necessary to analyze these
observations in more detail. A dramatic example of the effect of
differing interchromophoric distance on the eventual existence
or nonexistence of the couplet like spectrum can be seen in
VCD of pseudoamide II. This band usually describes just the
local environment of amide bond, not the effects acting over
the longer distance. However, in I the very short distance
between the two amide nitrogen atoms induces a very efficient
interchromophoric coupling which results in a strong couplet-
like spectrum in this region, in fact this couplet dominates the
whole spectrum.
Both electronic and vibrational optical activity confirm the

basic fact that amide groups of compound I are seriously
nonplanar. In extracting the nonplanar amide group properties
both methods confirm a bathochromic shift of the very relevant
bands (n−π* transition in ECD, amide I vibration in VCD and
ROA). These characteristic bands manifest themselves as single
chiroptical features, not couplets. In both electronic and
vibrational spectroscopy, these bands therefore with high
probability reflect the amide nonplanarity as a local
phenomenon. Amide-amide coupling is not that easy to discern
in detail. It can be detected in ECD as a π−π* couplet and also
in manifestation of amide II vibration in VCD. However, in
latter case our finding is limited to the special geometry of the
spirodilactam I. The follow up research might utilize the
universal nature of ECD and the ease of measuring e.g.
temperature dependencies while VOA can perhaps benefit from
isotopic substitution. In order to obtain yet more detailed
information from ECD it might be helpful to perform
experiments at higher wavelength resolution, i.e. in less polar
solvents, perhaps using alternative, more soluble compounds.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Experimental studies of the dilactam I confirmed that
chiroptical spectroscopy can detect nonplanarity of amide
groups even in dilactams and that the relation between sense of
a nonplanar deformation and signs of observable amide n−π*
and π−π* bands is not limited to monolactams. In dilactams as
well as in monolactams the left handed arrangement of the
amide OC−N−lone electron pair on N pattern leads to a
negative sign of CD band corresponding amide n−π* transition
(like in R-(−)-I). Amide nonplanarity causes bathochromic
shift of the n−π* transition in dilactams the same way as in
model monolactams and this characteristic feature can be
utilized for detection purposes. CD bands in the π−π*
transition region exhibit simultaneous manifestation of
amide−amide interaction (leading to a couplet of CD bands)
and nonplanarity-induced n−π* π−π* mixing analogous to that
observed for monolactams (acting mainly on the short
wavelength lobe of the couplet). Overall, the π−π* transition
region involves several perhaps contradictory effects and
therefore the amide nonplanarity detection is best based on
bands due to amide n−π* transitions.
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Figure S1. ECD spectra of both enantiomers of I measured in H
2
O (ame-

asured on stand-alone ECD spectrometer, bmeasured on Diamond B23 
circular dichroism beamline).
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ABSTRACT: We investigate amide nonplanarity in vibrational optical activity (VOA)
spectra of tricyclic spirodilactams 5,8-diazatricyclo[6,3,0,01,5]undecan-4,9-dione (I) and
its 6,6′,7,7′-tetradeuterio derivative (II). These rigid molecules constrain amide groups
to nonplanar geometries with twisted pyramidal arrangements of bonds to amide
nitrogen atoms. We have collected a full range vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) and
Raman optical activity (ROA) spectra including signals of C−H and C−D stretching
vibrations. We report normal-mode analysis and a comparison of calculated to
experimental VCD and ROA. The data provide band-to-band assignment and offer a
possibility to evaluate roles of constrained nonplanar tertiary amide groups and rigid
chiral skeletons. Nonplanarity shows as single-signed VCD and ROA amide I signals,
prevailing the couplets expected to arise from the amide−amide interaction. Amide−
amide coupling dominates amide II (mainly C′−N stretching, modified in tertiary amides by the absence of a N−H bond)
transitions (strong couplet in VCD, no significant ROA) probably due to the close proximity of amide nitrogen atoms. At lower
wavenumbers, ROA spectra exhibit another likely manifestation of amide nonplanarity, showing signals of amide V (δoop(N−C)
at ∼570 cm−1) and amide VI (δoop(C′O) at ∼700 cm−1 and ∼650 cm−1) vibrations.

■ INTRODUCTION

An amide group can easily adopt a minor degree of
nonplanarity as has been shown quite decisively on the basis
of X-ray studies.1,2 However, indication that this important
group may be nonplanar dates back to its original formulation
as a planar unit some 60 years ago.3 Even Pauling’s concept
included a notion that the amide is somewhat flexible and small
but distinct (and maybe important) deviations from the ideally
planar trans or cis arrangements are possible.4 The original view
assumed a partial double bond character of the C′−N bond
(about 40%) and counted with feasible modest angular
deviations from planarity of 10−20° (causing an energy
increase of a few kcal/mol). For peptides and proteins the
potential amide nonplanarity can have important consequences.
It may alter geometries, increase basicity of the amide nitrogen
and influence important biochemical processes. It introduces an
additional degree of conformational freedom for each amino
acid residue in the form of the angle ω besides the angles Φ and
Ψ. This has been analyzed first by Ramachandran et al.,5 who
examined structures of small model amides (like N-methyl-
acetamide)6,7 and X-ray data of small peptide molecules,5,6,8

which have been known at the time with sufficient accuracy.
They established that amide deformations are not just simple
rotations around the C′−N bond (as given by the angle ω and
easily obtainable from X-ray data), but they involve an

improper rotation giving rise to a pyramidal arrangement of
bonds to the amide nitrogen (χN). It leads to a partial change of
nitrogen hybridization (sp2 → sp3). Amide nonplanarity has
been quantitatively characterized using angular parameters Δω,
ΘN, ΘC′

5 or alternatively ω, χN, χC′, τ, τ′9 (see Table 1 and
Figure 1 for definitions). The least energy path toward
pyramidal amide nitrogen follows at each point the approximate
equation ΘN ≈ −2Δω.6 In this way the axis of the nitrogen
lone electron pair remains approximately coplanar with the
carbonyl π system, and the stabilizing π−π type interaction
between them remains maximized.
High accuracy X-ray data allowed to assemble several

statistical analyses of critically selected protein structures.1,2,10,11

Evaluation of amide nonplanarity showed that it occurs quite
frequently. However, the attempts to correlate its abundance
with particular structural features within a protein sequence
remain inconclusive. These include occurrence of nonplanar
amides within regular peptide conformations or a preference for
particular handedness (chiral form) of the nonplanar amide in
peptide/protein sequence. The suggested association of
nonplanar amides with active sites of enzymes was shown not
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to be valid.10 Moreover, nonplanarities of secondary amides
(i.e., all amide groups within peptides/proteins excepting those
in X-Pro bonds) are not fully specified on the sole basis of X-
ray data. The positions of hydrogen atoms are quite inaccurate,
if given at all, and consequently, the angles ΘN, respectively χN,
τ, τ′ are not experimentally accessible. In addition, N−H bonds
in amides are polarized and the positions of centroids of H-
electron cloud (where the diffraction occurs) do not
correspond to nuclear positions. The positions of amide
hydrogens are influenced by hydrogen bonding within the
crystal. Thus there is a need for a procedure which would
enable studies in solution. Unfortunately, the conformational
angles of interest are not accessible by NMR. Therefore it
seems necessary to utilize other methods like molecular
spectroscopy that, despite its lower resolution, offers a distinct
advantage of experimental simplicity and selective sensitivity
toward, e.g., amide nonplanarity. A nonplanar amide group is a
locally nonsymmetrical structure and represents an inherently
chiral chromophore (at least in electronic spectra), which
makes it approachable by chiroptical techniques. Chiroptical
manifestation of such inherently chiral nonplanar amide
chromophores has been observed first by Tichy et al.12 and
subsequently analyzed by us in a series of papers using rigid
chiral monolactams derived from twistane skeleton13−18 and
other spectroscopic studies.19−21 Later, other groups utilized 7-
membered ring lactams22 and small ring systems containing
chiral aziridinones22−24 and azetidinones23−25 or models
derived from penicillamine.26,27 The latter compounds suffer
a disadvantage of having bond angles on the amide nitrogen
severely distorted by their incorporation into angularly strained
three- or four-membered rings. Electronic circular dichroism
(ECD) studies including experiments on model lactams and
even early semiempirical calculations (at the time mostly

CNDO, but later also ab initio and DFT) on models like
formamide26−30 or N-methylacetamide7,31−33 exhibited observ-
able effects of nonplanar deformations on amide electronic
transitions. It was also possible to establish basic relations
between sense (i.e., handedness) of nonplanarity and signs of
amide dichroic bands. It is evident that the observed effects in
electronic spectra are conditioned by interactions between the
two most prominent n−π* and π−π* electronic configurations
of the amide chromophore, which take place only under the
condition of amide nonplanarity.19,20,28 These interactions lead
to a significant bathochromic shift of the n−π* absorption/
dichroic band (up to ∼10 nm depending on magnitude of
nonplanar deviation) and to a pair of prominent dichroic bands
with mutually opposite signs and nearly equal intensities, which
are due to n−π* and π−π* transitions.28 In ECD spectra these
bands resemble a couplet; however, the two components are of
different electronic origins. The signs of these bands are related
to handedness of the OC′−N−LP (LP, lone electron pair)
grouping as depicted in Figure 2. The right-handed arrange-

ment (P-helicity) leads to a positive-negative combination of
signs for the respective n−π* and π−π* bands (Figure 2). In
electronic absorption and CD spectra we cannot distinguish
between cis- or trans-like amides since the corresponding O
C′−N−LP arrangements are equivalent.28 These results were
achieved with model monolactams and it is still unproven but
quite probable that even in systems with many amide groups
the dichroic manifestation of amide nonplanarity would be
found close to the red end of n-π* transition region. Even small
(but consistently repeating) nonplanar deviations can be
spectroscopically observable if they exist in segments of regular
spatial structures.34 On the basis of ECD spectroscopy, the
findings on amide nonplanarity are indicative and useful, but
yet hardly a final proof of particular three-dimensional
arrangement. Further support can be obtained from vibrational
spectroscopy including chiral variants, vibrational circular

Table 1. Angular Parameters Describing Nonplanarity of the
Amide Group9

basic conformational angles
ω1 = ω(C1

α−C′−N-C2
α)

ω2 = ω(OC′−N−H)
ω3 = ω(OC′−N−C2

α)
ω4 = ω(C1

α−C′−N-H)
interrelated by:
(ω1 + ω2) − (ω2 + ω3 + ω4) = 0 (mod 2π)
|ω1 − ω2| < π

amide nonplanarity parameters
χC′ ≡ ΘC′ = ω1 − ω3 + π = −(ω2 − ω4) + π (mod 2π)
χN ≡ −ΘN = ω2 − ω3 + π = −(ω1 − ω4) + π (mod 2π)
τ = 0.5(ω1 + ω2)
τ′ = 2τ
Δω = ω1 {−π/2 ≤ ω1 ≤ π/2}; π − ω1 {−π ≤ ω1 ≤ π/2; π/2 < ω1 ≤ π}

Figure 1. Nonplanar amide group, symbol definitions.

Figure 2. Relation between handedness of nonplanar amide and
predicted signs of ECD bands.
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dichroism (VCD), and Raman optical activity (ROA; see refs
35−37 and references therein). Chiral vibrational spectroscopy
combines sensitivity of chiroptical methods to spatial arrange-
ment of molecules with the bonding detail, which is discernible
from vibrational spectra. The observed molecular vibrations
occur mostly in the well-defined electronic ground state while
the spectrum itself is influenced by internal forces in addition to
molecular geometries and charge distributions.36 It is therefore
rich in structural information if particular effects can be
separated from one another. Compared to electronic spectra,
molecular vibrations represent a more localized phenomenon,
and we can expect that local effects including manifestation of
amide nonplanarity might be relatively enhanced when
compared to global couplings involving large parts of the
molecule. Unlike ECD, vibrational spectroscopy can also
distinguish between trans- and cis-like amide groups because
local vibrational couplings are different. However, our initial
attempts to record cis-amide VCD of monolactams derived
from twistane were not successful. These models did not
exhibit any amide-related VCD that would be larger than
experimental noise despite the fact that they showed strong
VCD signals in C−H stretching and C−H deformation regions.
The internal couplings between N−H and N−C stretching and
deformation motions in cis-like configurations probably do not
represent efficient sources of vibrational circular dichroism.
Starting with this assumption and considering the difficulty of
preparing model compounds having well-defined trans-like
nonplanar amide groups we turned our attention toward
models involving tertiary amides. Within these compounds the
interactions of N−C bonds with the carbonyl are maintained in
both trans- and cis-like arrangements and allow evaluating their
relative significance for the induction of vibrational optical
activity. It is easier to design suitable models containing
potentially nonplanar tertiary amides. These can include
peptides with X-Pro connections or structures containing
non-natural 2-azetidinecarboxylic (Aze) or pipecolic (Pip) acid
residues. More rigid environments defining geometries of
embedded functional groups can be realized on the basis of
terpene-like structures. These polycyclic chiral compounds (like
camphor or α-pinene) often serve as standards for development
of VOA instrumentation as they possess strong, clearly
identifiable signals.37,38 We have already examined ECD of
similar polycyclic nonplanar tertiary amides using a twistane-
related lactam,15,16 some of our polycyclic dilactams39−41 and
cyclic di- or tripeptides containing Pro or Aze residues.42

For the present vibrational optical activity (VOA) study we
selected model compounds I and its tetradeuterio derivative II
(Scheme 1), belonging to a larger group of polycyclic
spirodilactams (Scheme 2).39 Racemic I has been known
since 1973,43 but sufficient quantities of optically pure
enantiomers were prepared only recently. As models simulating
properties of nonplanar amide groups, I and II offer significant

advantages. Due to their polycyclic frameworks, these
compounds are entirely rigid, but because they are composed
of five- and six-membered rings only, the overall angular strain
is not excessive and the distribution of forces may stay
representative even when compared with other, less con-
strained lactam molecules. When not further substituted, these
compounds are of C2 symmetry. This fact has two important
consequences. Symmetry properties aid with assignment of
molecular vibrations (see below). The crystals of compounds
having higher symmetry are generally easier to prepare and
analyze. The dilactams under study possess well-defined
geometries which represent fixed points in our studies and
are mostly known from crystallographic results.40,44−47 It is
therefore not necessary to investigate complex conformational
equilibria and theoretical calculations of vibrational properties
become easier. In several cases it was even possible to
determine absolute configuration using Bijvoet method of
anomalous X-ray diffraction.40,47 Furthermore, the dilactams
contain pairs of interacting homoconjugated amide groups,
which allow us to compare and analyze the relative significance
of local effects within one nonplanar amide group vs coupling
between two amide groups under C2 symmetry of the molecule.
Although in these compounds the interacting amide groups are
connected in a “head-to-head” manner, which is different from
the usual “head-to-tail” connections within the peptide chain,
we can still judge upon the ability of the used theoretical
procedure to provide well balanced calculated vibrational
properties of oligo- or even poly-amides. Rigidity of our
spirodilactams facilitates getting accurate knowledge of their
geometries but, on the other hand, complicates transferability
of force field because it influences values of force constants,
vibrational, and VOA spectra. Our analysis must take into
account that spirodilactams containing tertiary amide groups
exhibit somewhat different vibrational properties from those
typical for the more frequent (and biologically relevant)
secondary amides. Tertiary amides do not include N−H
bonds, which hence cannot take part in vibrational motion. The
changes show particularly in 400−1500 cm−1 region.
Composition of amide vibrational modes has been thoroughly
investigated in secondary amides, resulting in a classification
into amide I−amide VI vibrations.48 The data on tertiary
amides are less detailed, being essentially limited to models like
N,N-dimethylacetamide49 or peptidic compounds containing
proline residue.50 The structural differences influence mainly
the important amide II and amide III vibrational modes. In
secondary amides these modes are typically described as the
respective symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of
mutually coupled C′−N stretching and N−H in-plane
deformation modes. There is no such coupling in tertiary
amides and C′−N stretching vibration is red-shifted about 100

Scheme 1. Structures of Spirodilactams I and II

Scheme 2. Polycyclic Spirodilactams III-IX
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cm−1 from the usual amide II position in secondary amides.48 It
also exhibits altered mode composition. Consequently, the
other component in the combination (showing itself as the
strongly Raman active amide III band in secondary amides
typically at ∼1300 cm−1) is not present. In the corresponding
region we sometimes observe weak residual coupling of skeletal
N−C stretching vibrations with CH2 deformations or other
skeletal stretches. In summary, our spirodilactams exhibit some
specific structural features (rigidity and possibly complicated
internal vibrational coupling within the tricyclic skeleton)
which should be analyzed before generalization.
In the present paper we investigate vibrational and VOA

properties of compounds I and II, while electronic and ECD
spectra will be analyzed separately. These dilactams represent
the simplest possible case with only five-membered rings. They
are easy to synthesize from available precursors (a condensation
of 4-oxoheptanedioic acid ester with ethylene diamine), and
their geometries and absolute configurations are known. The
absolute configuration assignment is based on a correlation of
ECD spectrum of I with that of its methyl- and isobutyl
derivatives V and VI (Scheme 2).13 Absolute configurations of
V and VI were previously determined by anomalous X-ray
diffraction and by a correlation to known compounds.40,47 We
supplement spectra of I with data of the tetradeuterio derivative
II in order to aid the assignment of vibrational modes. The
latter compound also offers a possibility to record ROA due to
C-D stretching vibrations.
In our dilactams we intend to identify effects of amide

nonplanarity on vibrational and VOA spectra which can be
separated from manifestation of the tricyclic framework. We
will complement the already partially described experimental
VCD spectra of I with those of II40,47 and with the still
unknown ROA data and correlate them with DFT calculations.
In addition, we will try to identify vibrations of the tricyclic
frame and to evaluate their sensitivity toward modifications and
interactions with amides. A successful band-to-band compar-
ison of calculated and experimental vibrational and VOA
spectra should help us with interpretation of related data of
flexible molecules involving trans-like secondary amides, which
are more difficult to analyze. Results of these investigations
should then provide means of detecting nonplanar amide
groups in less extreme situations, e.g., in peptides/proteins.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Melting points were determined on a Kofler block and are
uncorrected. The reagents needed for the synthesis were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich and Merck (spectral grade
solvents) and used without further purification. Enantioselec-
tive HPLC analyses were carried out using a Knauer Smartline
instrument assembly (pump model 1000, UV detector model
2500 followed by the polarimetric detector, Chiralyser). HPLC
preparative separations of enantiomers were done using an
Agilent 1100 Series instrument. Chiral stationary phase Eurocel
01 (Knauer, particle size 5 μm) was used for both analytical
(250 × 4.6 mm) and preparative (250 × 20.0 mm) columns
employing a heptane −2-propanol (70: 30) mixture as the
mobile phase (flow rates: analytical 1 mL/min, preparative 20
mL/min). In the preparative runs the solution of a racemate
(20−25 mg) in ethanol was repeatedly injected on the column.
The separated peaks were detected by the absorption at 210
nm and in the analytical mode also polarimetrically. In all cases
the enantiomers completely separated with at least 3 min
eluting time between the peaks, and the enantiomer eluting

from the column first was laevorotatory. Fractions containing
the same enantiomers were combined and evaporated. The
enantiomers were prepared in milligram quantities and in
optically pure state. High resolution electrospray mass spectra
were measured using LTQ Orbitrap XL (Thermo Fisher
Scientific hybrid FT mass spectrometer combining a linear ion
trap MS with the Orbitrap mass analyzer). The samples were
dissolved in MeOH. The mobile phase was a MeOH/H2O
mixture (80:20), and the flow rate was 100 μL/min. The
following conditions were optimized for suitable ionization in
the ESI source: sheath gas flow rate 35 au, aux gas flow rate 10
au of nitrogen, source voltage 4.3 kV, capillary voltage 40 V,
capillary temperature 275 °C, and tube lens voltage 155 V.
Structures of compounds I and II were confirmed by 1H and
13C NMR spectra which were measured on a Bruker AVANCE
600 instrument (1H at 600.13 MHz; 13C at 150.9 MHz) in
CDCl3 and C6D6 at 300 K. Structural assignment of signals was
achieved using the 2D-H,H-COSY and 2D-H,C-HSQC spectra.
The use of C6D6 removed the overlap of protons H8, H8′ with
H11, H11′. The presence of the C2 axis results in the observation
of a reduced number of signals due to symmetry equivalence. In
compound II the deuteration at C6 and C6′ resulted in
disappearance of H12, H12′, H13, and H13′ signals in

1H NMR
spectra. The presence of CD2 groups manifests itself by triplets
of carbon atoms C6 and C6′ with

1J(C, D) ≈ 19 Hz and line
broadening caused by two 2J(C, D) couplings and by the high-
field isotopic shifts of other carbon signals. ECD measurements
were carried out using Jasco J-815 dichrograph in acetonitrile
and 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol. We employed concentrations of
∼2.10−3 mol L−1 and a quartz cell with the optical path length
of 0.5 mm. The ECD and absorption values were expressed as
the respective values of Δε and ε [L mol−1 cm−1].

5,8-Diazatricyclo[6,3,0,01,5]undecane-4,9-dione (I).
Equimolar amounts of diethyl 4-oxoheptanedioate43 (25.1 g,
109 mmol) and ethylene diamine (7.3 mL, 109 mmol) were
heated at 120 °C for 3 days. The solidified reaction mixture was
washed with ether/acetone (3:1) and ethyl acetate (3 × 4 mL)
and further crystallized first from ethanol and then from water.
Yield 5.45 g (30 mmol, 28%) of white crystalline racemic solid,
mp 192−193 °C (literature43 gives mp 190 °C). 1H NMR: For
C9H12N2O2 (180.2) calculated 59.99% C, 6.71% H, 15.55% N;
found 59.72% C, 6.76% H, 15.53% N. ESI-HRMS: m/z [M
+H]+ 181.09715 corresponds to the formula C9H12N2O2+H
(181.09715) with the error of −0.021 ppm. 1H NMR (600.1
MHz; CDCl3): 2.04 (m, H10 and H10′); 2.45 (m, H11 and H11′);
2.46 (m, H8 and H8′); 2.79 (m, H9 and H9′); 2.88 (m, H13 and
H13′); 4.04 (m, H12 and H12′).

1H NMR (600.1 MHz; C6D6):
1.17 (m, H10 and H10′); 1.38 (m, H11 and H11′); 1.88 (m, H8
and H8′); 2.01 (m, H9 and H9′); 2.09 (m, H13 and H13′); 3.60
(m, H12 and H12′).

13C NMR (150.9 MHz; CDCl3): 177.06 (C3
and C3′); 87.85 (C1); 43.76 (C6 and C6′); 35.81 (C5 and C5′);
32.63 (C4 and C4′).

13C NMR (150.9 MHz; C6D6): 175.73 (C3
and C3′); 86.85 (C1); 43.27 (C6 and C6′); 35.31 (C5 and C5′);
32.28 (C4 and C4′).

(−)-(1R)-I. 64 mg, mp 115−117 °C; found 59.96% C, 6.68%
H, 15.51% N; [α]D

20 = −28.5° (c = 0.6, ethanol). ECD (water)
(λ/Δε): 220/−9.5, shoulder; 210/−12.5, maximum; 190/0,
zero crossing.

(+)-(1S)-I. 58 mg, mp 115−118 °C; found 60.17% C, 6.72%
H, 15.52% N; [α]D

20 = +28.7° (c = 0.3, ethanol). ECD (water)
(λ/Δε): 220/+9.5, shoulder; 210/+13, maximum, 190/0, zero
crossing.
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6,6,7,7-Tetradeuterio-5,8-diazatricyclo[6,3,0,01,5]-
undecane-4,9-dione (II). Prepared analogously from diethyl
4-oxoheptanedioate (1.048 g, 4.55 mmol) and 1,1,2,2-
tetradeuterio-1,2-diaminoethane (0.276 g, 4.31 mmol, Isotech
426245). The sealed reaction mixture was heated at 93−95 °C
for 4 days. The crude product was crystallized from water
yielding 90 mg (0.50 mmol, 11%) of the racemate, mp 188−
190 °C. For C9H8D4N2O2 (184.2) calculated 58.68% C, 6.57%
H, 15.21% N (% H corrected for deuterium content). Neither
NMR nor mass spectrometry revealed presence of detectable
amounts of other isotopomers. ESI-HRMS: m/z [M+H]+

185.12213 corresponds to the formula C9H8D4N2O2 +H
(185.12226) with the error of −0.684 ppm. 1H NMR (600.1
MHz; CDCl3): 2.04 (m, H10 and H10′); 2.45 (m, H11, H11′);
2.46 (m, H8 and H8′); 2.78 (m, H9 and H9′).

1H NMR (600.1
MHz; C6D6): 1.16 (m, H10 and H10′); 1.39 (m, H11 and H11′);
1.87 (m, H8 and H8′); 2.01 (m, H9 and H9′).

13C NMR (150.9
MHz; CDCl3): 177.21 (C3 and C3′); 87.86 (C1); 43.23 (t,
J(C,D) = 19 Hz, C6 and C6′); 35.96 (C5 and C5′); 32.75 (C4
and C4′).

13C NMR (150.9 MHz; C6D6): 175.71 (C3 and C3′);
86.73 (C1); 42.42 (t, J(C,D) = 19 Hz, C6 and C6′); 35.14 (C5
and C5′); 32.11 (C4 and C4′).
(−)-(1R)-II. 35 mg, mp 118−120 °C; found 58.65% C, 6.75%

H, 14.66% N; [α]D
20 = −28.9° (c = 0.2, ethanol). ECD (water)

(λ/Δε): 220/−10, shoulder; 208/−14, maximum; 190/0, zero
crossing.
(+)-(1S)-II. 34 mg, mp 118−119 °C; found 58.39% C, 6.67%

H, 14.74% N; [α]D
20 = +29.3° (c = 0.2, ethanol). ECD (water)

(λ/Δε): 220/+10, shoulder; 208/+14, maximum, 190/0, zero
crossing.
Vibrational Spectroscopy. We measured vibrational

spectra throughout complete available spectral ranges. IR
absorption was measured on Bruker Equinox 55 in CHCl3/
CDCl3 pellets or in KBr solutions using a cell with KBr
windows and a fixed path length of 0.118 mm. The spectra (see
the Supporting Information) were recorded with the resolution
of 2 cm−1 and are presented as transmittance vs wavenumbers.
Vibrational circular dichroism was measured alternately on two
Bruker FTIR spectrometers, both of them equipped with
VCD/IRRAS modules. Each of these instruments was
optimized for one particular spectral region. The setup used
for amide I and mid-IR measurements (1000−1800 cm−1) was
based on IFS-66/S FTIR and included VCD/IRRAS PMA 37
attachment, BaF2 polarizer, ZnSe photoelastic modulator
(Hinds), MCT detector (InfraRed Associates), and a lock-in
amplifier SR830 (Stanford Instruments). For the higher
wavenumber region (2600−3200 cm−1) we utilized different
instrumentation, components and materials: Tensor 27 FTIR,
VCD/IRRAS PMA 50 attachment, and the InSb detector
D4143/6 (InfraRed Associates). The spectra were recorded at a
resolution of 4 cm−1 in CDCl3 at the concentrations of either
0.027 mol L−1 (mid-IR) or 0.109 mol L−1 (2600−3200 cm−1

region). We used a demountable sample cell (path length 0.21
mm) with the windows from either KBr (mid-IR) or Infrasil
quartz (near IR). Our standard measurement protocol involved
averaging of 20 min scanning blocks of interferograms (7−10
blocks of 2260 scans for mid-IR experiments and 9−18 blocks
for near IR). As background we subtracted corresponding
solvent scans. At least in the case of I the availability of the
racemate would allow to use its solution for the background
scans in order to mimic exactly the absorption of optically
active sample. In practice resorting to such a procedure was not
necessary as rather favorable signal-to-noise ratio and low level

of artifacts allowed us to utilize just solvent scans. The spectra
of enantiomers were plotted against each other in order to
check for consistency and final optimal VCD data were
obtained by subtracting them and dividing the result by the
factor of 2. Final data were plotted as the respective ε
(absorption) or Δε (VCD) values.
Raman scattering and Raman optical activity spectra were

measured using the ICP Raman/ROA spectrometer working in
backscattering mode. The instrument was built at the Institute
of Physics, Charles University in Prague and has already been
detailed elsewhere.51 New development used in this study
involved use of interchangeable gratings (Kaiser Optical
Systems, HSG-514.5-LF, HSG-514.5-HF and HSG-532-LF)
allowing us to extend the useful spectral range to 200−4000
cm−1. Samples for Raman and ROA measurements were
dissolved in distilled water and filtered through a 0.22 μm
Millipore filter into quartz ROA microcells (∼60 μL, 4 × 3 mm,
Starna Scientific Ltd.). The experimental conditions were set as
follows: excitation wavelength 514.5 nm, laser power at the
sample 550−650 mW, and spectral resolution 6.5 cm−1. The
concentrations were chosen according to solubility of particular
samples (0.5−0.7 M) and the acquisition time was optimized in
order to get reasonable S/N ratio in ROA spectra (20−40 h).
Experimental intensities of Raman and ROA spectra were
corrected using a certified spectroscopic standard, National
Institute of Standards and Technology, Standard Reference
Material 2243.52 This treatment allowed us to eliminate the
instrument-related artifacts and to obtain spectra which do not
depend on the choice of diffraction grating. Raman spectra
were processed by subtracting the solvent signal and by further
correcting the baseline using polynomial fitting (the fifth order
polynomial). Raw ROA spectra were treated by mutually
subtracting spectra of both enantiomers followed by dividing
them with a factor of 2. The use of both enantiomers helped to
eliminate artifacts and to increase confidence even in weak
ROA signals. The final ICP ROA spectra are presented as (IR −
IL) and the parent Raman spectra as (IR + IL) where IR and IL

are the respective Raman intensities recorded in right and left
circularly polarized incident laser light. Numerical data
treatment was done using GRAMS/AI software (Thermo
Electron Corporation). In order to further check for
consistency, we have remeasured the ROA of (−)-(1R)-I in
the region of 200−2000 cm−1 on a commercial SCP ROA
instrument (ChiralRAMAN-2X, BioTools Inc., U.S.A.), based
on the innovative concept of Hug.53 Although the used
spectrometers employ different modulation schemes, the
resulting traces are almost identical (see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information).35 Subtle differences in resolution and
S/N ratio can be ascribed to different construction details of
both instruments.
Although chiroptical spectra were measured utilizing both

enantiomers, the final data presented in this paper refer to
(−)-(1R) enantiomers (with the exception of data shown in
Figure S2 in the Supporting Information), where spectra of
both enantiomers are plotted against each other.

Calculations. Geometries and vibrational spectral data were
calculated using standard DFT procedure54 utilizing Gaussian
09 (AM64L-G09RevA.02)55 computer program. We employed
the B3LYP functional56,57 and 6-311++G** basis set,58 i.e., the
balanced middle level of ab initio calculation. We have checked
stability of the results toward particular details of computational
procedure using other functionals (e.g., BPW9159), basis sets
(up to aug-cc-pVTZ60) and methods (MP261) (see Figure S3
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and Table S1 in the Supporting Information). The results are
not very sensitive toward the form of the functional or the basis
set size. We did not find major benefits related to increased
level of computation. Even simpler procedures can be used,
provided that at least polarization functions on non-hydrogen
atoms are included (6-31G* level and up). We have chosen
identical level of calculations for the geometry optimization,
calculation of the force field and vibrational intensities. The
methods and procedures were utilized in their standard form as
included in the Gaussian 09 package. We report results
achieved with the B3LYP/6-311++G** combination, which is
currently used rather frequently for the theoretical interpreta-
tion of vibrational optical activity data. We include empirical
dispersion correction,62−64 which leads to the best correspond-
ence between experimental and simulated spectra. We have
consistently used the implicit solvent model COSMO-
PCM.65,66 The used atom numbering is shown in Figure 3. It

is common to both molecules I and II (in the latter case just the
atoms H12, 13, 12′, 13′ need to be replaced by deuteriums). The
numbering respects C2 symmetry of the molecules and allows
us to present spectral and structural data of these moderately
complicated (69 vibrational modes) structures in a sufficiently
transparent fashion. The assignment of experimental bands to
particular vibrational modes was done in two stages. In the first
step we utilized the freely available computer program Facio67

which provided animations of nuclear motions along the
computed normal modes. Visual inspection of the depicted
vibrational motion resulted in the approximate understanding,
which was further quantified in the second step utilizing
potential energy distribution (PED) values68 (after a
conversion to internal coordinates, see below). The final
assignment shown in graphical and tabular data was then based
on agreement of experimental/calculated positional and
intensity parameters.
Choice of Internal Coordinates. It is not trivial to select a

useful set of nonredundant internal coordinates for tricyclic
spirodilactams, because each of them contains three annelated
(i.e., welded together) rings A, B, and C. Standard definitions of
internal coordinates (e.g., refs 67, 69, and 70) and application
of recommended definitions of five-membered rings to this

rather special case of two or three atoms common to more than
one ring system result in serious redundancy-related problems.
To further complicate the matter, the compounds are strictly of
C2 symmetry while containing odd number of atoms (25).
While bisecting the C6−C6′ bond, the C2 axis also intersects

the central spiroatom C1. As a consequence, only one-half of
the C6−C6′ bond is uniquely defined. Deformations within the
ring C are heavily coupled to (a) deformations within rings A
and B and (b) to rocking, wagging and twisting motions of A
and B rings with respect to each other. Moreover, in order to
interpret vibrational spectra of I and II in chemically meaningful
terms, it is necessary to define internal coordinates in a more
general fashion. It would be advantageous to treat consistently
not only dilactams I and II, but also the substituted dilactams
V−VII and the bicyclic dilactam X (Scheme 3)71,72 with
secondary amide groups and no C ring.

Having analyzed these complex requirements, we have
chosen a set of nonredundant internal coordinates that
conform to the above listed conditions. In the course of
internal coordinates selection and B matrix formulation, we
adhere to the following rules:
(a) We use standard definitions of stretching, deformation,

and torsional modes as recommended by Fogarasi and
Pulay67,69,70 wherever possible. This includes deformation and
torsional modes at the separately treated five-membered rings
A, B, deformation modes at six CH2 groups, and in-plane and
out-of-plane deformations of both CO groups. Deformations
at tertiary amide nitrogens N2, N2′ are treated as δip(N−C),
δoop(N−C) (see below).
(b) We include explicitly all bond stretching coordinates

except ν(C6−C6′). This bond and the relevant force constant
are not explicitly considered and the corresponding stretching
potential is included implicitly as a significant contributor to
δ(N2−C6) and δ(N2′−C6′) in-plane and out-of-plane deforma-
tions (coordinates S35−S38 in Table S2). This choice has dual
consequences. It solves part of the redundancy problem and the
annelations of the rings A to C and B to C. The compounds I
and II formally become bicyclic only, because closure of the
ring C is realized implicitly. As a disadvantage, this cannot be
separated from bending motions at N2, N2′ and C6, C6′.
Although it is a definite limitation, it brings a possibility to treat
compounds I−VII and X using common scheme.
(c) The special tetra-substituted spiroatom C1 is formally

modeled after a CH2 group. The two scissoring coordinates
(α1, α1′) at C1 are included implicitly (they form parts of the
respective deformations of the rings A and B) and are not
explicitly listed again, as it would introduce a redundancy. Their
mutual coupling is not explicitly defined as it follows from
molecular symmetry considerations. The remaining three
deformations describe rocking (S39), wagging (S40), and
torsional (S41) motions of the rings A and B with respect to
each other.
(d) Neither ab initio calculations of Cartesian force constants

nor conversions into internal coordinate bases make use of the
C2 symmetry of these molecules. We let our procedures

Figure 3. Numbering of atoms in the spirocyclic dilactam (−)-(1R)-I.

Scheme 3. Bicyclic Spirodilactam X71,72
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perform the calculations as if the molecules were of C1
symmetry and the calculated symmetry of vibrational motion
serves to classify them.
The resulting nonsingular B matrix allows us to express

vibrational motions of I and II in chemically meaningful terms.
The final list of internal coordinates is given in Table S2 in the
Supporting Information. (We do not include normalization
factors as our procedures automatically normalize.) The
conversions between alternative Cartesian and internal
coordinate representations were done using a set of computer
programs kindly provided by Professor T. A. Keiderling, U.I.C.,
Chicago, U.S.A.

■ RESULTS

The molecular geometry of I is known from crystallographic
data;44 however, calculation of vibrational properties requires
internal consistency of geometry, force field, and property
tensors with respect to the method used. Although our
geometry optimization is based on a simple procedure designed
to mimic the aqueous environment,65 it reproduces the X-ray
geometry with remarkable accuracy. Differences between
observed and calculated bond lengths for skeletal atoms
amount to approximately 0.01 Å, while the bonds involving
hydrogens are calculated to be systematically longer by ∼0.09 Å
mainly due to systematic errors in X-ray determination of C−H
bond lengths.73 The bond angles are reproduced within 0.5° for
skeletal angles and within 2° for those involving hydrogens. If
we carry out a rigorous comparison of computed and
experimental geometries then the only parameters which
deviate a little more are those describing nonplanar
deformations of amide groups. Experimentally, the amide
groups (both identical under C2 symmetry) adopt nonplanar
geometries characterized by twisted (τ) pyramidal arrange-
ments at amide nitrogens N2, N2′ (ΘN) (Δω ≈ −11°, ΘN ≈
+42°, ΘC′ ≈ −0.3°, and τ ≈ +21° for the (−)-(1R)
enantiomer), while arrangements of bonds to carbonyl carbon
atoms C′3, C′3′ (ΘC′) remain nearly planar. The twist parameter
τ is quite large, making the pyramid of bonds to N significantly
irregular. In computed structures the amide groups are slightly
flattened (Δω ≈ −10°), less pyramidal on N (ΘN ≈ +40°),
somewhat more rotationally twisted (τ ∼ +23°) and the
pyramidal deformation on C′, though still negligible, changes
sign (ΘC′ ≈ +1°). Although these differences exceed error
margins of X-ray data, they are still small and do not
significantly alter spatial character of amide nonplanar
deviations. More importantly, these changes have little effect
on the calculated spectra. The two lactam rings A and B adopt
identical slightly twisted envelope conformations with apexes at
the less constrained atoms C5, C5′, while the pseudoplanes of
the envelopes are formed by C4−C3-N2−C1 and C4′-C3′-N2′-C1,
i.e., they are centered on the amide groups. The structures are
considerably rigid − even flipping of envelope apexes cannot be
realized. The amide endocyclic torsion angles, despite
corresponding to discernibly nonplanar situations, still describe
flat bases of the envelopes in question. On the contrary, the
central ring C reflecting the fact that this ring is bisected by C2
axis of the molecule features a strongly puckered regular boat
conformation. The pseudodihedral angle O7C3···C3′O7′,
which is important for the estimate of amide−amide coupling,
amounts to ∼16° (experimental, the calculated value ∼14°).
The pseudobond angle O7C3···C3′ amounts to ∼140°; that
is, the O7C3···C3′O7′ grouping is not collinear. As

expected, the computed geometry of the tetradeuterio
derivative II is the same as that of I.

Vibrational Properties. The medium-sized molecules I
and II exhibit well resolved vibrational spectra showing narrow
spectral bands (see Figures 4 and 5 for the IR absorption/VCD

combination and Figures 6 and 7 for Raman/ROA). Even small
VOA features are recorded with confidence because both
enantiomers of I and II were available and their spectra could
have been plotted against each other (see Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information). The molecules I and II possess 69
fundamental vibrational modes each. For I, we were able to
resolve 39/17 bands in IR/VCD and 40/43 in Raman/ROA.
With the aid of calculations it is possible to assign most of the
experimental bands (see Figures 4−7 and Table S3 and S4 in
the Supporting Information). The clearly identifiable spectral
features include C−H and C−D stretching vibrations (∼2100−
3000 cm−1), carbonyl group related signals (∼1700 cm−1), CH2
scissoring modes (∼1450 cm−1) and amide C′−N stretching
signals at about 1400 cm−1. Below ∼1350 cm−1 the assigment
requires computational support (for the calculated PED values
see the Supporting Information, Table S3 and S4).
C−H and C-D stretching vibrations in I and II correspond to

−CH2− and −CD2− groups. VCD in this region has been
known for a long time;74−76 however, the ROA has yet to be

Figure 4. Experimental (black traces) and calculated (red traces) IR
(bottom) and VCD (top) spectra of the dilactam I in CDCl3.
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evaluated in detail. The data (Figures 4−7) show that ROA is
stronger than VCD if signals in C−H and C−D stretching
regions are compared with the rest of the spectrum. These
vibrational signals are crammed into narrow spectral regions
and not very well individually resolved; hence we attempted to
get more understanding using a comparison with calculations
(Figures 4−7 and Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting
Information). Energies of C−H stretching modes are calculated
systematically too high by about 150 cm−1, though this error
does not seriously influence the assignment. Detailed
separations within the C−H stretching group are not correct
(Figures 4−7 and Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting
Information). While basic positional differences between CH2s
and CH2as subgroups (∼60 cm−1) are calculated realistically
(∼70 cm−1), the differences within these subgroups are too
small (∼ 5 cm−1 cf. the experimental estimate of ∼20 cm−1)
and it is not possible to distinguish between signals of C4,4′,
C5,5′, and C6,6′. Mutual interactions between pairs of CH2
groups related by C2 symmetry (i.e., splitting of modes at C4,
C5, and C6 vs those at C4′, C5′, and C6′) are underestimated as
well. Although simulated VOA spectra (based on the empirical
bandwidth of 10 cm−1) indicate further structure, the
assignment of particular components is tentative only.
Experimentally, we can detect further splitting of asymmetric
components. The spectra of II are simplified compared to I by
the absence of hydrogen atoms at C6,6′. In ROA, a negative
band at ∼3000 cm−1 (∼3010 cm−1 for II) and a positive one at
∼2935 cm−1 (for both I and II) are present regardless of the
alternative presence of deuterium or hydrogen atoms at C6,6′,
while the bands at ∼3020 cm−1 (+) and ∼2900 cm−1 (−) are
present only in the spectra of I (see Figures 6 and 7 and Tables

S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information). Although agreement
between ROA calculation and experiment is not perfect because
band positions are inaccurate (even mutual switching is
possible) and there is a substantial band overlap, the overall
shape is comparable. Further support to this general picture
follows from the parallel VCD data (two observable couplets in
I, one at ∼2900 cm−1 the other at ∼2950 cm−1, which are not
present in the spectra of II; see Figures 4 and 5 and Tables S3
and S4 in the Supporting Information).
The compound II exhibits also VOA due to C-D stretching

vibrations (2050−2300 cm−1, Figures 5 and 7 and Table S4 in
the Supporting Information). Although VCD of C-D stretching
modes has already been reported even in compounds with five-
membered rings,77,78 the corresponding Raman/ROA manifes-
tation has not been studied yet. For II the C-D stretching
signals appear stronger in Raman/ROA than in IR/VCD. In
ROA we can distinguish four features corresponding to
symmetric (2117 and 2165 cm−1 (−)) and asymmetric (∼
2221−2238 cm−1 (−) and 2268 cm−1 (+)) components. In
Raman spectra we identify analogous signals at the same
positions (bands at 2117, 2165, and 2268 cm−1 and a poorly
resolved smaller signal between 2221 and 2238 cm−1). The
prominent signals are also found in IR (2108, 2155, 2225, 2253,
and 2259 cm−1) and VCD (2116 (+), 2145 (+), 2166 (−),
2226 (+), 2251 (−), and 2270 cm−1 (+)). The absorption
bands at 2155 and 2259 cm−1 correspond to midpoints of two
couplets in VCD. The basic pattern of C-D stretching signals is
reasonably reproduced by calculations; however, there are
several drawbacks. Analogously to C−H stretching vibrations
the harmonic model fails to reproduce the experimentally
observed splitting (nearly 50 cm−1) caused by mutual
interaction between symmetry-related features at C6,6′.
Experimental Raman data show several smaller additional
features (at 2050, 2078, and 2194 cm−1) which have no
counterparts in ROA and cannot be satisfactorily explained.
Additional lower intensity signals have been analogously found
in VCD at ∼2071, 2085, 2187, and 2270 cm−1. In contrast to
Raman/ROA, not only are these features visible in IR spectra
but they have signatures even in VCD, where some of them are
quite prominent (Figure 5). Therefore we limit the analysis to
three discernible features comprising an IR band at 2155 cm−1

(corresponding to a ±VCD couplet within CH2s) and a single
positive band at 2226 cm−1 within νas(CH2). The most
probable explanation for the additional signals consists in
anharmonicity of C−H and C−D stretching vibrations and the
presence of overtone, combination bands. We can probably
exclude other reasons such as existence of several conformers or
insufficient deuterium content in II as our samples are rigid and
were thoroughly tested for chemical, isotopic, and enantiomeric
purity.
In the spectra of I and II, the most discernible vibrations are

amide related, and among them particularly the modified amide
I signals. Amide I (υ(C′O)) vibrations exhibit a single high
intensity band with a shoulder on its high (IR) or low (Raman)
frequency side. This band is strong both in IR absorption and
Raman scattering. Its frequency is sensitive to solvent polarity
(at ∼1699 cm−1 in CDCl3, IR/VCD and ∼1681 cm−1 in H2O,
Raman/ROA). Calculations (Tables S3 and S4 in the
Supporting Information and Figures 4−7) report a pair of
coupled bands in this region, a weaker feature at higher
frequency (mode 13, the A symmetry species) and a stronger
band at lower (by ∼10 − 15 cm−1) frequency (mode 14, B
symmetry species). The red shifts of these bands on going from

Figure 5. Experimental (black traces) and calculated (red traces) IR
(bottom) and VCD (top) spectra of the dilactam II in CDCl3.
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chloroform to aqueous solutions are computed (with the
polarizable continuum model, PCM or COSMO-PCM)65

reasonably well, but absolute band positions in chloroform
(1735 and 1725 cm−1) or water (1719 and 1707 cm−1) are
calculated with ∼30 cm−1 erroneous blue shift. However, this
error does not interfere with the assignment because amide I
bands are separated from other vibrations. According to PED
(Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information), amide I
bands in these tertiary amides are dominated by C′O
stretching modes (∼75%) supplemented by minor contribu-
tions of ring (A, B) deformations and C′−N stretches. Amide I
vibrations in I and II are active both in VCD and ROA. In VCD
the R enantiomer exhibits a broad asymmetrical positive feature
of medium intensity with a shoulder on its high frequency side,
similarly to the absorption trace. Its positions in absorption and
VCD approximately correspond. The course of VCD suggests
as the most probable explanation a superposition of the small
couplet (positive at the low frequency side) with a broader
positive feature, spanning through the whole carbonyl region.
The single-signed component indicates a source of chirality that
is local to each amide group, while the moderate, slightly
interfering couplet probably originates from dipole−dipole
interaction between two C′O oscillators (see further analysis
in the Discussion section). However, the overall situation can
be more complex, because even the IR absorption intensity is
concentrated in the lower energy B component, i.e. the amide I

band retains its asymmetrical shape also in absorption. As
expected, amide I VCD of II is nearly identical to that of I. Full
ab initio theoretical calculations describe the single-signed
amide I absorption and VCD features of I and II reasonably
well (Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information and
Figures 4 and 5), including asymmetry of IR/VCD bands. The
Raman scattering in amide I is generally similar to IR
absorption but there are significant differences. Relative to
spectral intensities in other parts of the spectrum the amide I
Raman band is weaker (in IR absorption the amide I band
dominates the spectrum), but still remains quite intense. Amide
I band in calculated Raman spectra also consists of two
components with the less intensive one at lower frequency.
Experimental amide I signals appear to be more symmetrical in
the Raman spectra, probably due to effects of aqueous solution
which cannot be described properly by simple PCM or CPCM
models.65 Raman optical activity signals are generally similar to
VCD (we observe a single-signed rather broad ROA feature),
but with the negative sign, however we should keep in mind
that sign convention is opposite for ROA and VCD.35 ROA
calculation hints on possible presence of weakly double-
featured chiral scattering. Although the dominant calculated
feature is, in agreement with experiment, a negative lower
energy component at 1707 cm−1, it is in this time accompanied
by a weak but discernible positive one at higher frequency
(1719 cm−1). The calculation then results in a very asym-

Figure 6. Experimental (black traces) and calculated (red traces) Raman (bottom) and ROA (top) spectra of the dilactam I in water.
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metrical couplet, where only the low energy component agrees
with experimental data. However, this small additional positive
component is calculated only with larger basis sets (6-311+
+G**, aug-cc-pVDZ, and aug-cc-pVTZ), while simpler
calculations lead solely to the above-mentioned single-signed
negative ROA feature.
The next group of vibrations, characteristic for compounds

containing numerous CH2 groups, comprises CH2 scissoring
modes in a narrow, well-defined region of ∼1450 − 1500 cm−1.
Experimental data of I provide a pair of very low-intensity
absorption features at 1453 and 1461 cm−1 (for II a single low
intensity band at 1455 cm−1). They are better resolved in VCD,
where they form a pair of positive bands for I or a low-intensity
± couplet for II. In the spectra of II there are just two pairs of
symmetry related CH2 groups within rings A and B, while for I
there are yet CH2 groups at C6 and C6′ (ring C). In II the
corresponding CD2 scissorings shift to ∼1100 cm−1, where they
mix with other deformation modes and are generally difficult to
identify without a calculation (modes 30−36, Table S4 in the
Supporting Information). CH2 scissoring vibrations are more
intense and better resolved in Raman/ROA. In I we observe a
pair of Raman bands and three well discernible sharp peaks in
ROA. Raman/ROA calculations (Figures 6 and 7 and Tables S3
and S4 in the Supporting Information) indicate that CH2
scissorings in I (modes 15−20) manifest themselves as two
distinct bands with more underlying components, symmetric
and antisymmetric with respect to C2 axis of the molecule. It

appears that localization of particular modes to C4, C5, or C6
influences band positions more efficiently than coupling across
C2 axis of the molecule. The three observed ROA peaks at 1469
(−), 1455 (+), and 1429 (+) cm−1 correspond to the scissoring
vibrations at C6,6′, C5,5′, and C4,4′ respectively. According to
PEDs, scissoring vibrations in I are nearly completely isolated
from vibrations of the rest of the molecule. Within II the
simplified CH2 scissoring (modes 15−18) enables resolving 3−
4 CH2 scissoring modes as also shown by the calculation
(Figure 7 and Table S4 in the Supporting Information).
The following signals at lower energies (∼1400 cm−1)

correspond to amide II (modified in tertiary amides). These are
prominent (although weaker than amide I) in IR absorption,
strong in VCD (Figures 4 and 5) but very weak or nearly
undetectable in Raman/ROA (Figures 6 and 7). In secondary
amides, these bands are assigned to a combination of C′−N
stretching and N−H in-plane bending modes. However, such a
combination can only be realized in primary/secondary amides
(there is no N−H bond in tertiary amides). In I (II) the
corresponding bands are exhibited in IR absorption (CDCl3) as
a distinct two-component absorption feature at 1396 (1394, II)
and 1356 (1347, II) cm−1 that is just shifted toward lower
energies by ∼100 cm−1 compared to secondary amides with
planar amide groups (∼1515 cm−1).21 The splitting into two
components is visible already in IR absorption (the maxima
observed for both components are separated in CDCl3 by ∼40
cm−1, cf. a calculated value of ∼43 cm−1 in CHCl3). According

Figure 7. Experimental (black traces) and calculated (red traces) Raman (bottom) and ROA (top) spectra of the dilactam II in water.
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to PED (Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information), the
symmetric (A) and antisymmetric (B) components at the
respective 1414 (1404, II) cm−1 and 1371 (1354, II) cm−1

(modes 21, 22 (I); 19, 20 (II)) involve combinations of C′−N
stretching motions (∼33−40%) with a mixture of ∼40−50%
skeletal (N−C, C−C′) stretching, A, B ring deformation,
skeletal and C′O in-plane deformation modes. In contrast to
secondary amides the dilactams I and II present these modified
amide II vibrations as rather variegated mixtures of
interconnected skeletal atom motions. Still, the bands maintain
their spectroscopic identity including intense IR absorption,
low intensity Raman scattering and a significant proportion of
C′−N stretching. Similarly to amide I, the calculated amide II
features are nearly independent of the alternative presence of
hydrogen or deuterium atoms at C6 and C6′ (i.e., the spectra of
I and II in this region are nearly identical). The bands are
prominent in VCD where they exhibit a high intensity, almost
symmetrical couplet with the positive lower energy B
component which dominates the whole VCD spectrum
(Figures 4 and 5). If we analyze its details then particularly
this lower energy B component (in I) is slightly wider than
other VCD bands and its shape is not exactly Gaussian or
Lorentzian, probably due to the presence of an additional
positive signal indicated by the calculations (δ(CH2) modes 23
and 24). The exact positions of both components of the VCD
couplet match quite closely those of the relevant absorption
features. In accord with expectations, amide II bands are almost
undetectable in experimental Raman/ROA spectra (Figures 6
and 7), although ROA calculations indicate a pair of signals
with the signs opposite to those displayed in VCD (low-
intensity lower energy band and middle-intensity higher energy
band). In experimental ROA spectra we can see only a tiny
positive component in place of the high energy feature which is
exhibited in VCD. The negative lower energy component is not
experimentally detected at all. An additional negative ROA
feature in this region at ∼1327 cm−1 in I is of a different origin
(mode 24, CH2 wagging). The modified amide II VCD pattern
is computationally reproduced rather well and the calculation
offers a possibility to cross compare VCD in amide I and II
region and to discuss local effects vs amide−amide coupling.
Vibrational transitions below 1350 cm−1 usually contain

several coupled components of different origin. Despite the
extensive mode mixing, a direct comparison of experimental vs
calculated traces achieves a very good agreement (Figures 4−7
and Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information). The
agreement is even better for VOA than for nonchiroptical
vibrational spectra. The assignment benefits from PED values
(Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information) and a
visualization of vibrational motions. Within this region,
experimental bands are mostly weak in IR/VCD and strong
and rather prominent in Raman/ROA. Data on IR absorption
are available down to 400 cm−1, but experimental VOA below
1000 cm−1 relies on ROA in water (experimental VCD does
not reach below ∼900 cm−1). We observe predominantly CH2
deformation modes: wagging (between modes 23−47 (I)),
twisting (between 24 and 47 (I)), and rocking (lower in energy,
between 34 and 56 (I)), together with skeletal stretching
vibrations of the tricyclic system (the coupled C−C and N−C
motions between modes 23−61 (I)). In II, there are additional
contributions from CD2 scissoring vibrations (between modes
30−36). Because of the absence of N−H bonds there is no
substantial amide manifestation around 1300 cm−1 (the typical
position of amide III in secondary amides). On the other hand,

at lower wavenumbers (below ∼1250 cm−1) we observe amide-
related contributions to vibrations given by the tightly bound
tricyclic system. These involve first alicyclic N−C (−C1 and
-C6,6′) stretching vibrations (between modes 29−44) and
minor contributions from δip, δoop deformations centered
around amide nitrogen atoms (contributing mainly to modes
between 33 and 41, 47−48) and deformation motions around
the spiroatom C1 (i.e., wagging, rocking and twisting motions of
A, B rings with respect to each other). The bonds to amide
nitrogens participate additionally in the implicit definition of
C6−C6′ stretching coordinate. This follows quite clearly from
visualization of mode 47, although this mode is described as a
combination of δip and δoop vibrations around amide nitrogen,
according to mode visualization it results in a nearly pure C6−
C6′ stretching motion. The above-mentioned involvement of
N−C stretching has been already observed and calculated by
Krimm and Bandekar48 in the spectra of acetyl-N′-methyl-
amide, so this phenomenon is not specific for these rigid
tertiary amides. The most intense negative ROA signal in this
region is observed at 1005 cm−1 (979 cm−1 for II). The
corresponding calculated ROA agrees with experiment (mode
41 (I), 40 (II), Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information
and Figures 6 and 7), while PED exhibits rather complex
mixing: ∼20% of N−C stretching motion, besides skeletal
stretching (18%) and δ(CH2) rocking (15%) together with
minor portions of in plane amide N and C′O deformations
(13%). The data between ∼900 and 1350 cm−1 are difficult to
utilize analytically because of extensive mixing of modes having
very different origins. Any chemical modification could
influence the extent and character of this mode mixing and,
consequently, it is difficult to transfer vibrational information
relevant to this region from our models to other molecules. It is
of advantage that a replacement of hydrogen atoms (I) with
deuteriums (II) causes in this region just minor band shifting to
lower wavenumbers (∼10 cm−1) and the calculations including
Raman and ROA intensities hold even in this dense part of the
spectrum (Figures 6 and 7 and Tables S3 and S4 in the
Supporting Information). Although the deformations involving
amide groups generally contribute to a wide range of
transitions, their contributions to vibrations between 900 and
1300 cm−1 amount only to 5−10%, and at the same time they
extensively mix mainly with CH2 deformations. Below 900
cm−1 the situation simplifies and the low frequency modes
become more characteristic. In Raman/ROA spectra we
observe an approximately separated group of discernible
bands at 200−900 cm−1. In this case the composition of
vibrational transitions can be better characterized, because the
closely related CH2 deformations no longer participate (see
Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information). The modes
active in this region belong to three categories: (a) δip, δoop
vibrations involving bonds to amide nitrogens N2,2′; contribu-
tions due to these modes are rather widespread (ip modes 47,
55, 63−65, oop modes 47, 49, 52, 54−60, 62, 65, 66, 68, 69),
because N2,2′ atoms are located at the branching points of the
multiconnected tricyclic structure and the relevant vibrational
motion can influence other parts of the molecule through
bonds; (b) δip, δoop vibrations of the C′7,7′O bond (amide VI
in secondary amides); these vibrations are restricted to a
narrower spectral range (ip mode 63, oop modes 51, 52, 54, 55,
59); and (c) the vibrations describing ring system deformations
(τ ring), spirosystem rocking, wagging, twisting, and additional
stretching υ (C1−N2,2′) (modes 52−69). These vibrational
modes describe numerous variants of not very specific skelet-
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distorting vibrational motions. Amide related modes are
generally superimposed on this skeleton-related basis, forming
minor, but visible contributions. However, there are several
such Raman/ROA features, where amide contributions are
important if not numerically dominant (modes 52−60). Quite
interestingly, particular vibrational transitions are frequently
contributed by both δ(C−N) and δ(CO) components (see
modes 52, 54, 55, and 59). The in-plane and out-of-plane
deformations mutually mix (i.e, within one vibrational
transition) only exceptionally (modes 55 and 65) despite the
fact that their distinguishing plane is defined only vaguely in
nonplanar amides. Classification of these low-energy vibrational
modes according to extent and form of their participation
within amide vibrations, as they are known from other
studies,48 is not straightforward in tertiary amides. Even more
importantly, the rigid nonplanar structures tend to obscure
simple symmetry-related criteria and, consequently, this
classification is not apparent at first glance. However, in
analogy with simpler cases we can separate the following groups
of vibrational modes, which contribute consistently in I and II
to these characteristic although modified amide vibrations:
amide IV (δip(CO), δip(N−C), mode 63); amide V
(δoop(N−C), modes 52, 56, 57, and 60); amide VI (δoop(C
O), modes 51, 54, and 55). The pattern of calculated Raman/
ROA intensities in this region agrees with experiment (Figures
6 and 7 and Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information)
with two exceptions. Mode 55 is calculated with the wrong
sign; however, this problem is resolved only in the spectra of II;
for I modes 55 and 56 superimpose and we observe no ROA at
all. According to visual inspection, the concerned mode 55
involves skeletal stretching, δ(CH2) torsion involving all three
rings A, B, and C, and the already complex vibrational motion is
further mixed with out-of-plane deformations of amide groups.
It is interesting that this disagreement (which is a unique one
within our spectra) between calculated and observed ROA does
not depend on details of a computational procedure. The other
problem concerns experimental bands corresponding to
calculated modes 51 and 52. In I, these signals are influenced
by the strongly polarized Raman band at 707 cm−1 (mode 51),
which probably causes some line-shape distortions. In this
region the well observable ROA features are shown even for
rather low intensity Raman bands. Despite the fact that
recognized amide vibrations contribute each to several
experimental bands, we can still identify experimental
Raman/ROA features which represent the amide V and VI
vibrations quite closely (amide IV mode at 342 cm−1 is not
detectable on the basis of its very low calculated and
experimental intensity). Thus amide V vibration (δoop(N−C))
seems to project best into the intense negative ROA band at
568 cm−1 (mode 57). Amide VI (δoop(CO)) contributes to a
positive ROA band at 707 cm−1 (mode 51) and a negative
ROA band at 649 cm−1 (mode 54).
At lower wavenumbers most ROA bands are connected with

skeletal deformations. PED-based analysis combined with visual
inspection reveals that skeletal deformations often involve
spiro-system deformations around C1 atom describing relative
motions of A, B and C rings. Many of these vibrations involve
complex mode mixing with participation of amide vibrations
and involving only minor portions of the above identified
deformations. These are particularly modes 31, 33, 34, 39, 44−
46, 49, 55, 57, 60, 63, 64, 66, and 69, but there are two modes
(61 and 62) where spirosystem deformations appear to
dominate and which seem well separated from other vibrations.

These modes correspond to middle-intensity ROA signals (for
I positive at 375 cm−1 (61), negative at 367 cm−1 (62)) which
is in accord with calculations.

■ DISCUSSION
We investigate spectroscopic properties of the nonplanar amide
group at very specific and well-defined conditions represented
by rigid chiral model compounds I and II that serve as
standards of fixed and known geometry. These special
properties are achieved by incorporating amide groups into a
complicated tricyclic framework, where we must expect
complex interconnections and mutual interactions of vibra-
tional modes. If we wish to use amides in these and similar
bonding situations as more general models, we have to
understand the relative roles of rigid skeletons and embedded
functional groups in the spectra of these tailor-made
compounds. Their structural complexity is a distinct disadvant-
age; however it is partially balanced by the rigid structure (in I
and II the rigidity is maximized at the branching points,
spiroatom C1 and amide nitrogens N2,2′) and rather extreme
nonplanarity. These molecules contain two amide groups fixed
with respect to one another and mutually related by molecular
C2 symmetry axis. We can thus evaluate the relative importance
of mutual distance and orientation against local effects within
each of these amide groups. In order to verify our theoretical
relations28 between the sense of nonplanar amide deformations
and parameters of vibrational optical activity we present a set of
vibrational spectral data including IR/Raman and their chiral
variants VCD/ROA. We expand our previous, limited (ECD/
VCD) studies of methyl- and/or isobutyl derivatives of I and
related spirodilactams.40,47 New data include Raman/ROA
spectra recorded in water and extend both below 1000 and
above 2000 cm−1. The compound II, a derivative of I, aids the
assignment and provides VOA of C-D vibrations. As shown in
the Results section these data provide good agreement with
calculation, but a detailed understanding requires us to perform
experiments with higher resolution and to incorporate
anharmonicity into our theoretical interpretation. At the
current level, although general experimental features are
properly described, the harmonic-level calculation fails to
assign unambiguously particular signals to individual CH2/CD2
groups. We intend to tackle this problem in a future
computational study.
Characteristic vibrations of I and II related to amide I and

amide II modes can be analyzed separately. The amide I signal
that is widely used for amide characterization is found at ∼1710
cm−1 (in I). It is based on the C′O stretching vibrations
(∼75% according to Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting
Information) with minor proportions of C′−N stretching and
ring A, B deformations. In both VCD and ROA we observe
single-signed, although broad, amide I features, which are
composed of two components, symmetric and antisymmetric.
Single-signed VOA spectra appear unexpectedly as compounds
with multiple amide groups (e.g., peptides/proteins) usually
exhibiting VCD couplets describing dipole−dipole interactions,
which vary in sign pattern according to different types of
secondary structures. This coupling is certainly present, because
both components of the amide I band are simultaneously (50/
50) contributed by vibrations within both symmetry-related
rings A and B. However, the appearance of observed single-
signed VCD bands indicates a different origin, perhaps a local
effect. We attempted to evaluate the relative importance of
dipole−dipole coupling vs local effects by calculating rotational
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strengths arising from the coupled oscillator mechanism. The
dipole-coupling contribution can be estimated because we
know absorption intensities (i.e., transition dipole moments)
and molecular geometries. The previously suggested inter-
pretation47 assumes that C′O bonds in I (and II) are nearly
collinear. Consequently, the dipole−dipole coupling should be
weak and the resulting couplet not visible. However, according
to X-ray analysis (see above) the C′O bonds are not
collinear and their calculated coupling including rotational
strength is not small. Using experimental values we calculated
coupled oscillator contributions to amide I bands as ∓1.5 ×
10−42 esu2 cm2 at 1710/1700 cm−1 (the calculated component
splitting of ∼10 cm−1 falls in the range of experimental values).
This result indicates that, although the coupled oscillator
contribution is comparable in magnitude to other bands in
VCD spectra of dilactams, it definitely fails to describe the
observed amide I VCD. Complete DFT calculation gives the
correct result (a single-signed positive broad smaller band with
two components in agreement with the experimental data);
thus, we can conclude that some kind of local mechanism in
this case largely prevails. Hence the sizable local effect overrides
the coupling. In our spirocyclic dilactams, the reversed (head-
to-head) connection of both amide groups weakens the
interamide interactions because both C′O groups are more
distant (5.5 Å) than in a regularly arranged peptide chain (∼4
Å). Therefore the course of VOA can be dominated by local
interactions originating independently from each amide group.
The most probable candidate for such efficient local effect in I
and II is the amide nonplanarity. Although within this artificial
model situation the nonplanarity effect is probably over-
estimated, we can expect that its manifestation would be
detectable even in less extreme situations (e.g., more flexible
peptide chains containing secondary amide groups). The
analogous phenomenon is exhibited also in ROA, although
calculations hint at a low intensity couplet-like signal. This
couplet is however strongly biased toward a single-signed amide
I signal in agreement with experiment (Figures 6 and 7 and
Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information). It is
interesting to note that tertiary amide groups exhibit similar
nonsymmetrical single-signed ROA band in amide I region for
structures showing a significant proportion of polyproline II
conformation.50 However, compared to spectra of the
dilactams, this band appears some ∼40 cm−1 red-shifted.
Modified amide II vibration at ∼1400 cm−1 (modes 21 and

22 (I); 19 and 20 (II); see Figures 4−7 and Tables S3 and S4 in
the Supporting Information) is more specific. The tricyclic
structure influences these modes via several mechanisms. The
nitrogen atoms are even more fixed than the remaining parts of
these molecules and their vibrational motion senses limitations
imposed by two rings at once. At the same time, the absence of
N−H bonds (in secondary amides δip(N−H) supplies nearly
50% of amide II mode)48 seriously influences mode
composition. Additional effects consist in amide nonplanarity
and proximity of the two nitrogens within the whole structure
of the molecule which in this case may favor amide−amide
coupling against local effects. The observed transition wave-
number is lower than usually observed for secondary amides (∼
1570 cm−1).48 In our dilactams, the modified amide II modes
contain ∼35% of C′−N stretching vibrations, correlating well
with the analogous contribution in secondary amides (33%).
The missing contribution of the N−H in-plane bending is
replaced by combined skeletal stretching (N−C including)
vibrations together with spiro-system and in-plane deforma-

tions (30−35%) within the rings. The close proximity of both
amide nitrogen atoms (∼2.3 Å), resulting from reversed
orientation of amide groups clearly means that the associated
LP can easily interact. At the same time, the distance between
C′−N bonds remains approximately equal to that in peptides.
In summary, this situation favors interamide coupling vs
potential local effects of amide nonplanarity, contrary to above-
mentioned findings for amide I mode. Accordingly, in VCD we
observe a very strong couplet with the sign pattern conforming
to simple coupled oscillator calculation based again on
experimental data (the large splitting of ∼25 cm−1 and
rotational strength of ∓1.1 × 10−42 esu2 cm2). Calculated
couplet intensities for amide I and II transitions are comparable.
As a consequence, the simplified calculation on amide II does
not quantitatively balance local vs coupling effects (according to
experiment, the amide II couplets dominate VCD spectra).
This is not surprising because this mode exhibits a more
complicated composition than amide I besides uncertain
knowledge of local transition moments. On the contrary, the
balance of coupling and local effects is properly described by
complete ab initio calculation (the coupling is favored). As
follows from the above discussion, the detailed results on amide
II vibrations and the connected VOA of our spirodilactams are
not exactly transferable to more flexible molecules. Interest-
ingly, calculations indicate an existence of analogous, though
weak couplet also in ROA spectra, but this phenomenon is not
experimentally detected (Figures 6 and 7).
Excluding amide II bands, the region between 700 and 1500

cm−1 contains mostly skeletal stretches and CH2 deformations.
These include CH2 scissoring (1450−1500 cm−1), wagging,
rocking, and twisting deformations (700−1350 cm−1) and
skeletal system stretching (700−1350 cm−1, but mainly below
1000 cm−1). Among them we identify a dominant skeletal
breathing vibration at ∼700 cm−1 which is a high-intensity
Raman band with a positive counterpart in ROA spectra.
According to PED data this Raman signal represents the most
characteristic manifestation of the entire rigid polycyclic
skeleton. Interestingly, bands analogous to this feature keep
appearing in spectra of other compounds having rigid
polycyclic hydrocarbon skeletons, e.g., α-pinene (at ∼660
cm−1), pinane, camphor, and other terpenic compounds.35,38,79

The vibrations in this region often involve minor mixing with
amide modes (this is conditioned by specific geometries of I
and II, which lack any symmetry plane); however, the
corresponding contributions generally amount to less than
10% (according to PED data).
Further characteristic amide-related features are located

below 900 cm−1. Within spectra of I and II we observe well
resolved Raman/ROA of relatively high intensity. Raman and
ROA spectra of the available topologically similar systems like
terpenes exhibit in this region generally less intense signals,
particularly in the absence of functional groups. The well
resolved bands in the spectra of I and II provide therefore an
adequate material for the assignment and analysis of additional
amide related modes. This procedure leads to a group of
Raman/ROA features associated with δip, δoop bonds to amide
nitrogen atoms. As shown above, these modes contribute
significantly to several vibrations. In several cases (e.g., modes
41 and 55−57), the in-plane and out-of-plane deformations
tend to act together probably because of nonplanar amide
geometries, which obscure differences between in-plane and
out-of-plane bending motions. Comparison of calculations to
experiment enables us to identify the most promising
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candidates for amide nonplanarity detection and evaluation of
their spectral manifestation. Among them the most character-
istic vibration, describing the out-of-plane bending motion
around nitrogen atoms, seems to be associated with the strong
ROA feature at 568 cm−1. Intensity of this signal definitely
indicates that the associated vibration is connected with a
considerable polarizability change. Similar character is displayed
by other features at 707 and 649 cm−1, but these are connected
with bending motions involving C′O grouping. Connection
of these low wavenumber signals with vibrational motion
involving nonplanar amides seems to be firmly established. The
Raman/ROA features probably possess the potential for
quantitative evaluation of nonplanar amide characteristics
(e.g., sense and magnitude of amide distortion). However, for
such analysis we need additional model compounds having
desirable properties, like varying degree and detailed nature of
amide nonplanarity (e.g., regular or twisted pyramid of bonds
to amide nitrogen), varying flexibility, nature of amides
(secondary vs tertiary), and a change of mutual orientation of
amide groups. In this respect we have already selected several
compounds for further studies. Similarly, it is possible to
observe separate manifestation of skeletal deformations as
shown in our spectra within modes 61 and 62. Signals
corresponding to these modes are well observable, but their
assignment to either amide or skeletal deformations needs
further computational support. Consequently, it seems difficult
to utilize ROA in this low wavenumber region as the direct
means for detecting and/or evaluating amide nonplanarity
manifestation.
The next step in the studies of the possible role amide

nonplanarity plays in peptide structures should include further
model molecules designed more toward real peptides. Examples
of such an approach might be dipeptide units (e.g.,
acetylalanine methylamide). Such structures may potentially
exhibit a minor degree of amide nonplanarity within very
flexible molecules. Vibrational and chiroptical properties of
amide group in nonplanar conformations of dipeptide units
have been already investigated by Polavarapu and Jalkanen80,81

although particular attention to amide nonplanarity has yet to
be paid. The use of suitable models with somewhat limited
conformational freedom, e.g., acetyl-L-tert-leucine methylamide,
82 might provide amide nonplanarity detection in the less
special situation than represented by polycyclic dilactams. It is
yet possible to tentatively compare VOA data of our
spirodilactams to the results of our previous computational
study of conformations of NMA,28 which possess nonplanar
amide groups. Unfortunately, NMA contains only a secondary
amide group, and a comparison of its calculated VOA with the
spectra of tertiary amides in I and II is difficult even to justify.
The NMA calculations assume only fixed values of the ω angle
(probably affecting the force field) and the pyramid of bonds to
N remains calculated approximately regular, i.e. τ ≈ 0°, while
the corresponding arrangement in I (or II) is seriously twisted
(τ ≈ +20° for R-I or II). For these reasons we limit the
comparison to amide I vibrations only. These nearly linear
vibrations might be least influenced by the above approx-
imations. Experimental dilactam geometries exhibit ω ≈ −10°
(R-I, R-II), for which the approximate calculation predicts a
positive amide I band in VCD and a negative one in ROA (see
Figures 7 and 8 of ref 28) in agreement with our experiment.
Although significance of this finding cannot be overrated, it is
still remarkable. Unfortunately, this correlation could not be
extended to lower-energy amide vibrations, because the

corresponding modes are either very seriously affected by the
above approximations, or not existent in tertiary amides at all
(amide III). This result would have to be verified by studies on
more model situations to have a real value for amide
nonplanarity detection.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In the spectra of selected model dilactams I and II, which bear a
resemblance to peptidic molecules, we located VOA signals
reflecting selectively the amide nonplanarity manifestation. We
can detect amide nonplanarity mainly on the basis of the
classical amide I and pseudoamide II vibrations. Rigid tricyclic
structure allowed us to utilize the advantage of fixed geometries.
According to our findings, amide I and amide II vibrations are
decisively influenced by nonplanar deformations. Dilactam
structures allowed us to compare amide nonplanarity (a local
effect) with amide−amide coupling acting over a distance of
several bonds. In the tricyclic dilactams the relative distances
between carbonyls are bigger than those between amide
nitrogens. Accordingly, VOA (VCD and ROA) signals of the
farther apart C′O groups (amide I vibrations) are probably
governed by the amide nonplanarity resulting in single signed
VOA features, while the close together N−C′ bonds show a
couplet (in C′−N stretching vibrations) due to interamide
coupling (detectable in VCD only). We have located further
nonplanarity related to VOA features within amide V and
amide VI vibrations, which can be accessed only by Raman/
ROA spectroscopy. As a distinct advantage, the Raman/ROA
experiments can be done in water. DFT calculations done at
the nowadays standard level (B3LYP functional with long-range
dispersion correction, 6-311++G** basis set, CPCM solvent
model) achieve within harmonic model a successful band-to-
band spectral interpretation. In summary our study demon-
strates that amide nonplanarity can be investigated in solution
using methods of vibrational optical activity, especially when
the experiments are complemented with ab initio calculations.
Our model studies indicate that the computations can be
extended to more flexible structures, e.g., peptides and proteins.
However, there is still a need for further studies using less rigid
models containing amides of varying degrees of nonplanarity
and, preferentially, the secondary amide groups. The measure-
ment of VOA within C−H and C−D stretching vibrations
cannot be thoroughly interpreted within just a harmonic level
calculation. On the other hand, our high-quality experimental
data can be used as a test for anharmonicity corrections.
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Figure S1. Comparison of ROA spectra of (–)-(1R)-I measured on two different instruments: A – 
ICP ROA instrument built at Charles University in Prague; B – commercial SCP ROA instrument 
ChiralRAMAN-2X™ (BioTools Inc., USA) 
 

 
Figure S2. Uncorrected ROA spectra of both enantiomers of I measured in H2O 



 
 
Figure S3. ROA spectra of (–)-(1R)-I calculated by different variants of DFT procedures. All 
DFT calculations were performed using implicit water solvation model. 
 
 
  
 



Table S1. Energy and cost effectivity of Raman/ROA calculations of I related to 
computational methodology

method / basis set number of energy 
functional basis functions [Ha] opt [h] spec [h]

3-21G 141 -606.83 0.51 0.89
3-21+G 193 -606.93 1.1 2.3
4-31G 141 -609.36 0.66 1.24
4-31G** 255 -609.61 1.21 4.1
6-21G 141 -609.47 0.41 1.15
6-21G** 255 -609.71 1.35 3.63
6-31G 141 -609.99 0.64 0.74

B3LYP 6-31+G 193 -610.02 1.2 1.84
6-31++G 205 -610.02 1.75 2.36
6-31G* 219 -610.18 1.02 2.05
6-31G** 255 -610.2 1.21 2.86
6-31+G* 271 -610.21 1.91 6.37
6-31++G** 319 -610.22 2.75 6.44
6-311++G** 370 -610.35 4.43 11.06
6-311++G** (6d 10f) 383 -610.36 4.52 11.08
cc-pVDZ 242 -610.21 2.11

B3LYP aug-cc-pVDZ 407 -610.26 10.28 22.72
aug-cc-pVDZ (6d 10f) 433 -610.27 10.32 29.73
aug-cc-pVTZ 1015 -610.41 198.48 520.12

BPW91 6-311++G** (6d 10f) 383 -610.29 3.08 12.45
MP2 6-311++G** (6d 10f) 383 -608.68 18.54

opt – optimization; spec – spectral calculation

time cost of 



Table S2. Internal coordinate definitions

S description S description
1 ν(C1-C5) 35 δip C6(C1, N2, C3)

2 ν(C4-C5) 36 δip C6'(C1, N2', C3')

3 ν(C3-C4) 37 δoop C6(C1, N2, C3)

4 ν(N2-C3) 38 δoop C6'(C1, N2', C3')

5 ν(C1-N2) 39 ρ C1, β1 – β2 + β3 – β4

6 ν(C1-C5') 40 ω C1, β1 + β2 – β3 – β4

7 ν(C4'-C5') 41 τ C1, β1 – β2 – β3 + β4

8 ν(C3'-C4') 42 δip O7(N2, C3, C4)

9 ν(N2'-C3) 43 δoop O7(N2, C3, C4)

10 ν(C1-N2') 44 δip O7'(N2', C3', C4')

11 ν(N2-C6) 45 δoop O7'(N2', C3', C4')

12 ν(N2'-C6') 46 δs C5(H10, H11)

13 ν(C3=O7) 47 ρ C5(H10, H11)

14 ν(C3'=O7') 48 ω C5(H10, H11)

15 ν(C5-H10) 49 τ C5(H10, H11)

16 ν(C5-H11) 50 δs C4 (H8, H9)

17 ν(C4-H9) 51 ρ C4 (H8, H9)

18 ν(C4-H8) 52 ω C4 (H8, H9)

19 ν(C5'-H11) 53 τ C4 (H8, H9)

20 ν(C5'-H10') 54 δs C5' (H10', H11')

21 ν(C4'-H9'') 55 ρ C5' (H10', H11')

22 ν(C4'-H8') 56 ω C5' (H10', H11')

23 ν(C6-H12) 57 τ C5' (H10', H11')

24 ν(C6-H13) 58 δs C4' (H8', H9')

25 ν(C6'-H12') 59 ρ C4' (H8', H9')

26 ν(C6'-H13') 60 ω C4' (H8', H9')

27 δ ring A, α1 + a(α2 + α5) + b(α3 + α4) 61 τ C4' (H8', H9')

28 δ'ring A, (a – b)(α2 – α5) + (1 – a)(α3 – α4) 62 δs C6 (H12, H13)

29 τ ring A, b(τ1 + τ5) + a(τ2 + τ4) + τ3 63 ρ C6 (H12, H13)

30 τ' ring A, (a – b)(τ4 – τ2)+(1 – a)(τ5 – τ1) 64 ω C6 (H12, H13)

31 δ ring B, α1' + a(α2' + α5') + b(α3' + α4') 65 τ C6 (H12, H13)

32 δ'ring B, (a – b)(α2' – α5') + (1 – a)(α3' – α4') 66 δs C6' (H12', H13')

33 τ ring B, b(τ1' + τ5') + a(τ2' + τ4') + τ3' 67 ρ C6' (H12', H13')

34 τ' ring B, (a – b)(τ4' – τ2') + (1 – a)(τ5' – τ1') 68 ω C6' (H12', H13')

69 τ C6' (H12', H13')

For definitions of the parameters αi, βi, τi, a, b, see 61-63

ν – stretching, δ – deformation, τ – torsion, ρ – rocking, ω – wagging, δs – scissoring



Table S3. Vibrational data of the spirodilactam (–)-(1R)-I
mode sym PED remark

calc. exp. calc. exp. calc.b exp. calc. exp.

1 B S23,S25 3124,vw 2980,m 3126,vs 3000,s –3124,vw –2980,m +3126,vs +3020,m

2 A S25,S23 3117,vw 2951,m 3119,vs +3117,vw –3119,vs –3000,m

3 A S22,S19 3113,vw 2927,w 3114,vs +3113,w +2957,m –3114,vs –2962,m

4 B S18,S22 3112,w 3112,s +3112,vw +3112,vs

5 A S19,S22,S16,S18 3104,w 3106,vs –3104,m –2944,m +3106,vs

6 B S16,S19,S15 3100,vw 3103,vs +3100,vw –3103,vs

7 A S15,S20,S16,S19 3044,vw 2894,m 3046,vs 2962,s –3044,vw –3046,s

8 B S24,S26 3043,w 2879,w 3046,vs 2936,s +3043,m +2899,m +3046,vs +2936,m

9 B S15,S20,S24,S16,S19 3043,w 3044,s 2900,m –3043,w –3044,vs –2900,w

10 A S26,S24 3036,w 3039,vs –3036,m –3039,vs

11 A S21,S17 3034,vw 3035,vs +3034,w +2879,w –3035,vs

12 B S17,S21 3034,vw 3034,vs –3034,vw +3034,vs

13 A S14,S13 1735,m 1718,sh 1719,vs 1694,m +1735,w +1718,sh +1719,vw –1681,w amide I'

14 B S13,S14 1725,vs 1700,vs 1707,m 1681,m +1725,s +1699,m –1707,s amide I'

15 A S62,S66 1497,vw 1495,s 1467,m +1497,vw +1465,vw –1495,s –1469,m

16 B S66,S62,S46 1493,w 1462,m 1491,m +1493,w –1491,m

17 A S54,S46,S66 1490,vw 1489,m –1490,vw +1489,w +1455,m

18 B S54,S46 1484,w 1453,w 1482,m 1457,m +1484,vw +1454,vw +1482,s

19 A S50,S58 1457,vw 1455,m 1428,m +1457,vw –1455,s

20 B S58,S50 1456,vw 1454,s –1456,vw +1454,s +1429,m

21 A S9,S4 1414,m 1399,m 1419,s –1414,vs –1399,s +1419,s +1425,vw amide II'

22 B S4,S9 1371,s 1357,s 1374,vw +1371,vs +1357,s –1374,w amide II'

23 B S64,S68,S56,S48 1349,vw 1345,sh 1349,vw +1349,m +1345,sh +1349,w

24 A S68,S64 1345,vw 1345,m 1329,m +1345,vw –1345,m –1327,m

25 A S56,S48 1329,vw 1326,w 1329,w +1329,vw +1299,w –1329,vw

26 B S68,S64,S48,S56 1325,w 1299,w 1326,vw +1325,vw +1326,vw +1310,vw

27 A S60,S57 1299,w 1276,w 1299,w 1282,w +1299,m +1275,m –1299,s –1282,m

28 B S52,S49,S60 1296,w 1296,vw +1296,m +1296,m

29 A S52,S60 1280,w 1259,vw 1280,vw 1264,w +1280,vw +1260,vw +1280,w +1265,m

30 B S10 1240,w 1240,vw 1232,w +1240,m +1224,m –1240,w –1233,w

31 B S49 1233,w 1212,wa
1232,vw 1219,w +1233,w +1232,m +1219,m

32 A S69,S65,S57 1227,w 1227,vw –1227,m –1209,m +1227,m

33 B S39,S40,S53,S61 1198,w 1184,m 1199,s 1193,m –1198,w –1224,m +1199,s +1193,s

34 A S61,S53 1196,vw 1196,m –1196,vw –1196,s

35 B S5,S10 1159,w 1153,w 1159,vw 1157,sh +1159,vw +1146,vw +1159,w

36 A S63,S67 1139,vw 1126,w 1139,w 1130,w –1139,w –1126,m –1139,m –1130,m

37 A 1111,vw 1111,w 1108,w +1111,vw –1111,s –1108,m

38 B 1090,vw 1091,vw 1088,w –1090,m –1081,m –1091,m –1090,w

39 A S41 1084,vw 1081,w 1084,w 1074,w –1084,vw +1084,w +1075,w

40 B S11 1021,w 1012,w 1021,vw +1021,w –1021,w –1019,sh

41 A S10 1005,vw 1006,m 1005,m +1005,vw –1006,s –1005,sδN amide

42 B 995,vw 995,m 996,m –995,vw +995,m

frequency (cm–1), intensity
Raman (H2O) VCD (CDCl3) ROA (H2O)IR (CHCl 3)



mode sym PED remark

calc. exp. calc. exp. calc.b exp. calc. exp.

43 B S7 977,vw 973,vw 977,vw +977,vw –977,vw

44 A S2,S7 975,vw 975,m 977,m –975,vw +975,m +978,vw

45 B S7,S2 954,w 950,vw 954,vw –954,vw –954,m –959,w

46 A S2 947,vw 947,m 946,m +947,vw +947,vw

47 A S35,S36 919,vw 919,s 930,m +919,vw –919,m –929,m

48 B S67,S63 850,w 846,w 851,vw 852w –850,m +851,w +852,m

49 B S40,S39 808,w 804,vw 809,vw 810,sh –808,vw +809,vw +810,m

50 A S55,S47 797,vw 798,vw 802,w +797,vw +798,w +801,sh

51 A 702,vw 702,s 707,vs +702,vw +702,m +707,s δ skelet.

52 A S38,S37 684,vw 683,m 687,m +684,vw +683,m

53 B S32,S28 667,w 668,vw 667,vw 671,sh –667,m –667,w –669,s

54 B S38,S37,S43,S45 650,w 644,vw 649,vw 644,w –650,s –649,s –644,sδC=O

55 A S38,S35,S39 595,w 594,w 594,w 594,m –595,vw +594,w δN amide

56 B S37,S38 594,w 594,vw –594,vw +594,w δN amide

57 A S37,S38,S41 562,vw 562,vw 567,w –562,vw –562,m –568,s δN amide

58 B S40,S39,S38 540,w 542,vw 540,vw 547,w +540,m +540,w +547,m

59 B S39,S40 497,w 498,vw 498,vw 503,w +497,w +498,w +501,s

60 A S37,S38,S41 420,w 419,w 422,w –420,w –419,vw –423,m

61 A S41,S27,S31 375,vw 375,m 389,s +375,vw +375,m +389,m

62 A S41 347,vw 346,m 351,s –347,vw –346,w –350,m

63 B S36,S39,S35 344,w 342,vw +344,w +342,vw

64 A S41,S35,S36 264,w 262,vw 269,w –264,w –262,vw –266,w

65 B S38,S37 188,w 185,vw –188,vw –185,vw

66 B S38,S37,S30,S34,S29 163,w 163,vw –163,vw –163,vw

67 A S41,S33,S29 138,vw 138,vw +138,vw –138,m

68 A S37,S38,S34,S30 103,w 103,vw +103,w +103,m

69 B S30,S34,S37 76,m 76,vw –76,w –76,m

IR absorption data measured in KBr pellets are not shown here and may be obtained from the authors on request;
PED (potential energy distribution),  values lower than 10 % are not included;
vw – very weak, w – weak, m – medium sized, s – strong, vs – very strong; sh – shoulder; 
a Measured in CDCl3 due to solvent band interference;
bCalculated in CHCl3 (COSMO model)

frequency (cm–1), intensity
IR (CHCl 3) Raman (H2O) VCD (CDCl3) ROA (H2O)



Table S4. Vibrational data of the spirodilactam (–)–(1R)–II

mode sym PED remark

calc. exp. calc. exp. calc.b exp. calc. exp.
1 B S22,S19 3113,vw 2980,w 3114,vs 2998,vs +3113,vw –3114,vs –3008,m

2 A S18,S22 3112,w 2948,w 3112,s +3112,vw +3112,vs

3 A S19,S22,S16,S18 3104,w 2927,w 3106,vs –3104,m –2982,m +3106,vs

4 B S16,S19,S15 3100,vw 3103,vs +3100,vw –3103,vs

5 A S20,S15,S16,S19 3044,vw 2877,w 3046,vs 2962,sh –3044,vw +3046,vs +2933,m

6 B S15,S20,S16,S19 3043,w 3044,s 2936,vs +3043,vw +2881,w –3044,vs

7 A S21,S17 3034,vw 3035,vs 2896,s +3034,w +2879,w –3035,vs

8 B S17,S21 3034,vw 3034,vs –3034,vw +3034,vs

9 B S23,S25,S24,S26 2320,vw 2252,w 2322,vs 2268,s –2320,vw–2250,vwc
+2322,vs +2274,m

10 A S25,S23,S26,S24 2316,vw 2225,w 2318,vs 2238,m +2316,vw+2225,vwc
–2318,vs –2221,w

11 A S24,S23 2215,w 2155,w 2217,vs 2164,s +2215,w+2145,vwc
+2217,s –2165,m

12 B S26,S25 2214,w 2109,w 2216,vs 2117,m –2214,w –2216,vs –2117,w

13 A S14,S13 1734,m 1718,sh 1718,vs 1685,s +1734,w +1715,sh –1718,w –1685,m amide I'

14 B S13,S14 1724,vs 1699,vs 1706,m +1724,s +1699,s –1706,s amide I'

15 A S46,S54 1491,vw 1454,w 1490,m 1465,m –1491,vw –1465,w –1490,s –1467,w

16 B S54,S46 1484,w 1483,w 1457,m +1484,vw +1454,w +1483,s +1456,m

17 A S50,S58 1457,vw 1428,vw 1455,m 1430,s +1457,vw –1455,s

18 B S58,S50 1456,vw 1454,s 1419,s –1456,vw +1454,s +1429,w

19 A S9,S4 1404,m 1394,m 1409,s –1404,vs –1392,vs +1409,vw +1387,w amide II'

20 B S4,S9 1354,vs 1347,s 1358,vw +1354,vs +1346,vs +1358,m +1319,shamide II'

21 A S56,S48 1336,vw 1313,vw 1336,vw 1318,vw +1336,w +1305,w +1336,m +1314,w

22 B S48,S56 1329,vw 1330,vw +1329,vw +1330,vw

23 B S60,S52,S57 1297,w 1274w 1297,vw 1277,w +1297,m +1274,m +1297,m +1277,m

24 A S52,S49,S60 1293,vw 1294,vw +1293,vw +1294,m

25 A S5,S10,S40,S39 1261,vw 1262,m 1254,m +1261,vw +1246,vw +1262,w +1256,vw

26 B S57,S60,S49,S52 1238,w 1219,wa
1238,vw 1225,vw +1238,vw –1238,m –1225,w

27 B S40,S39 1214,w 1203,w 1215,w 1209,sh –1214,m –1201,m +1215,m +1209,w

28 A S53,S61 1202,w 1190,w 1202,m 1194,m –1202,m –1190,m –1202,s –1194,m

29 A S5,S10 1177,vw 1171,w 1177,m 1173,w +1177,m +1169,w +1177,vw +1169,vw

30 B S36,S35 1158,vw 1145,vw 1158,m 1148,m –1158,vw –1146,w –1158,m –1149,m

31 B S62,S68,S5,S12 1127,w 1114,w 1127,w 1118,w +1127,vw +1114,vw –1127,m –1120,m

32 A S66,S64,S10 1125,w 1125,w +1125,vw –1125,m

33 B S66,S62,S12,S11 1117,vw 1081,vw 1117,vw 1105,sh –1117,vw –1105,w +1117,vw

34 A 1091,vw 1092,w 1087,w –1091,vw –1080,w –1092,w –1088,w

35 B S41 1082,vw 1067,w 1082,vw 1069,w +1082,w +1068,vw +1082,m +1070,m

36 A S66,S62,S68,S64 1079,w 1078,vw –1079,vw +1078,w

37 A S8 1027,w 1019,vw 1027,vw 1024,vw –1027,w +1027,vw +1025,m

38 B S3 1013,w 1006,vw 1013,vw 1010,vw –1013,vw –1013,w –1011,m

39 A 992,vw 992,vw 991,sh –992,vw +992,m +991,m

40 B S7,S2 976,vw 978,vw 976,m 978,m –976,vw –976,vs –979,s

41 A S63,S67,S69,S65 960,vw 960,w 957,m +960,vw +960,m +958,w

42 B S2,S7 954,w 954,vw 954,vw –954,vw –954,w –944,m

frequency (cm–1), intensity
IR (CHCl 3) Raman (H2O) VCD (CDCl3) ROA (H2O)



mode sym PED remark

calc. exp. calc. exp. calc.b exp. calc. exp.
43 A 944,vw 941,vw 944,s 943,s +944,vw –944,w

44 B S31,S27 937,vw 938,vw +937,vw –938,vw

45 B S65,S37,S69 870,w 863,w 870,w 866,m –870,m +870,w +872,w

46 A S69,S38 868,vw 868,m –868,vw –868,s –864,m

47 A 817,vw 814,vw 817,w 820,m –817,w +817,vw +820,w

48 B S55,S47 787,vw 785,vwa
788,w 792,w +787,vw +788,m +791,w

49 B S68,S64,S69,S65 747,vw 746,m 755,s +747,vw –746,m –754,s

50 A S63,S67 728,w 723,vw 727,vw 726,vw –728,vw +727,vw

51 A S28 699,vw 698,s 699,vs +699,vw +698,m +699,m

52 A S38,S37 670,vw 669,s 674,s +670,vw +669,s +674,m

53 B S43,S45,S38,S37 654,w 646,w 652,vw 645,vw –654,s –652,m –644,m

54 B S8,S3 610,w 612,vw 609,vw 615,w +610,vw –609,m –616,s

55 B S39,S40 591,vw 590,vw 591,w 590,w –591,vw +591,w –592,w

56 A S38,S37 562,w 563,vw 562,vw 562,w +562,vw +562,w +570,w

57 A S37,S38,S41 555,vw 554,vw 555,vw –555,vw –555,m –562,m

58 B S40,S39 505,vw 508,vw 505,vw 510,vw +505,vw +505,w +510,m

59 B S37,S38,S39,S40 490,w 491,vw 491,vw 495,w +490,m +491,w +495,m

60 A S37,S38,S41 413,w 413,vw 412,vw 417,w –413,w –412,vw –419,m

61 A S41,S27,S31,S39,S40 374,vw 374,m 386,vs +374,vw +374,m +385,m

62 A S41 338,vw 338,m 345,s +338,vw –338,w –345,m

63 B S36,S39,S35,S40 328,w 327,vw +328,vw +327,vw +329,w

64 A S35,S36,S41,S37 229,w 227,vw 229,w –229,w –227,vw

65 B S38,S37 176,w 174,vw –176,vw +174,vw

66 B S38,S37,S30 162,w 161,vw –162,vw –161,w

67 A S41,S33,S29 137,w 137,vw +137,w –137,m

68 A S37,S38,S34,S30 99,w 99,vw +99,w +99,m

69 B S30,S34 74,m 74,vw –74,w –74,w

IR absorption data measured in KBr pellets are not shown here and may be obtained from the authors on request;
PED (potential energy distribution),  values lower than 10 % are not included;
vw – very weak, w – weak, m – medium sized, s – strong, vs – very strong;
a Measured in CDCl3 due to solvent band interference;
bCalculated in CHCl3 (COSMO model);
c Measured in CHCl3

IR (CHCl 3) Raman (H2O) VCD (CDCl3) ROA (H2O)
frequency (cm–1), intensity
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Using home-built Raman optical activity (ROA) spectrometer and a relative intensity correction for different instrument responses,
we report ROA spectra beyond the traditionally utilized spectral region of 200–2500 cm�1. With three different interchangeable

gratings covering partially overlapping spectral regions, we can study ROA in the whole region of fundamental molecular vibra-
tions (150–4000 cm�1). Complete panoramic spectra are assembled from subparts collected with different gratings after a relative
intensity correction based on the National Institute of Science and Technology standards known from the analogous application
in Raman and fluorescence spectroscopy. Using this setup,we report the still little knownROA fromC–H and C–D stretching region
of the testing substances α-pinene and a tricyclic spirodilactam. The intensity-corrected experimental data were compared with
calculated ROA and Raman spectra of these substances both with and without anharmonic corrections. A comparison revealed
that above 1200cm�1, the anharmonic correction provides a clear improvement of the agreement. While the calculation of Raman
spectra achieves already good accuracy, the analogous ROA calculations still need further development. Copyright © 2014 John
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Introduction

Raman optical activity (ROA)[1–3] is a relatively novel chiroptical
variant of vibrational spectroscopy that is rich in structural infor-
mation but experimentally rather difficult. The advances both in
experimental techniques [multichannel charge-coupled device
(CCD) detectors, holographic edge and notch filters, simu-
ltaneous acquisition of signals at both circular polarizations and
fiber optics] and theoretical calculations [density functional theory
(DFT) procedures, advances in electron correlation description
and anharmonic corrections[4]] have made ROA applicable to a
wide range of chemistry, biochemistry and biophysics-related prob-
lems. On the basis of the increased quality of experimental ROA
data, it becomes interesting to pay closer attention to numerical in-
tensities. A suitable intensity correction of spectra can bring data to
common numerical basis along the wavenumber range. It can also
make experimental data easier to compare when they are recorded
at different experimental conditions, e.g. measured on several dis-
tinct instruments. Relative intensity correction (RIC) was already
suggested[5] and introduced[6–9] for Raman spectra,[10–14] but its
potential for ROA has yet to be determined. This application is
promising because the information content of ROA is fundamen-
tally based on signs and intensities. Moreover, if we evaluate
uncorrected ROA intensities over wider wavenumber range or data
from different instrumental setups, we can encounter significant
numerical inconsistencies.

Internal RIC enables comparison of data obtained at widely vary-
ing instrumental conditions (different optical and experimental
details – instrument, optical setup, excitation wavelength, etc.). In
J. Raman Spectrosc. 2014, 45, 603–609
addition, it facilitates creation of panoramic spectra over extended
spectral ranges. Current experimental ROA usually covers a region
of ~200–2500 cm�1. The data outside this spectral range, parti-
cularly at higher wavenumbers (fundamental X–H stretching
vibrations, overtones and combination vibrations), but also in the
low-wavenumber range (~100–600 cm�1, signals of C–S and S–S
stretching vibrations,[15] polyproline II delocalized vibrations,[16,17]

carbohydrates glycosidic linkages,[18] etc.), are valuable, but the
attempts to experimentally record them are scarce. Up to now,
ROA measurements covering the whole range of fundamental
vibrations (~0–3500 cm�1) were only reported by Hug et al.[19] in
1975 using an instrument recording one spectral point at a time.
There are also recent ROA data on C–H and C–D vibrations.[4,20]

With current multichannel spectrometers, measurements in the
extended spectral range can be realized by either compressing
the spectrum along the CCD detector or by combining data from
several shorter spectral subregions, each of them measured
separately with a region-optimized arrangement, particularly
grating.[21] Even though the latter approach may be more
difficult to implement, it seems more advantageous because it
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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does not sacrifice the already limited spectral resolution of ROA
experiment (usually ~8 cm�1).
RIC can be implemented in several ways (using blackbody

emitter,[22] calibrated tungsten lamp,[23] etc.). So far, the most
practical procedure has been described and analyzed in Etz
et al.[24] It is based on the use of luminescent glass standards
developed by the National Institute of Science and Technology
(NIST). Custom-designed luminescent glass standards have been
developed for correcting Raman spectra excited by various lasers,
and the whole procedure has been thoroughly tested.[25,26] It is
yet necessary to examine the effect of placing the standard into
the sample position in a reproducible way. We intend to apply
the RIC procedure to the specific case of ROA spectra. Although
correcting the ROA is numerically identical to that of the Raman
spectra, the information content of ROA spectra is more given
by intensities and sign variations. Therefore, ROA requires even
better determination of the corrective curve including its local
variations.
Systematic application of RIC to Raman and ROA spectra could

improve data independence on the experimental specifics in-
cluding instrumentation and optical setup. Such well-defined
data having higher numerical accuracy could provide suitable
material for testing quality of methods used for simulation of
vibrational spectra. In relation to our previous study,[4] we report
comparison between corrected and uncorrected experimental
spectra and theoretical simulations. This is easier for the Raman
spectra, as their calculations are considerably less complicated.
Simulations of ROA spectra require theory beyond the dipole
approximation and have to include, additionally, the electric
dipole–magnetic dipole and electric dipole–electric quadrupole
interactions. Not long ago, quality of a match between experi-
mental and calculated ROA spectra was evaluated on the basis
of sign agreements only. In addition, the commonly used simula-
tion methods operate within the harmonic approximation.
Although it results in a substantial decrease of computational
requirements, it also negatively affects calculation of vibrations
that are of anharmonic nature (mostly C–H stretching and defor-
mation vibrations). Therefore, we report also calculations that
include anharmonic corrections.
Experimental methods

Both enantiomers of α-pinene (I) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (product nos. 305715 and 268070) and used without
further purification. Synthesis of both enantiomers of the tricyclic
spirodilactam 6,6′,7,7′-tetradeuterioderivative of 5,8-diazatricyclo
[6,3,0,0[1,5]]undecane-4,9-dione (II) was described in Smolikova
et al.[27] Compound I was measured as a neat liquid. Compound
II was dissolved in distilled water (0.5–0.7M) and filtered through
0.22-μm Millipore filter.
The luminescence standards, Standard Reference Material

(SRM) 2242 (for the RIC of Raman spectra obtained with
instruments employing 532-nm laser excitation) and SRM 2243
(488/514-nm laser excitation), were purchased from NIST.[26]

The certified polynomials describing ideal fluorescence response
of the SRMs to the illumination and their uncertainty curves are
shown in Fig. S1 (Supporting Information). Polynomials are
certified for the use between 150 and 4000 cm�1 for SRM 2242
(or 200 and 4800 cm�1 for SRM 2243). SRMs were used in their
original optical mounts. Laser power used for SRM illumination
was 50mW (~30mW at the sample).
wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jrs Copyright © 2014 John
ROA measurements were mainly performed on the home-built
instrument at the Institute of Physics of Charles University in
Prague employing incident circular polarization (ICP) strategy
and backscattering geometry (ICP-P).[28] Experimental layout
follows the original design by L. D. Baron and co-workers.[29]

Single-line continuous-wave argon laser (Coherent, Innova 305,
514.5 nm) serves as an excitation source. The spectrograph is
equipped with three interchangeable holographic transmission
gratings covering partly overlapping spectral regions: HSG-
514.5-LF (�250–2370 cm�1; ICP-P low), HSG-532-LF (580–
3070 cm�1; ICP-P medium) and HSG-514.5-HF (2270–4510 cm�1;
ICP-P high). Nitrogen-cooled CCD detector (Roper Scientific)
contains 1340 × 100 pixels. Spectral resolution of the spectrome-
ter combining the previously described gratings with the used
CCD array is nearly uniform (~7 cm�1).

ROA data were further compared with those recorded on
conceptually different commercial ROA spectrometers (BioTools,
Inc.) of two subsequent generations – ChiralRAMAN™ and μ-
ChiralRAMAN-2X™ – which use scattered circular polarization
(SCP) modulation scheme and 532-nm laser excitation. Both use
fiber optics elements for simultaneous collection of left-circularly
and right-circularly polarized scattered light. μ-ChiralRAMAN-2X™

uses a slightly modified layout. The ChiralRAMAN™ instrument at
the Manchester Institute of Biotechnology (SCP-M) currently uses
both notch and edge holographic filters to suppress the Rayleigh
line and records data within �20–2510 cm�1. The second gener-
ation instrument μ-ChiralRAMAN-2X™ at the Institute of Organic
Chemistry and Biochemistry in Prague (SCP-P A) covers the spec-
tral range �10–2430 cm�1. Recently, the original notch filter
(SuperNotch-Plus™, Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc.) was replaced by
the edge filter (532-nm RazorEdge, LP03-532RE-25, Semrock,
Inc.; SCP-P B) enabling more accurate measurements down to
100 cm�1. These spectrometers achieve a resolution of ~8 cm�1.

ROA measurements were performed in quartz thin-wall micro-
cells (Starna Scientific Ltd; ~60μl, 4 × 3mm) with antireflectively
coated windows. The acquisition time varied depending on the
instrument, spectral range and the sample (4–20 h). Raw data
were wavenumber calibrated. With ICP-P instrument, the conver-
sion employs neon-lamp standard, while data from both com-
mercial SCP spectrometers are converted using toluene signals.
To obtain the required regular 1 cm�1 per data point spacing,
the data are linearly interpolated. The wavenumber-corrected
raw spectra (Raman and ROA) were at this point either subjected
to RIC (refer to the succeeding texts) or left uncorrected for com-
parison. After this step, the Raman and ROA spectra were treated
differently. The Raman spectra of II (measured in water) were
corrected by a solvent signal subtraction. Final correction of all
Raman spectra included a baseline correction by subtracting a
first-order polynomial (our data referring to high-purity com-
pounds needed only marginal correction). The final ROA spectra
were obtained by subtracting spectra of enantiomers from one
another (R–S, in this particular case) and dividing the result by
two. This is the ultimate procedure helping us to get rid of the
remaining optical artifacts, particularly in the high-wavenumber
region.

The RIC follows the method elaborated and described in
McCreery[6,8] for the correction of Raman spectra. The ROA
corrective procedure is an extension of Raman spectra correction
and uses the identical correction curve. The corrected spectrum
SCORR(Δν) is created by multiplying the measured spectrum
SMEAS(Δν) by the correction curve C(Δν), which can be obtained
by dividing the certified relative spectral intensity polynomial
Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Raman Spectrosc. 2014, 45, 603–609



Figure 1. Correction curves C(Δν) for the ICP-P, SCP-P and SCP-M instru-
ments and different setups. The low-wavenumber edge of the curves is
cut off at 150 cm�1 (the lower limit of certified luminescence spectrum).
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PSRM(Δν) by the measured glass luminescence spectrum SSRM(Δν).
The latter part is a characteristic for the particular instrumental
arrangement and has to be experimentally determined.

SCORR Δνð Þ ¼ SMEAS Δνð Þ · C Δνð Þ
¼ SMEAS Δνð Þ · PSRM Δνð Þ=SSRM Δνð Þ: (1)

For the quantitative evaluation of similarity (correlation) be-
tween spectra obtained with differently arranged experiments,
we use the hit-quality index (HQI),[30,31] defined as

HQI ¼ SINS � SREFð Þ2
SINS�SINSð Þ SREF �SREFð Þ ; (2)

where SREF and SINS stand for the respective reference and
inspected spectra (expressed as vectors with a common x-
dimension). HQI spans from 0 (totally different spectra) to 1 (the
exact match). As it is just a single number that cannot depict
changes of relative intensities within individual spectral bands, we
supplement it using a comparison of integral intensities of selected
spectral bands.

We quantified variations among SRM glass fluorescence pro-
files (SSRM(Δν)) when experimental conditions were changed. In
the case of measurements with various laser power and from
different spots of SRM glass, the final fluorescence response
was calculated as a mean value, and variations in every point
were calculated as relative standard deviations. In the case of
focus shift and angular deflection, the deviations were calculated
versus corresponding unperturbed values. The uncertainty of
fluorescence curves is then expressed by means of their maxi-
mum value.

For the comparison with experimental data, we calculated
theoretical Raman and ROA spectra of compound I. Molecular
geometries were optimized using the Gaussian 09 program[32]

by energy minimization, and the same computational level was
used for the calculation of spectral properties within the
harmonic approximation. The calculations were performed using
a moderate level of DFT theory (B3PW91[33] functional, 6-311+
+G** basis set). Molecular environment was simulated by the
Conductor-like Screening Model (COSMO)[34] dielectric model
(εr= 2.69 for neat α-pinene, using Gaussian parameters for
pentanoic acid). Theoretical spectral profiles were generated by
a convolution of calculated intensities with a Lorentzian function
(full-width half-maximum value, 10 cm�1). Raman and ROA
spectral profiles were adjusted by a Boltzmann factor to 298K
and expressed as intensity sums (IR + IL, Raman) and differences
(IR� IL, ROA) of the right-circularly and left-circularly polarized light.

Anharmonic corrections were calculated using limited vibra-
tional configurational interaction described in Hudecova et al[4].
The original harmonic vibrational potential was extended by
cubic and quartic parts (W), and the new vibrational
wavefunction was expressed as a linear combination of harmonic

oscillator (HO) wavefunctions, Φε ¼
X

f
Cε
fψf . As shown in the

previous studies,[35,36] several criteria were employed in order
to limit the number of HO basis functions. The process involved
two stages. (i) Only states (f) obliging Wfn> c1|En� Ef| were in-
cluded, where c1 is the interaction parameter and n is a ground
state. (ii) A second set of HO basis functions (f′ ) was added
(interacting with the already chosen basis) based on the coeffi-
cient c2 (Wf ’ f> c2|Ef ’� Ef|). The lowest-frequency normal modes
were not excited, and Hamiltonian elements with extensively en-
ergy-separated states (|Hij|< 10� 4|Ei� Ej|) were excluded as well.
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In our case, the parameters were set as follows (36 modes fixed,
c1 = 0.002, c2 = 0.1, 749398 HO states), which led to a high but still
affordable calculation time (~103 CPU hours).

Note that experimental Raman and ROA intensities are not
measured as absolute values. Therefore, computed and experi-
mental intensities were normalized to integral intensities of
selected spectral intervals. For the normalization of Raman spec-
tra, we used the interval 1200–1500 cm�1. Integral intensities of
experimental and calculated anharmonic spectra were normal-
ized to unity, and the intensity of the harmonic spectrum was
adjusted to maintain the original integral intensity ratio of the
calculated spectra. Normalization factors were then transferred
to corresponding ROA spectra.

Calculated harmonic frequencies were scaled by a factor
0.967. No scaling was applied to computed anharmonic
frequencies. This work is focused on the effect of the intensity
correction, and we compare mainly experimental and calculated
spectral shapes and intensities. We do not extensively analyze
the calculated frequencies but rely on our previous results
instead.[4]
Results and discussion

As follows from Fig. S1 (Supporting Information), fluorescence
levels of NIST standards as measured on ROA spectrometers are
considerably lower than the original data reported by NIST, par-
ticularly at high-wavenumber ends of the spectral subranges.
This is a consequence of response functions of the particular
setups, which generally depend on several factors such as exper-
imental geometry, excitation wavelength, efficiency of Rayleigh
cutoff filter, detector quantum efficiency, grating efficiency,
etc.[8] Dividing the standard-describing polynomial PSRM(Δν) with
the instrument response function SSRM(Δν) gives the real correc-
tion curve C(Δν) as shown in Fig. 1. For each grating covering
~2500 cm�1, the central part of its spectral usability involves
~800 cm�1 where the correction curve values are close to unity
(C(Δν)< 1.1, i.e. error lower than 10%; refer to Table 1 for the
accurate spectral intervals), and the correction is merely marginal.
Toward ends of the useful range, the correction usually gets more
serious (>2), particularly for the SCP-M (>4 below 270 cm�1,
steeply rises up to 200 at 200 cm�1) and SCP-P (>4 above
Wiley & Sons, Ltd. wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jrs



Table 1. Experimental arrangements

Instrument setup Recorded spectral
region (cm�1)

Intensity reliable*
region (cm�1)

ICP-P low �250–2370 660–1510

ICP-P medium 580–3060 1330–2170

ICP-P high 2270–4510 2960–3870

SCP-P A �10–2430 740–1410

SCP-P B 40–2470 660–1270

SCP-M �20–2470 1150–1930

* Correction curve multiplication factor C(Δν)< 1.1.
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2100 cm�1, maximum of 11 at 2450 cm�1). Generally, it seems
better to preferably utilize central parts of particular subranges
because in this way, we obtain data having the highest possible
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. At the edges of the accessible range,
there are narrow regions where the errors are too large. In our
case, it applies to the low-wavenumber edge of the SCP-M
instrument.
The actual measurement of luminescence spectra of the SRM

glass (SSRM(Δν)) is an important step for accurate determination
of correction curves C(Δν) and also a potential source of errors.
The intensity and shape of the luminescence spectrum both
depend on the fine positioning inside the sample holder. Fluores-
cence spectra measured at different spots show that the glass
surface is not perfectly homogenous, and fluorescence intensity
varies up to 30%. However, spectral shape remains similar with
differences lower than 2% (data not shown). The orientation of
the SRM with respect to the incident laser beam needs not to
be strictly perpendicular. Thanks to the frosted surface of the
glass, rotations up to 20° do not cause loss of fluorescence inten-
sity, and differences of its shape are lower than 4%, which is still
within the certification uncertainty (data not shown). A further ro-
tation (~40°) results in higher divergence (up to 15%); however,
such rotations are larger than usual errors caused by inaccurate
sample positioning. Fluorescence profiles were also found to be
independent on the laser power within the interval 4–100mW
with differences of <1% (data not shown). On the other hand,
luminescence spectra of the SRM glass were found considerably
sensitive to a position of the glass with respect to laser focus
(Fig. 2). Out of focus, fluorescence intensity rapidly drops. When
Figure 2. The effect of fine positioning of the SRM standard 2242 within
the sample holder. The symbols + and � denote the respective SRM po-
sitions in front or behind of focus.

wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jrs Copyright © 2014 John
focused in front of the glass (+), the shape remains similar within
5% uncertainty (and slightly more at the very edges of corrected
interval); however, when focused inside or behind the SRM glass
(�), the reabsorption causes a substantial change of the fluores-
cence profile (15–20%). The apparent peak shift results from
two effects: minor gradual effect of focus shifting and the much
more important effect of fluorescence reabsorption inside the
SRM glass. There is a big (and not gradual) difference whether
the focus point is right at the surface of the glass or inside.

To evaluate the effect of the RIC on spectra measured at vary-
ing conditions, we compared corrected and uncorrected ROA of I
(the compound showing large, low-noise signals, commonly used
for testing of vibrational optical activity) measured at five differ-
ent setups (ICP-P with three different gratings, SCP-P and SCP-
M with one grating each). The analogous comparison was carried
out at four different setups (ICP-P with three different gratings
and SCP-P with one grating) for compound II (the rigid model
compound with intense ROA and including C–D stretching sig-
nals). We used integral intensities for the comparison of corrected
versus uncorrected (and experimental vs calculated) spectra. This
approach should be independent on particular spectral resolu-
tion. The overall effect of the RIC on ROA spectra of I and II is
shown in Fig. S2 (Supporting Information). Within central
800 cm�1, the correction is nearly negligible for each of the grat-
ings, and the spectra can be used without any correction. How-
ever, the border 400 cm�1 get comparable only when the
correction is made. As depicted in Fig. 3, the correction makes
comparable even the data from border regions measured on
three different instruments. Comparing integral intensities below
~700 cm�1 (Table S1 in Supporting Information), the uncorrected
data exhibit relative standard deviations up to ~25%. After the cor-
rection is applied, standard deviations drop to ~5%. However, the
HQI improves by a factor of 0.02 only (Table S2 in Supporting Infor-
mation). The RIC is even more necessary for ROA signals at higher
wavenumbers (e.g. C–D, C–H, O–H and N–H stretching vibrations).
This follows from Fig. S3 (Supporting Information) showing C–D
stretching vibrations of compound II recorded on two different
Figure 3. Uncorrected and corrected ROA spectra of (1R)-(+)-α-pinene (I)
measured on three different instruments and normalized to integral in-
tensity within 1100–1400 cm�1, where the effect of correction is minimal.
The spectra are shown in the 100–1850 cm�1 interval where data from all
three instruments are available. For integral intensities of the labeled
bands, refer to Table S1.
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Figure 5. Experimental (corrected and uncorrected) and calculated
(harmonic) ROA and Raman spectra of (1R)-(+)-α-pinene (I).

Relative intensity correction of Raman optical activity spectra
instruments. In the C–D stretching region (~2100–2300 cm�1), the
integral intensities differ by a factor of 5, and the respective relative
standard deviations reach up to 60% (Table S3 in Supporting Infor-
mation). After the correction, the errors diminish to less than 8%.
The HQI changes notably by a factor of ~0.1. Circular intensity
difference, i.e. ratio between ROA and Raman signal, remains unaf-
fected by the RIC as both Raman and ROA spectra are multiplied by
the same correction curve.

The effect of a replacement of notch to edge filter (i.e. SCP-P A
to SCP-P B) has been measured for compound II in the interval
150–2425 cm�1 (refer to Fig. S4 in Supporting Information for
spectral profiles and Table S4 for integral intensities of marked
spectral bands). The exchange of the cutoff filter has only a week
impact on spectral shape and relative intensities. Without RIC, the
uncorrected spectra differ by ~8%, in average. Still, even better
agreement with relative standard deviations ≤2% is achieved
when RIC procedure is applied. HQI is rather insensitive with
ΔHQI ~ 0.006.

Corrected spectra measured on the home-built ICP-P instru-
ment further enabled assembling the so-called panoramic spec-
tra that cover wider spectral region. The procedure involved
three simple steps: (1) measurement of the spectra covering
partially overlapping subregions, (2) selection of overlapping
regions where consecutive data from the two gratings would
be combined and (3) unification of spectral intensities over these
overlapping regions. The selection of overlapping regions is
based on two considerations. The spectra within each subrange
should be obtained with acceptable S/N ratio and contain signif-
icant spectroscopic features. Particular selection should be evalu-
ated using HQI to ensure that the assembly does not lead to
excessive errors. The optimization/unification process involves
normalization of spectra to identical integral intensities over the
whole overlapping region. Final adjustment of spectral intensities
within the region of overlap was based on calculating the
weighted average of signals at particular data points. The weights
were determined by a linear function so that signals in the
middle of the overlapping regions were contributed by 50% of
signals from both gratings, while toward the ends, the signals
were gradually more contributed by the data from the preceding
or the following part. Our ICP data make use of three gratings
with two largely overlapping spectral regions (580–2370 and
2270–3070 cm�1). Although this looks excessive, it allows us to
Figure 4. Panoramic spectra of (1R)-(+)-α-pinene (I) composed of three sub
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use the regions where intensity correction is low and the data
are of higher quality. It is also dictated by technical parameters
of our gratings. With alternate selection, it might be possible to
obtain data through the whole spectral region using just two
gratings. Construction of panoramic spectra is illustrated on ROA
of compound I (Fig. 4). Particular selection of intervals for
connecting the spectra included 1000–1750 and 2650–3070 cm�1

where the HQI is higher than 0.99 (0.9907 and 0.9932, respectively),
which is usually considered a perfect spectral match [Fig. S5
(Supporting Information)]. At higher wavenumbers, we utilized only
a narrow region, as there are no significant signals except for C–H
stretches. The correction procedure has only small effect on the
central part of the panoramic spectrum (~750–2000 cm�1), but
the differences are significant (a factor of ~2) outside this range
(both in low-wavenumber and high-wavenumber regions).

Similarly to Raman spectra, the application of RIC to ROA
improves the data reliability. The resulting corrected spectra are
consistent over a wide spectral range and enable common utiliza-
tion of spectra recorded at different instruments or conditions. In
this improved form, the experimental data offer a comparison to
currently available theoretical methods. This should distinguish
regions measured with different gratings on the ICP ROA instrument.

Wiley & Sons, Ltd. wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jrs
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Figure 6. Experimental (corrected and uncorrected) and calculated (harmonic and anharmonic) ROA and Raman spectra of (1R)-(+)-α-pinene (I).

Table 2. Integral intensities of selected spectral intervals in experimental and calculated Raman and ROA spectra of
(1R)-(+)-α-pinene (I)

Spectral
interval (cm�1)

Integral intensities

Uncorrected Corrected Harmonic Anharmonic

Raman 170–635 0.62 0.90 0.80

720–1240 1.49 1.53 1.55

1240–1550 1.00 1.00 1.31 1.00

2800–3100 3.82 6.38 11.25 6.42

ROA 170–635 1.45 2.19 1.65

720–1240 2.37 2.45 2.84

1240–1550 1.01 1.00 1.36 0.86

2800–3100 0.27 0.48 1.94 2.13
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whether theoretical data are already at the level of semiquantitative
agreement allowing configurational and conformational studies
utilizing complete vibrational spectral range. For this purpose, it
seems ideal to employ α-pinene that is commonly used as a model
compound for testing quality of experimental and theoretical data.
Calculating VOA of such a molecule at the harmonic level is not too
difficult. However, its hydrocarbon skeleton contains C–H bonds in
different environments that are known to be strongly influenced by
anharmonic contributions to vibrational potential, especially when
considering vibrations above 1400 cm�1. Vibrations at lower
wavenumbers seem to be described well enough within the
harmonic approximation. On the contrary, the vibrations occurring
at higher wavenumbers (C–H stretchings and C–H scissorings) need
inclusion of anharmonic terms. Considering that anharmonic
corrections to vibrational potential require extensive calculations,
we include them only for vibrations above 1200 cm�1.
In the low-wavenumber region, the agreement between

Raman/ROA calculated at the harmonic approximation and the
experiment is already very good (Fig. 5). Still, the agreement
between calculated and experimental intensities is notably
better for Raman than for ROA (specifically, calculated bands
in the interval 250–500 cm�1 are less intense and in the interval
1000–1200 cm�1 more intense than in the experiment).
wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jrs Copyright © 2014 John
Intensity-corrected ROA spectra as a result of their indepen-
dency on the used experimental setup can therefore serve as
benchmarks for the further development and refinement of the-
oretical methods used for ROA simulation.

The analogous comparison above 1200 cm�1 is shown in
Fig. 6 (refer to Table 2 for integral intensities). Within the
1200–1550 cm�1 interval, the difference between the overall
integral intensity of Raman and ROA spectra simulated at the
harmonic and anharmonic levels is ~30%. This difference is even
bigger in the C–H stretching region. While the Raman spectrum
calculated with anharmonic corrections resembles the intensity-
corrected experimental curve, both in shape and intensity, the
spectrum computed at the harmonic level exhibits nearly two times
higher integral intensity and possesses a rather different shape. The
shape of experimental ROA spectrum is again mimicked better by a
simulation at the anharmonic level. However, integral intensities of
both calculated spectra are still ~4 and ~7.5 times higher than inte-
gral intensities of the respective corrected and uncorrected spectra
(Table 2). It is obvious that anharmonic corrections improve the
experimental-to-calculated relation, but further development of
vibrational configuration interaction methodology is still needed.
The calculated intensities of Raman spectra with anharmonic
correction agree with the intensity-corrected experimental data in
Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Raman Spectrosc. 2014, 45, 603–609
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C–H stretching region, but the corresponding ROA intensities are
overestimated. According to our opinion, these observations
should further stimulate future development of ROA calculations.
Conclusions

The analysis of RIC of ROA spectra shows that such procedure is
useful and needed. With continuing technical development,
ROA data get more accurate, and consequently, the calibration
errors become more important. Similar to Raman, ROA intensity
correction is easy to use and can bring significant improvement
to data quality. Therefore, where possible, it could be imple-
mented as a general procedure.
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Relative intensity correction of ROA spectra

Figure S1. Fluorescence profiles SSRM(∆ν) of SRM 2243 and 2242 (for the RIC of Raman 
spectra obtained with instruments employing 514.5 and 532 nm laser excitation) measured with 
three different gratings on the ICP-P instrument (top) and on the two SCP instruments SCP-P 
and SCP-M (bottom). The experimental spectra were normalized by one point alignment.
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Figure S2. Effect of the RIC on the ROA spectra of (1R)-(+)-α-pinene (I) and 1R-spirodilactam 
(II) (shown from 150 to 2425 cm–1) measured on SCP-P A.

Figure S3. Uncorrected and corrected ROA spectra of the 1R-spirodilactam (II) recorded on 
two different instruments (SCP-P A and ICP-P medium). The spectra are normalized to inte-
gral intensity within 1300–1550 cm–1. Only the overlapping spectral region (580–2390 cm–1) is 
shown. Integral intensities of the labeled bands can be found in the Table S3.

Relative intensity correction of Raman 
optical activity spectra facilitates 
extending the spectral region

Václav Profant, Markéta Pazderková, Tomáš Pazderka, 
Petr Maloň, Vladimír Baumruk

Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Institute of 
Physics, Ke Karlovu 5, 12116, Prague 2, Czech Republic

Table S1. Integral intensities of selected ROA bands of (1R)-(+)-α-pinene (I) in Fig. 3. Variations among the values are expressed as relative standard deviations η.

   Uncorrected    Corrected
Band Wavenumber
(No.) (cm–1) ICP-P low SCP-P A SCP-M η (%) ICP-P low SCP-P A SCP-M η (%)

1 304 0.85 0.91 0.45 27 1.45 1.41 1.53 3
2 386 1.94 1.94 1.06 25 3.03 2.80 2.77 4
3 482 0.80 0.73 0.51 18 1.08 0.97 1.00 4
4 618 0.85 0.86 0.62 14 0.96 1.03 1.02 3
5 788 1.49 1.40 1.12 12 1.50 1.49 1.53 1
6 928 1.46 1.53 1.23 9 1.44 1.55 1.56 4
7 1433 1.32 1.27 1.23 3 1.39 1.42 1.24 6
8 1447 0.96 0.86 0.97 5 1.02 0.98 0.97 2

Table S2. HQI values of uncorrected and corrected spectra of (1R)-(+)-α-pinene (I) measured on different instruments (plain – Raman, bold – ROA).

  Uncorrected      Corrected

 ICP-P low SCP-P A SCP-M    ICP-P low SCP-P A SCP-M

ICP-P low — 0.989 0.972  ICP-P low — 0.994 0.996
SCP-P A 0.979 — 0.975  SCP-P A 0.980 — 0.994
SCP-M 0.973 0.975 —  SCP-M 0.987 0.990 —



Relative intensity correction of ROA spectra

Figure S4. The effect of alternative notch or edge filters on ROA spectra of 1R-spirodilactam (II) (measured on SCP-P instrument).
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Figure S5. Effect of the RIC on normalized Raman spectra of (1R)-(+)-α-pinene (I) in overlaying spectral regions when used for the assembly of panoramic spectra.

Table S4. Integral intensities of selected ROA bands of 1R-spirodilactam (II) in Fig. S4. Variations between the values are expressed as relative standard deviations η.

   Uncorrected    Corrected
Band Wavenumber
(No.) (cm–1) SCP-P A SCP-P B η (%)  SCP-P A SCP-P B η (%)

1 181 2.95 3.53 9  4.97 5.19 2
2 389 1.28 1.48 7  1.86 1.93 2
3 618 2.56 2.80 4  3.09 3.19 1
4 699 2.84 3.06 4  3.22 3.31 1
5 978 2.43 2.50 1  2.46 2.51 1
6 1275 1.74 1.64 3  1.80 1.82 0
7 2167 0.35 0.26 15  1.35 1.31 1
8 2274 0.20 0.14 16  1.01 0.98 2

Table S3. Integral intensities of selected ROA bands of 1R-spirodilactam (II) in Fig. S3. Variations between values are expressed as relative standard deviations η.

   Uncorrected    Corrected
Band Wavenumber
(No.) (cm–1) SCP-P A ICP-P med η (%)  SCP-P A ICP-P med η (%)

1 619 2.99 0.92 53  3.61 3.57 1
2 757 2.28 0.93 42  2.49 2.89 7
3 979 3.16 1.48 36  3.18 3.17 0
4 1121 2.90 1.56 30  2.90 2.59 6
5 1278 2.25 1.52 19  2.33 2.03 7
6 1472 0.87 0.85 1  1.01 0.99 1
7 2165 0.43 1.16 46  1.65 1.48 5
8 2273 0.24 1.02 61  1.24 1.33 3
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INTRODUCTION

N
eurohypophyseal hormones (NHHs) are among the

longest recognized biologically active peptides. Oxy-

tocin (OT) and arginine vasopressin (AVP—human

hormone) are structurally related nonapeptides,

synthesized in hypothalamic neurons, stored in the

posterior pituitary gland (neurohypophysis, NH), and

released into the circulation as NHHs with very different

physiological roles (Gimpl and Fahrenholz1). The primary

physiological role of OT is milk ejection and contraction of

the uterus, whereas AVP is involved in regulation of cardio-

vascular functions and acts as a hormone with antidiuretic
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function. New experimental approaches disclosed the role of

OT and AVP as important regulatory factors in the brain

(maternal and social behavior, learning and memory, stress,

etc.). At present, it is well recognized that NHHs act in cen-

tral nervous system and this role seems to be perhaps equally

important in comparison with the peripheral effects already

described in detail.2 Central activities of NHHs are currently

studied from various aspects. Both hormones act through G-

protein-coupled receptors, OT through OT receptor, whereas

AVP by activation receptors V1a, V1b (or V3), and V2.1

However, the receptor selectivity is not absolute and there

exists some crosstalk between vasopressin (VP) and OT

receptors. Amino acid sequence of OT including its disulfide

bridge was elucidated in 1953 by Du Vigneaud et al.3 OT was

the first peptidic hormone that was successfully synthesized,

shortly after its discovery.3,4 Syntheses of OT and AVP ana-

logs with agonistic and antagonistic properties, based on the

modulation of their receptor activity, followed soon; some of

these drugs have important therapeutic use (Table I). V2 ago-

nists are used for the treatment of diabetes insipidus and its

antagonists may be used in the case of congestive heart fail-

ure; terlipressin is used against esophageal bleeding. OT an-

tagonist atosiban was approved for the treatment of preterm

labor. Nowadays, many (i.e. hundreds of) synthetic analogs

and structural descendants of NHHs exist. Analogs of NHHs

were utilized as drugs in both human and veterinary medi-

cine and their investigation significantly contributed to

knowledge of general methodics of QSAR studies, inhibitor,

and receptor investigation.2,5

Structural studies of NHHs are numerous as well. The mol-

ecules display considerable conformational constraints and

limited conformational mobility. Their spatial arrangement

has been thoroughly investigated. There are numerous nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) (1H, 13C, relaxation times, and

Overhauser effect)6–22 (for a review, see Hruby and Lebl23)

and molecular spectroscopy (CD,24–28 Raman,27–31 and fluo-

rescence32–34) studies. Several analogs were crystallized and the

X-ray studies of them35,36 or of the complex with neurophy-

sin37,38 and trypsin39 provide a conception of their three-

dimensional structure. Structural studies in solution are

mainly based on NMR and electronic CD spectroscopies. The

results indicate that NHH molecules—at least the ring parts—

are remarkably consistent in their spatial arrangements. It is

difficult to relate quite variant biological properties, which

respond sensitively to even minor changes in structure of

NHH analogs, with the fact that three-dimensional structures

of these molecules vary little. NMR studies have provided con-

siderable information about NHH structural arrangement in

solution, but it has not been useful for investigating conforma-

tion around the disulfide bridge. Disulfide group is a charac-

teristic and important structural element of NHH molecules

because it closes the 20-membered ring which is essential for

Table I List of Samples

Compound Accepted Title Structurea
Basic Pharmacological

Effects (Peripheral)

Neurohypophyseal hormones

I Oxytocin C Y I Q N C P L G-NH2 Uterotonic (UTT), milk ejecting (ME)

II Arginine vasopressin

Natural human hormone

C Y F Q N C P R G-NH2 Antidiuretic (AD), pressoric (PR)

III Lysine vasopressin

Hog hormone

C Y F Q N C P K G-NH2 Antidiuretic (AD), pressoric (PR)

Analogs produced as bulk pharmaceutical chemicals for remedies

IV Methyloxytocinb C Y(OMe) I Q N C P L G-NH2 UTT (lower activity and protracted effect)

V Atosibanc Mpr y(OEt) I T N C P Orn G-NH2 UTT, inhibitor OTR, V1 a V2 receptors

VI Desmopressinb Mpr Y F Q N C P r G-NH2 AD (DDAVP) (V2 agonist in diabetes insipidus)

VII Terlipressinc G G G C Y F Q N C P K G-NH2 PR low and very protracted effect—used

for esophageal bleeding

Analogs

VIII NHH inhibitor cpmC y I T N C P Orn-NH2 UTT, strong OTR inhibitor

IX Ring model C G G G N C-NH2 Not known, for conformational studies only

a In all structures, the Cys (or Mpr) residues are connected via the disulfide bridge and form a heterodetic ring closure (indicated in Bold type); Mpr, mer-

captopropionic acid; cmpC, b-cyclopentamethylene-cysteine. Lower case letters are used to denote D-amino acid residues.
b Methyloxytocin was used as the safe uterotonic stimulator (later replaced by even safer Carbetocin (deamino-carba1-Tyr(OMe)2-oxytocin)).
c Atosiban is able to antagonize uterotonic effect of oxytocin and is used for the suppression of the development of unwanted uterotonic activity.
d Desmopressin (also known as DDAVP) is still considered as one of the most successful very powerful antidiuretic drugs.
e Terlipressin (also known as glypressin) is hormonogen-like peptide with very protracted pressoric activity which is used in the various bleedings disor-

ders and during vascular surgery.
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the manifestation of pharmacological activities. However, the

ring can be modified, leading often to analogs more stable to-

ward cleaving enzymes. In addition, some studies indicate that

NHH conformation might react sensitively to the interaction

of disulfide group with the aromatic side chain at position 2.40

This interaction was also confirmed by data from high-per-

formance liquid chromatography (HPLC)41,42 and NMR and

fluorescence43 studies of OT analogs modified with replace-

ment of sulfur atoms by methylene groups or S��O groups.

Many spectroscopic studies of disulfide conformation in

NHHs and their analogs have been already made.24–31,44–50

Generally, disulfide bridge in peptides is quite flexible and

can adopt various geometries. However, statistical treatment

of known protein structures reveals preferences for several

conformational types. There are three general conformations

of the disulfide group (Figure 1), all with the central dihedral

angle (C��S��S��C, i.e. around the S��S bond) nearly 6908
denoted as GGG, GGT, and TGT (in this three-letter sym-

bolics the initial and final G or T designates gauche- or trans-

conformation of the C��C��S��S or S��S��C��C termini;

the central G is a standard designation of the S��S conforma-

tion with vS��S nearly 6908). These conformations can be

distinguished by standard Raman spectroscopy which allows

detecting individual C��S and S��S stretching modes and

identifying corresponding disulfide conformations. It is gen-

erally accepted that GGG, TGG, and TGT conformations

give rise to the respective S��S stretching signals nearly 510,

525, and 540 cm21 (Refs. 51–53). Conformations of the disul-

fide bond with prevailing GGG arrangement were found in

the spectra of most agonistic OT and VP analogs.27–31 On the

other hand, different disulfide bond conformations can be

found in some OT antagonists, for example molecules having

penicillamine in position 12.45 Although the information

obtained mainly by Raman spectroscopy is valuable, it can-

not distinguish between right- and left-handed arrangements

of the system. However, nonplanar disulfide group is chiral

and this makes its handedness approachable by chiroptical

methods involving electronic and vibrational circular dichro-

ism (VCD) and Raman optical activity (ROA). There are

some difficulties with investigation of disulfide groups by

electronic circular dichroism (ECD) owing to group symme-

try, orbital degeneracy, and strong overlap of disulfide bands

with the amide transitions at 190–250 nm and with p–p*

transitions of aromatic residues at 250–300 nm (see, e.g.

Refs. 27,54). We have shown earlier that useful information

about the disulfide conformation might be obtained using

methods of vibrational optical activity (VOA), particularly

ROA which is a chiral variant of Raman spectroscopy. Our

earlier experimental and theoretical results indicate that ROA

might represent a long sought-after solution of disulfide

group conformation and might be capable of distinguishing

between its right- and left-handed chirality.55,56

For the present study, we take advantage of the fact that

NHHs are used as drugs in various indications for the treat-

ment of disorders in both human and veterinary medicine

and for this purpose they are manufactured under the rules of

current good manufacturing practice (cGMP) in large quanti-

ties and in high purity as described in the Pharmacopeia. We

selected a set of such compounds (Table I), including hor-

mones themselves (OT I, arginine, and lysine vasopressins II,

III), their pharmaceutically used analogs (methyloxytocin IV,

atosiban V, desmopressin VI, and terlipressin VII) and related

models (VIII, IX). Although the selected compounds differ

widely in their pharmacological properties, these are achieved

just by little changes of their primary and perhaps secondary

structures. Our list forms a suitable basis for a more detailed

structural scrutiny which could provide us the still missing

view. We intend to investigate these compounds with a combi-

nation of several optical and chiroptical spectroscopies includ-

ing ECD, VCD, Raman spectroscopy, and ROA. The use of

vibrational chiroptical methods (VCD and ROA) might pro-

vide additional information because neither amide (VCD and

ROA) nor disulfide (ROA) signals overlap with the p–p*

bands of aromatic side chains as they unfortunately do in

ECD spectra. In addition, these methods, in particular the

ROA, provide insight even into small-scale structural changes.

Comparison of new chiroptical data with already known

results of conformational studies should further elucidate the

role of disulfides in NHHs structure and function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The hormones I–III and their analogs IV–VII were bulk-synthesized

pharmaceutical chemicals prepared under cGMP (Polypeptide

Group). They were fully analytically characterized and used without

further purification. The sample of inhibitor VIII was provided by

Prof. Manning (Medical College of Ohio) and used without further

purification. The simplified ring model IX was prepared using

FIGURE 1 Frequent conformations of the disulfide bridge,

C��C��S��S��C��C. Left: TGT; middle: TGG; right: GGG (G,

gauche; T, trans). Sulfur atoms are shown in yellow.
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standard procedures of solid-phase peptide synthesis employing

Fmoc/tert-butyl strategy, TFA reagent cleavage from the resin, oxi-

dation, and standard HPLC purification. The synthesized peptide

was at least 95% pure (based on HPLC).

Electronic absorption and ECD spectra were measured in solu-

tions on Jasco J-815 spectrometer equipped with a Peltier-based

temperature control module. The solvents included 0.01M phos-

phate buffer (pH 5 7.5), 0.01M HCl (pH 5 2) and, for compound

II, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol. Concentrations were in the approximate

range of 5–20 3 � 1024 mol L21. We used quartz cells with the opti-

cal path length of 1 cm. The spectra were recorded in the spectral

region 255–360 nm mostly at room temperature but we also meas-

ured the dependence on temperature in the range of 5–758C. Each

spectrum was obtained as an average of three subsequent computer-

controlled scans taken at the scanning speed of 50 nm/min and the

time constant of 4 s. The final ECD and absorption spectra are

expressed as the respective values of De and e (L mol21 cm21)

(Figure. 2). ECD and absorption of compound VIII in low pH was

not measured because of too low quantity which was available.

VCD was measured on Bruker FTIR spectrometer equipped with

the VCD/IRRAS module. The setup used for amide I and mid IR

measurements (1800–1200 cm21) was based on IFS-66/S FTIR and

included: VCD/IRRAS PMA 37 attachment, BaF2 polarizer, ZnSe

photoelastic modulator (Hinds), MCT detector (InfraRed Associ-

ates), and a lock-in amplifier (SR830 Stanford Instruments). The

spectra were recorded at the resolution of 8 cm21 in D2O at the con-

centration range of 4–9 � 1022 mol L21. We used a demountable

sample cell (path length, 0.025 mm) with CaF2 windows. Our stand-

ard measurement protocol involved averaging of four 30 min blocks

of interferograms. Corresponding solvent scans were subtracted as

background. The compounds II, VIII, and IX showed the presence

of TFA as an absorption signal at 1671 cm21 which has been sub-

tracted. Final data were plotted as the respective e((absorption) and

D(e((VCD) values normalized to number of amino acid residues.

Second derivatives of absorption spectra were calculated using

GRAMS/AI software (Thermo Electron Corporation) to enable

decomposition and detailed interpretation of overlapping amide I

band components according to a procedure described elsewhere.57

Raman scattering and ROA spectra were measured on the com-

mercial scattered circular polarization (SCP) ROA spectrometer

(Chiral Raman, Bio Tools, USA)58 and on the incident circular

polarization (ICP) Raman/ROA instrument built at the Institute of

Physics, Charles University in Prague working in backscattering.59

The latter spectrometer is based on a fast stigmatic spectrograph

HoloSpec HS-f/1.4 (Kaiser Optical Systems) with an interchange-

able holographic transmission grating and a back-illuminated CCD

detection system (Roper Scientific, 1340 3 100 pixels). The com-

pounds I–VII and IX for Raman and ROA measurements were dis-

solved in distilled water at ambient temperature (208C) and filtered

through a 0.22-lm Millipore filter into quartz ROA micro-cells

(�60 lL, 4 3 3 mm, Starna Scientific) with antireflectively coated

windows. The pH of aqueous solutions was adjusted with 0.2M HCl

to a value of �3. For the compound VIII, we were not able to obtain

Raman and ROA spectra because of its low quantity which allowed

only the measurement of ECD (in neutral buffer) and VCD. The

conditions for ROA experiments were set on the two instruments as

follows: Chiral Raman: excitation wavelength 532 nm, laser power

at the sample 250–300 mW, spectral resolution 7 cm21; noncom-

mercial spectrometer: excitation wavelength 514.5 nm, laser power

at the sample 550–650 mW, spectral resolution 6.5 cm21. We used

concentrations in the range of 6–10 3 � 1022 mol L21. Acquisition

time was optimized to get reasonable S/N ratio in ROA spectra (3–4

days). Spectra were processed by subtracting the solvent signal and

correcting the baseline by polynomial fitting (5th order polyno-

mial). The final ROA spectra are presented as (IR 2 IL) and the

Raman spectra as (IR 1 IL) where IR and IL are Raman intensities in

right- and left- circularly polarized ICP or SCP laser light. Numeri-

cal data treatment was done using GRAMS/AI software (Thermo

Electron). Decomposition of Raman spectra into single bands was

made using second derivatives.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have measured ECD and electronic absorption of the

whole series of compounds I–IX at neutral (pH 7.5, phos-

phate buffer) and acidic (pH 2, 0.01M HCl) conditions in

the disulfide transition range (250–380 nm). Even in the case

of compounds I–III, VI, IX, which have been previously

measured,25,26,28,48 we have collected the new data to have all

spectra measured under comparable conditions. The results

are shown in Figure 2. Below 280 nm, the disulfide bands

FIGURE 2 ECD (top) and UV absorption (bottom) of compound

I (OT), II (AVP), III (lysine vasopressin), IV (methyloxytocin), V

(atosiban), VI (desmopressin), VII (terlipressin), VIII (NHH inhibi-

tor), and IX (ring model) measured in phosphate buffer (solid) and

0.01M HCl (dashed).
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unfortunately overlap with the long-wavelength p–p* bands

of aromatic chromophores (Tyr in OT analogs, Tyr and Phe

in VP analogs) and consequently pure disulfide signal can be

observed only in the ECD spectra of IX which possesses no

aromatic side chains. The interfering p–p* bands show typi-

cal vibronic structure (tyrosine in absorption, phenylalanine

in ECD—at 255, 261, and 268 nm). This phenomenon com-

plicates spectra and makes isolation of disulfide contribu-

tions more difficult. In the presence of aromatic residues, we

can thus safely ascribe disulfide origin to just the long wave-

length tail in the 300–340 nm region as has been also recom-

mended earlier.60 On the basis of this long-wavelength disul-

fide CD band, we can classify our compounds I–IX into three

categories: The first category (a) includes compounds with a

negative band of low intensity; this is by far the most numer-

ous category including all mainstream agonists I–IV, desmo-

pressin VI and terlipressin VII. Although differences between

their spectra are definitely over the error bars, the general

course of these curves remains similar. A significant differ-

ence is observed only with OT I and methyloxytocin IV in

low pH. In these latter cases, intensity of the negative disul-

fide band markedly increases on acidification. The second

category (b) includes atosiban V with the disulfide band of

clearly higher intensity. The spectra of the ring model IX

form the transition between the first two categories.

Although the differences between spectra belonging to classes

(a) and (b) are quantitative and rather subtle, the category

(c) shows disulfide band of the opposite sign. There is only

one compound in this category—the inhibitor VIII. At

shorter wavelengths, it is sometimes possible to observe a

second disulfide band as predicted by the theory. With our

compounds, it is observable only in the ECD spectrum of IX

having no aromatic residues. This compound represents a

simplified model of the OT ring with Gly residues replacing

tyrosine and isoleucine. In neutral buffer, it exhibits a nega-

tive ECD band at 275 nm which can be considered a pure di-

sulfide manifestation. In the early studies,24 there were

attempts to correlate the analogous 280 nm negative ECD

band in I (also in IV, see above) and its pH dependence with

the effect of possible protonation of the neighboring a-NH2

group on the disulfide chromophore. However, no effect of

protonation on disulfide conformation can be seen in ECD

spectra of the ring model IX with Gly at position 2. This

might indicate that the disulfide chromophore is influenced

by neighboring Tyr (or Ile—Ref. 24) residue. Much smaller

changes can be observed in the spectra of NHH analogs lack-

ing the a-NH2 group (V, VI). The long-wavelength spectral

tail which we used above for the classification of our com-

pounds/spectra into (a, b, c) classes can be observed in spec-

tra of all compounds I–IX. Its sign does not correlate with

either the presence or the absence of a-NH2 group (V, VI)

and the correlation with configuration of the amino acid at

the position 2 (V, VIII) is uncertain. However, it is interesting

but hardly causally significant that this band somehow corre-

lates with pharmacological properties: the agonists all belong

to class (a) with small and similar disulfide bands, whereas

the inactive IX and antagonists V, VIII display spectral differ-

ences and fall into categories (b, c). Consequences and im-

portance of the D-configuration of aromatic amino acid for

biological activities of OT analogs and their spectral proper-

ties were studied earlier in detail with both conformationally

relaxed and constrained amino acids.61 Analogs with D-

amino acid clearly belong to different structural classes.

There have been many attempts to correlate experimental

signs and magnitudes of disulfide bands with sense and mag-

nitude of the disulfide twist on the basis of theoretical con-

siderations and calculations.54,62,63 Although nowadays it is

not difficult to execute such a calculation at a very good the-

oretical level55,64 (TD DFT calculation using B3LYP func-

tional and at least the 6-31G* basis set may be considered a

reasonable level of calculation), the results of such a calcula-

tion suffer numerous problems. The low-energy conforma-

tion of the C��S��S��C grouping is a perpendicular confor-

mation with vS��S 5 6908. It would seem advantageous that

this conformation represents simultaneously the arrange-

ment having topologically maximal possible chirality. How-

ever, it is most unfortunate that the two lowest energy elec-

tronic transitions of the disulfide group are exactly degener-

ate in this conformation and consequently the sign of

predicted CD sharply changes at vS��S 5 6908, where the

two bands cancel and no CD is predicted. This situation has

been known for some time54,62,63 and it is usually generalized

in a requirement that for the theoretical interpretation not

only the sign but also some measure of the magnitude of the

vS��S angle is needed (with values of vS��S close to 6908 this

information needs to be rather precise). Applied to our case

of NHH analogs, we may only say that similar course of di-

sulfide-related ECD as shown in Figure 2 may mean similar

S��S bridge conformation, but such a finding is not certain

and there is a need for additional unambiguous information.

Vibrational and particularly chiral vibrational spectra

should provide some still-missing structural details of

NHHs, which are inaccessible by other spectroscopies. In

addition, VOA promises to enrich significantly the current

understanding of NHH’s structure–function relationship.

VCD and IR absorption spectra in the mid IR region (1300–

1800 cm21) include signals owing to amide I (in D2O amide

I0) and amide II (II0) vibrations. In its current state of devel-

opment, VCD cannot provide direct information on disulfide

arrangement as vibrational bands owing to C��S��S��C
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grouping lie outside the experimentally accessible region.

The relevant region (�250–800 cm21) can be accessed by IR

absorption spectroscopy, but the bands related to C��S and

S��S bonds are usually invisible or of very low intensity.

Vibrational transitions related to disulfide group are more

conveniently accessed by Raman/ROA spectroscopy. On the

other hand, VCD combined with IR spectroscopy can pro-

vide detailed information on peptide backbone and

strengthen the knowledge given by other techniques. In our

case, this means resolving information provided by ECD and

NMR into detailed conformationally defined fragments. The

spectra of compounds I–IX in D2O are shown in Figure 3.

The bands observed in absorption in amide I spectral region

indicate the presence of the random coil/PPII structure

(these two structures cannot be distinguished solely by IR

spectroscopy) or of an a-helix (at �1645 cm21, however a-

helix can be excluded owing to VCD and Raman spectra—

see below) together with the b-turn structure (shoulder at

�1665 cm21). VCD pattern owing to these signals has been

described earlier65 and its sensitive response to changes and

types of secondary structures in peptides/proteins is well

understood.66 Our NHHs and their derivatives exhibit

remarkably constant VCD spectral pattern consisting of a

rather intense negative couplet corresponding to amide I0 at

�1650 cm21 (a positive VCD band at �1670 cm21 together

with a negative band at �1630 cm21) and a smaller negative

band at �1440 cm21 (amide II0). The positions of particular

bands in I–VIII do not appear to be dependent on particular

structures, only in the analog IX the position of amide I0

VCD bands is shifted to higher wavenumbers by about 25

cm21. The observed VCD patterns resemble very closely

polyproline II (PPII) type secondary structures with a posi-

tive/negative couplet in the amide I (I0) region and a negative

band in the amide II (II0) region. This type of conformation

and associated VCD spectra has been extensively studied by

Dukor and Keiderling.67 Although it is generally difficult to

distinguish between the left-handed helical PPII-like confor-

mation and the truly unordered state of a peptide/protein,

we can rather safely derive that the general three-dimensional

ring pattern of NHHs includes a PPII-type left helical turn.

For the extent of PPII turn, we can get an indication from

the corresponding VCD intensities. If we calculate DA/A or

alternately De/e values for our compounds and compare

these with intensities measured for real polyprolines,67 we

find our spectra approximately three times less intense. This

indicates that a direction reversal of NHH ring probably

involves just two to three amino acid residues. VCD inten-

sities in the amide I0 and amide II0 region allow also some

differentiation between compounds I and IX. The lowest in-

tensity is shown by the compound IX in accordance with its

assumed bigger flexibility.

Raman and ROA spectra provide a different point of view.

Although there is also a significant manifestation of back-

bone conformation (it is shown in Raman/ROA mainly via

extended amide III at 1240–1310 cm21 [Ref. 68] and amide I

bands), the most useful information follows from the low-

wavenumber region (\800 cm21) with the prominent bands

owing to disulfide vibrations. The spectra of compounds I–

VII and IX in H2O are shown in Figure 4 and the extracted

Raman frequencies (amide I, amide III, mC��S and mS��S)

obtained from the spectral decomposition using second

derivatives are listed in Table II. Conformational analysis and

band assignment was proposed with respect to the previous

Raman investigations of OT (I), AVP (II), and their ana-

logs.27–31,45

Raman bands of compounds I–VII in amide I and amide

III region agree with the already expected presence of both

random coil and b-sheet/b-turn structures53,68 (Table II).

Amide I and amide III bands in compound IX (the simplified

FIGURE 3 VCD (top) and IR absorption (bottom) of compound

I (OT), II (AVP), III (lysine vasopressin), IV (methyloxytocin), V

(atosiban), VI (desmopressin), VII (terlipressin), VIII (NHH inhibi-

tor), and IX (ring model) measured in D2O (spectra are normalized

to the number of amino acid residues). The less compressed spectra

are shown in Supporting Information material.
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model of the OT ring moiety) are shifted to higher wavenum-

bers and indicate the presence of b-sheet/b-turn structure.

Raman bands at 850 and 830 cm21 correspond to tyrosine

side chain and their relative intensities are related to its envi-

ronment.69 The I850/I830 intensity ratio exceeds 1 for com-

pounds I–III, VI, VII, and IX, indicating that the Tyr residue

is probably exposed to solvent. On the other hand, the ratio

lower than 1 is observed for compounds IV and V where Tyr

(2) OH group is alkylated and therefore no suitable partner

for hydrogen bonding to the solvent is available. ROA spectra

in this region show for compounds I–VII a sharp positive

band at �1320 cm21 (extended amide III) and a weak posi-

tive band with the maximum at �1665–1680 cm21 (amide

I). These findings further strengthen arguments in favor of

the already indicated presence of PPII type secondary struc-

ture.70–72 The additional negative band between �1242–1251

cm21 in compounds I–VII has been previously assigned to

an antiparallel b-strand.70 The presence of a short segment of

FIGURE 4 Raman scattering (left) and ROA (right) spectra of compounds I (OT), II (AVP), III (lysine vasopressin), IV (methyloxytocin),

V (atosiban), VI (desmopressin), VII (terlipressin), and IX (ring model) measured at acidic pH. These spectra are shown at higher resolu-

tion in Supporting Information material.
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this type of structure is quite probable. A positive band at

�1295 cm21 and negative bands at �1350 and �1385 cm21

in ROA spectra of I, IV, V, and VI might in addition indicate

the presence of a b-turn-like structure.72,73 VCD/IR/Raman

and ROA data on NHHs (OT I, AVP II, LVP III, desmopres-

sin VI) agree with the backbone arrangement found by NMR

spectroscopy in combination with molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations19,21,22,74,75 although the latter data were often

obtained in a different solvent (dimethyl sulfoxide) (Table I

in Ref. 76). NMR results favor b-turn (over the residues 2,3

or 3,4) or c-turn conformations (desmopressin). However,

NMR spectroscopy is not sensitive to disulfide group

conformation.

Unlike in ECD spectra where Tyr and disulfide-related

bands overlap and obscure each other, signals owing to the

disulfide bridge (mS��S and mC��S vibrations) can be distin-

guished clearly in Raman and ROA spectra. Although a

broad water band at 400–520 cm21 overlaps just slightly with

the S��S stretching band, it usually does not obscure the

mS��S signal. The strong S��S stretching band in Raman spec-

tra of all the measured compounds (I–VII and IX) at �510

cm21 is an indicator of prevailing GGG conformation of

C��C��S��S��C��C grouping.52 Second derivative spectra

reveal a shoulder at �523 cm21 (IX) or �530 cm21 (I, II,

IV), and �535 cm21 (V) which indicates a small fraction of

the respective GGT and TGT conformation.52,53 Raman sig-

nal of C��S stretching vibrations can be found in the region

of 655–663 cm21 for all studied compounds, indicating pre-

vailing PH conformation of the X��CH��CH2��CH moiety

(X¼¼H, C, or N) with Ha atom in trans-position to the sulfur

atom.77 Theoretical analysis of ROA in S��S stretching

region (490–550 cm21) indicates that the corresponding sig-

nals reflect rather sensitively differences in the absolute con-

figuration/conformation of the disulfide group and that there

is an unequivocal relationship of ROA sign and handedness

of the C��S��S��C group.55,56 A positive ROA signal of

S��S stretching in I, III (�506 cm21), II, IV (�508 cm21),

and VII (�513 cm21) indicates right-handed chirality of the

disulfide group in all these compounds. On the contrary, a

negative signal in ROA spectra of V (sharp negative band at

508 cm21) and IX (sharp negative band at 513 cm21) might

indicate left-handed chirality of disulfide group. No ROA sig-

nal of the S��S stretching vibration can be clearly distin-

guished in VI. This may be owing to higher flexibility of the

disulfide bridge in this compound (no N-terminus in this

compound) with both negative and positive disulfide confor-

mations possible or by the presence of D-arginine in position

8. The compound VI exhibits positive ROA signal at �550

cm21 which can also be found in ROA spectra of I, II, IV, V,

and VII; however, its origin is probably not related to disul-

fide vibrations. As already noted, the above ROA data of our

set of NHH agonists I–IV, VII indicate right-handed disulfide

chirality. This finding conforms to ECD at least in the sense

that these compounds all consistently exhibit very similar

ECD. On the other hand, the inhibitor V and the inactive

model IX behave differently. Sometimes, inhibitor-like prop-

erties relate to modifications in the position 1. The incorpo-

ration of b-mercaptopropionic acid leads to compounds

lacking a-amino group (1-deamino analogs V, VI, VIII).

Such modification may quite logically change disulfide con-

formation as documented most clearly by ROA. At the same

time, it brings a different behavior toward a pH change. This

Table II C��S, S��S, and Amide-Related Frequencies in the Raman Spectra of Compounds I–VII, IXa

Frequency (cm21)

Band assignment I II III IV V VI VII IX

Amide I 1686 1691 1690 1683 1687 1684 1685 1692

1678 1683 1681 1682

1668 1666 1671 1667 1667 1670 1668 1672

1659 1658 1657 1657 1653

Amide III 1292 1285 1291 1288 1286 1286 1274

1267 1263 1268 1274 1268 1257

1250 1249 1247 1247 1250 1243 1247

1238 1235

m(C��S) PH 658 656 658 658 659 658 659 663

m(S��S) TGG(T) 531sh 533sh 533sh 531sh

m(S��S) TGG 523sh

m(S��S) GGG 510 508 508 509 511 511 512 508

a TGG(T)—Weak bands do not allow reliable distinguishing between G and T conformation on S��C dihedral angle.

sh, Shoulder.
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has been already noted in the past.49 It is further noteworthy

that a right-handed disulfide arrangement has been detected

in most existing X-ray studies of agonistic NHH analogs35,36

and of their complexes with carrier proteins.37–39 HPLC41,42

and NMR and fluorescence43 studies of OT analogs support

the existence of an interaction of sulfur in position 6 with the

aromatic ring of tyrosine. The fact that right-handed helicity

of the disulfide bridge in the crystal structure of deamino OT

shows the possible proximity of aromatic side chain and the

sulfur in position 6 as well, speaks in favor of the conclusion

that the conformation in solution is close to the conformation

found in the crystal, including the helicity of the disulfide

bridge. We have shown that VOA can provide similar knowl-

edge also for samples in solution.

CONCLUSIONS
We have collected the basic series of vibrational optical activ-

ity data related to NHHs and some of their analogs. The data

show remarkable conformational consistency within most

compounds. VCD and particularly ROA agree with the previ-

ously found and/or suggested structural data based mainly

on NMR and MD simulations together with X-ray studies of

NHH–neurophysin complexes. VOA extends the already

existing knowledge in several significant details. The main-

chain reversal of the ring moiety is undoubtedly left-handed.

This follows from VCD pattern in amide I region, which

quite closely resembles polyproline II type helix or maybe a

certain type of b-turn. This finding is further supported by

ROA because NHH spectra contain a prominent marker

band of the PPII structure at 1320 cm21. Furthermore, ROA

spectra contain information about arrangement of the disul-

fide group, which is otherwise difficult to obtain. Interest-

ingly, the investigated NHH agonists seem to possess identi-

cal right handedness of the disulfide, whereas the inactive or

inhibitory compounds show a tendency to opposite arrange-

ment. This will be a matter of further investigation. Vibra-

tional optical activity proved its ability to provide useful data

on peptide conformation even in the presence of aromatic

side chains, unlike ECD.
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Supplementary material 
 
Vibrational optical activity data of compounds I-IX are shown in Figures 1-6 of this 
supplementary material. Compared to the main body of the text these figures contain two or 
three curves each, making it easier to follow their individual characteristics. Figures 1, 4 show 
spectra of the hormones themselves, similarly Figures 2, 5 the curves of their agonistic 
analogs and Figures 3, 6 the remaining spectra of compounds V, VIII and IX. 
 
FIGURE 5 Vibrational circular dichroism (top) and IR absorption (bottom) of compound I 
(oxytocin), II (arginine vasopressin) and III (lysine vasopressin) measured in D2O 
(normalized to the number of amino acid residues). 
 
FIGURE 6 Vibrational circular dichroism (top) and IR absorption (bottom) of compound IV 
(methyloxytocin), VI (desmopressin) and VII (terlipressin) measured in D2O (normalized to 
the number of amino acid residues). 
 
FIGURE 7 Vibrational circular dichroism (top) and IR absorption (bottom) of compound V 
(atosiban), VIII (NHH inhibitor) and IX (ring model) measured in D2O (normalized to the 
number of amino acid residues). 
 
FIGURE 8 Raman scattering (left) and Raman optical activity (right) spectra of compounds I 
(oxytocin), II (arginine vasopressin) and III (lysine vasopressin) measured in acidic pH. 
 
FIGURE 9 Raman scattering (left) and Raman optical activity (right) spectra of compounds 
IV (methyloxytocin), VI (desmopressin) and VII (terlipressin) measured in acidic pH. 
 
FIGURE 10 Raman scattering (left) and Raman optical activity (right) spectra of compounds 
V (atosiban) and IX (ring model) measured in acidic pH. 



  

 

 

FIGURE 5: Vibrational circular dichroism (top) and IR absorption (bottom) of compound I (oxytocin), II 
(arginine vasopressin) and III (lysine vasopressin) measured in D2O (normalized to the number of amino 
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FIGURE 6: Vibrational circular dichroism (top) and IR absorption (bottom) of compound IV (methyloxytocin), 

VI (desmopressin) and VII (terlipressin) measured in D2O (normalized to the number of amino acid 

residues).  
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FIGURE 7: Vibrational circular dichroism (top) and IR absorption (bottom) of compound V (atosiban), VIII 
(NHH inhibitor) and IX (ring model) measured in D2O (normalized to the number of amino acid residues).  
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FIGURE 8: Raman scattering (left) and Raman optical activity (right) spectra of compounds I (oxytocin), II 
(arginine vasopressin) and III (lysine vasopressin) measured in acidic pH.  
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FIGURE 9: Raman scattering (left) and Raman optical activity (right) spectra of compounds IV 
(methyloxytocin), VI (desmopressin) and VII (terlipressin) measured in acidic pH.  
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FIGURE 10: Raman scattering (left) and Raman optical activity (right) spectra of compounds V (atosiban) 
and IX (ring model) measured in acidic pH.  
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